Arts & Culture Advisory Board
Regular Commission Meeting
First Meeting
November 9, 2017
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts & Culture Advisory Board was
called to order by Mayor Pro Tem Bliss on Thursday, November 9, 2017 at
6:30 p.m. in the Executive Conference Room of the Municipal Building at 300
West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Present:

Board Members: Mayor Pro Tem Mark Bliss, Kirstin Bianchi,
Aaron Flanigan, Laurie Geralds, Judy Lewis, Jenna Yuhase,
Lauren Gadoua (Alternate #1), Vita Palazzolo (Alternate #2),
Harley Mordarski (Lamphere Student Representative), and
Amy Misczak (Ex-Officio)

Absent:

Board Members: Doug Evans, Tracy Kash

Also Present:

Dennis Jacobs and Council Alternate Margene Scott

Introductions were made. Mayor Pro Tem Bliss announced Meeting Open to
the Public, and then reviewed the Mission Statement, Purpose and Tasks of
Board as follows:
Mission Statement: The Mission of the Madison Heights Arts and Culture
Advisory Board is to enhance the quality of life in our community and
promote the value of the arts by supporting diverse, innovative, and
accessible visual, performing, and cultural arts programming.
Purpose / Tasks:
a. Advise the City Council of the needs of the artistic and cultural
community.
b. On behalf of the City, actively encourage programs for the cultural
enrichment of the community, including, but not limited to,
exhibitions, displays, performances, events, instruction, and other
projects.
c. Engage community members and local businesses to build a
flourishing and vibrant arts and cultural environment.
d. Recommend and support financing alternatives and resources for arts
and culture.
e. Recommend policies and advise and propose strategies regarding arts
and culture.
f. Make recommendations on the suitability, financing, and placement of
public art.
g. Create and maintain a list of community arts and culture resources.
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h. Perform such other duties relating to arts and culture as the City
Council may require.
Mayor Pro Tem Bliss emphasized that the City did not have a budget for
the Arts & Culture Board; therefore, the Board would be expected to be
self-sustaining for funding needs.
Nomination and Election of Chairman:
Laurie Geralds was elected as Chairman.
Nomination and Election of Vice-Chairman:
Jenna Yuhase was elected as Vice-Chairman.
Nomination and Election of Secretary:
Amy Misczak was elected as Secretary. Ms. Misczak accepted the appointment
but noted that she would have to report back to the board as to whether it is
permitted for an Ex-Officio/Non-Voting member to hold the position of
Secretary.
Nomination and Election of Treasurer:
Aaron Flanigan was elected as Treasurer.
Nomination of Committee Chairs:
Nominations were made to chair sub-committees as follows:
Fundraising Committee:

Vita Palazzolo (assisted by Mayor Pro Tem
Bliss, Laurie Geralds and Jenna Yuhase)
Marketing/PR Committee:
Kirstin Bianchi (assisted by Mayor Pro
Tem Bliss, Councilwoman Scott and
Lauren Gadoua)
Volunteer Coord. Committee: Jenna Yuhase (assisted by Judy Lewis)
Youth Committee:
Harley Mordarski
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Discussion of Meeting Schedule:
The Board agreed to hold the next meeting on Monday, December 4, 2017 at 6:30
p.m., with future schedule to be determined.
Roundtable Discussion:
The Board held an open discussion of ideas for upcoming projects and fundraisers.
Many ideas were presented including: displays at City Hall/Library during the
winter; art displayed in local businesses or at a Chamber of Commerce mixer;
smaller art projects throughout the City such as painting crosswalks, trash cans,
park benches or the stairs in Civic Center Park; murals in the Library, in public
areas and on private buildings in the City; snow sculpture contest; involvement of
the Heritage Rooms and Random Acts of Kindness in promoting the arts; events at
the Tree Lighting Ceremony, such as Christmas Caroling; promoting the Arts &
Culture Board activities on Facebook and Madison Park News; a murder mystery
show; and a photography contest to include a special event with public safety
training/drills.
The Board outlined specific ideas for a photography contest to result in the
publication of an 18-month calendar to coincide with the new school year. The
contest would be kicked off close to the City’s Anniversary of January 17th, and
would include the following categories (the Board would hold a “photo day” type
fundraiser for each category with date and venue to be determined):
Madison Heights Color Photo Contest “This is Home” (What Makes Madison Heights
Special)
Categories
1. People
2. Places
3. Nature
4. Animals
5. Public Safety
6. Schools
Finalists by category would be determined by the Board, with winners determined
by local artists/teachers with photography or other applicable experience. Winning
photographs would be put on display in City Hall, Library, Senior Center, and
perhaps combined into one giant collage/mural in addition to the 18-month
calendar.
Action item for December 4th – Mayor Pro Tem Bliss, along with Jenna Yuhase,
complete project proposal details for the photo contest, with Judy Lewis making a
review prior to submittal to the entire Board.
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Arts & Culture Advisory Board
Regular Commission Meeting
May 1, 2018
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts & Culture Advisory Board was called
to order by Chairman Geralds on Tuesday, May 1, 2018 at 7:06 p.m. in the
Executive Conference Room of the Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile
Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Present:

Board Members: Mayor Pro Tem Mark Bliss, Kirstin Bianchi,
Aaron Flanigan, Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo (Alternate #2),
Harley Mordarski (Lamphere Student Representative), and Amy
Misczak (Ex-Officio)

Absent:

Board Members Doug Evans, Tracy Kash, Judy Lewis, and Jenna
Yuhase, and Board Alternate Lauren Gadoua

Also Present:

Cheryl Murray, Fred Ferris, Councilwoman Margene Scott

Call to Order 7pm
Chairman Geralds called the meeting to order at 7:06 pm.
Additions to the Agenda
Following roll call and prior to starting the agenda, Chairman Geralds wondered if
there was any official policy regarding number member absences. She asked to add
it to the agenda as Item L. Mayor Pro Tem Bliss suggested the issue of absences be
covered under J – Pending Vacancies. The Board Logo was added as Item L.
Meeting Open to the Public
Chairman Geralds announced Meeting Open to the Public.
made.

No comments were

Approval of Minutes from April 11, 2018
Minutes from the April 11th Meeting were approved as amended.
Discussion Topics:
A.
Calendar Contest Details/Updates
Chairman Geralds noted that with just two weeks left in the contest, the photo
submittals had slowed considerably, and a new effort to solicit photos was needed.
Mayor Pro Tem said the C&G newspaper article as well as an online article at
Oakland County 115 had already run, and there would not be another C&G article
until just before the photo exhibit/calendar reveal event. He said he would remind
Andy Kozlowski at C&G to add the event to the upcoming events calendar.
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Councilwoman Scott asked how many photos had been submitted to date, and was
told by Amy that there were 20 total as follows: 7 in Animals, 11 in Nature, 4 in
People, 2 in Places, 1 in Public Safety and 2 in Schools.
Vita asked if the board could get copies of the flyer to post around town. Amy said
she had distributed to all public City buildings, and agreed to email the flyer out to
the board again, and would also print out as many as people needed. Cheryl asked
if the Chamber had the flyer, and was told that Amy had emailed the Chamber to
distribute it already. Councilwoman Scott suggested board members publish the
flyer on their individual Facebook pages as well. Chairman Geralds said she
thought was already on the Arts & Culture Facebook page, but it was definitely on
the Womens Club page and her personal page too. Cheryl noted that she had saved
it to her business page.
Fred Ferris asked Chairman Geralds if he could make a few comments. He
explained that he was a professional photographer, and was asked to serve as a
judge for this contest. He noted that he was a judge for the previous contest for
website photos, and there was a low turnout for that contest as well. He thought
the cash prizes being offered by the Arts & Culture Board would be a big incentive.
He recommended more personal contact – he said he would be willing to go to the
high schools and talk to the art teachers. He said students could definitely use the
money and thought the requirement was 18 or older. It was explained that the
contest was not limited to 18 years of age or older, just that the parent or guardian
would have to sign off on the submittals. Fred said that he had seen an event where
an 8 year old was better than a professional. He said it would benefit the contest to
showcase the youth talent. He agreed to visit Madison High School and Bishop
Foley, and Harley would take care of Lamphere.
Aaron asked the group to what extent were we willing to tweak the contest in the
event that not enough photos were submitted. He said we may have to eliminate
categories or wondered if there was something that was hindering involvement. He
said if we didn’t get enough submittals should the contest be amended. Chairman
Geralds asked what would need “tweaking”. Cheryl said the deadline was very soon,
especially considering that the weather was just now becoming conducive to getting
outside for photos. Chairman Geralds reminded her that the photos don’t have to
be current or taken in response to this contest, so most people would have photos
from years past. Amy asked if the group wanted to open the contest up to Madison
Heights business owners and not just residents. Chairman Geralds responded that
it would be too tricky since the contest rules had already been published. She
asked if the rules had been published regarding a winner in every category, and it
was agreed that hadn’t been advertised so in the event there weren’t enough quality
photos in a category there didn’t have to be a winner in that category. Amy said she
thought the group had discussed allowing the board members to submit last minute
if there weren’t enough photos (fewer than 6 per category), but without being eligible
for the cash prizes. Chairman Geralds suggested that board members could submit
photos to be held separately in case we ran short in a category.
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Mayor Pro Tem said as the discussion was taking place, he sent out a blast to the
Madison Heights Facebook forums, and thought we should call out to the existing
contestants to encourage additional submissions.
Amy agreed to email the
contestants to solicit more photos.
B.
Calendar Reveal (City Hall 6/14)
Amy said that she was going to email the photographers about the reveal date, in
addition to changing the auto email acknowledgement when photos are submitted
so that all photographers would be aware of the reveal event date of June 14th. She
showed the group the table top Velcro display board she had borrowed from
Community Development and said that Youth Assistance also had large free
standing boards to be used as well. Chairman Geralds showed photos of Velcro
boards available from Lamphere.
Kirstin asked where we stood on calendar production, and was told we were waiting
for Lauren to come back to a meeting because she had brought in potential sources
for printing and production.
Aaron again brought up what happens if we don’t have enough photos for an 18
month calendar. Cheryl said it sounded like we had enough photos already at 20
photos submitted. Kirstin asked about the quality of photos received to date, and
Amy showed on the TV monitor everything that had been submitted. It was again
brought up that Amy would contact the photographers to date to encourage
additional submittals. Fred commented that the photos we received so far were of
better quality than the ones he had judged for the website a few years prior.
Vita asked if it had been decided if the sponsors would be displayed on the back of
the calendar, or throughout the calendar, and was told no decision had been made
yet until we knew the layout and design of the printed calendar.
Vita provided a $50 cash donation she received from Leo’s Country Oven.
Chairman Geralds said we should move on with the original plan for the calendar
reveal. She said that when reading the prior minutes she realized she hadn’t
worked with Vita and Tracy to create a notice to musicians inviting them to submit
a demo for playing at the exhibit and future events, but she would start working on
that as soon as possible.
Councilwoman Scott said that she had a number of people lined up to be at the
Heritage Rooms for the reveal event, and was told the event would run from 6:30 pm
– 8:00 pm. Councilwoman Scott wondered if they would be able to do a quick
dedication of the mural at the entryway to the Heritage Rooms. Chairman Geralds
suggested asking that the muralist attend the event.
Harley said she could check with the Lamphere music teacher Mr. Garvey to see if
there were student musicians that could perform. She wanted to know where the
demo tape should be sent, and was told that he could send them to Chairman
Geralds’ email.
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Chairman Geralds brought up the subject of selling calendars and she thought we
wouldn’t sell calendars until after the reveal. She asked the group if we were
planning to just do an announcement of ALL photos that made the calendar, or a
reveal of the three grand prize winners. After some discussion, it was determined
that the reveal would take place at 7pm in Chambers and allow for calendar sales
immediately thereafter with a board member stationed by the door as people leave.
The photos would be on display primarily on the main level of City Hall, so as not to
distract from the Heritage Rooms tours, with the reveal of winners in Chambers.
In regard to musicians, it was agreed that we would have a group in the lower level,
one in the lobby/hallway, one in Chambers, and potentially one at the Gazebo,
weather permitting.
Councilwoman Scott asked if the Heritage Room could sell books and was told that
there could be a display of books but not to push the book sales, as the focus
should remain the sale of calendars and t-shirts.
Amy said she could borrow some petty cash boxes to assist with sales. Fred asked
if the group was prepared to take credit cards. Alternatives such as online
purchases though the City website, Square credit card readers, and PayPal were
discussed. A couple of members had the Square reader, and Amy indicated the City
had a PayPal account. Amy said that she would consult with the Deputy City
Manager regarding the best approach and report back at the next meeting.
C.
Fireworks Festival Calendar Sales (6/24)
No significant updates were available since Harley had been busy with the play
since the last meeting.
Chairman Geralds asked when the festival started and was told it starts at 6pm
until the fireworks around 10pm. Harley and the drama club members would be
doing a glam/paparazzi/red carpet show to encourage people to come inside the
Civic Center Shelter building to view the photo contest winners.
Chairman Geralds asked how long the building should be open, and it was agreed
that around two hours should work. Mayor Pro Tem said we should be set up and
ready to go by 6pm, and end maybe by 9pm. It was agreed that the group could
store the items in one corner of the building and retrieve it in the morning. Amy said
that she would bring the photos back to City Hall for safe keeping. The group
agreed to assemble around 5pm to set up. Chairman Geralds said she would recruit
some Womens Club members to help and suggested that additional people could be
recruited so board members wouldn’t feel obligated to stay the entire time.
Vita suggested that people wear the t-shirts and walk through the venue to
encourage people to visit the shelter building and buy t-shirts and/or calendars. We
could have a sign-up sheet for t-shirts at the June 14th reveal as well. Chairman
Geralds asked for a volunteer to buy a guest book for the board to use at events.
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The subject of a Board Facebook page came up. After more discussion, Kirstin
offered to set up a page pending approval. Multiple administrators could be set up
so it wouldn’t fall on one board member to keep the page updated. Mayor Pro Tem
Bliss said we could have a waiver regarding the views expressed are those of the
Board and not of the City.
Kirstin said she could get a shell of the page built within a few days so that a final
push for calendar photos could be made.
D.
Donation Requests
Amy confirmed that there was $300 still in the account, and there was the $50 from
Leo’s and $20 from Real Estate One/Monica Hosking donated at this meeting,
which would be deposited the following day.
Vita said that Premier Dance Studio seemed interested in donating and hoped to see
something from them shortly.
Mayor Pro Tem indicated he had a few donations to pick up and he would follow up
on that.
E.
T-shirt Sales Updates
Kirstin said the group had agreed to sell the t-shirts for about $20 each. She had
done some research and looked at Café Press and Zazzle. She said Zazzle charges
$25 and the Board would make $1 per shirt. She said she talked to Skyline Screen
Printing in Madison Heights. If we provided our own shirts the cost would be $1.50
each to print. If we had 72 – 120 shirts – it scales higher for lower quantities. She
said she thought we should try to start with 100 shirts for the first order. Kirstin
said she was also speaking with a place that her company had used in the past
called Mercury in Sterling Heights. She is trying to get a deal with them, and see
what they had to offer for deals with them providing the shirts or us providing the
shirts, and also insight into other places to purchase the shirts if necessary.
She said she didn’t think the online company would work. Chairman Geralds said
she thought the idea was to do an initial order of 100 shirts or so locally, and then
use the profits to go with an online company. She thought she could sell about 20
shirts herself. Kirstin asked what the bare minimum profit per shirt would be, and
it was decided MINIMUM should be $5, but ideally we could make $10 per shirt.
Vita told the group that she had checked with Triple Thread in Clawson and they
quoted her a cost for one color, one screen of $8 per shirt. She said they would do
small runs (4 smalls, 2 large, 3 medium for example) and provide the shirts.
Kirstin said that Great Lakes Embroidery in Jenison Michigan had better pricing
around the $5 - $6 range based on their website, but she would have to contact
them for a quote. It looked like they could mix colors and sizes, with them providing
the t-shirts.
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She said for Skyline in Madison Heights with them providing the shirts we would be
looking at $9 per shirt BEFORE the printing. She said she may circle back to them
once she gets other pricing.
Fred asked if the Board was open to businesses outside. He was told that our first
choice would be a Madison Heights business but that we would go outside based on
cost. Fred stated that Royal Oak had a company in the Madison Heights/Hazel
Park Chamber of Commerce called Kurts Kustom Promotions. Fred said they do a
lot of charity work and may be able to work out a deal for us. He said there was
also Creative Specialties on Dequindre that he knows does pens and other smaller
promotions, but thought someone might want to check them out too.
Kirstin thought the discounts could be written off as a donation to the City.
Mayor Pro Tem Bliss suggested Custom Ink for an online option. He explained that
his company uses them, and at 25 items, they have a lot that are good quality shirts
for about $9.00 and that includes printing.
Kristin questioned what sizing we would need. She thought we could take
suggestions as to what is most popular. Chairman Geralds thought maybe we could
do business with a local company and have them front the cost and pay them after
the Festival. It was agreed that only a company with an existing relationship would
be likely to do that. Chairman Geralds countered that if we do an initial order for
Board members and family, they might be willing to do a deal.
Mayor Pro Tem Bliss wondered if Council could take money from the General Fund
to front the money with a budget amendment. Amy cautioned that it may not be
possible to do that. Chairman Geralds said we should first see what we get with
pre-orders and go from there to see how successful the sales might be.
Councilwoman Scott circled back to the cost of the shirts and asked if we had
settled on $20. It was voted upon and approved that $20 would be the price for the
sale of t-shirts.
F.
Detroit Chamber Young Professionals Event
Chairman Geralds said that after a series of emails back and forth with Keri from
the Chamber of Commerce, it would appear that the Chamber had concerns about
being able to promote this event to young professionals. Because of the late date, it
was agreed that the Board needed to concentrate on the calendar and photo contest,
and Chairman Geralds would contact the Detroit Chamber to let them know we
didn’t have the resources to commit this year.
G.

Music in the Park/Grandparents’ Day (9/9) – discussion tabled until next
meeting
After an inquiry from Aaron regarding the Grandparent’s Day connection, Chairman
Geralds said the concept of Music in the Park came from the Ferndale Front Porch
Event, and the Grandparents Day was incidental it just happened to be the same
date on September 9th.
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Vita said she would be happy to reach out to her musician associates to see who
would be interested. Chairman Geralds asked her to get feedback on how they felt
about the concept and stationing them at the walking path. Vita asked if the
musicians could put tip jars out – there was no objection to the musicians putting
out tip jars, but the Board would have to think about allowing them to sell CDs and
would come back to that at a later date..
Fred asked whether the Board had reached out to AARP for Grandparent’s Day. He
noted that they are known for excellent promotion of similar events. He said there
is a Director for the Michigan Chapter of AARP.
H.
Winter Craft Event
Cheryl handed out flyers from the Christmas through Lowell event, which was quite
extensive and impressive. Lowell has been putting on their event for 25 years, with
2018 being their 26th annual event. The Board looked over the information and
after much discussion, determined that it would be best to visit the Lowell event this
year, and start planning one for Madison Heights for 2019. This would give needed
time to promote, increase interest and involvement, and make the Madison Heights
event more successful.
I.

Survey Form Activities/Updates – discussion tabled until next meeting

J.
Pending Vacancy (Flanigan move 4/21)
Chairman Geralds asked if Aaron has submitted his letter of resignation and he said
he had emailed City Clerk Cheryl Printz. He indicated that he had.
Mayor Pro Tem Bliss said that if the Board had an applicant on file, which there
wasn’t at that point, Council could declare the seat vacant, appoint a replacement
with an alternate, declare the alternate seat vacant, and appoint that alternate all in
one meeting provided that the applicants had been vetted by the Clerk’s Office. It
could potentially all be done at the May 14th meeting.
Chairman Geralds clarified that Council did not have to appoint the first alternate to
the vacancy, just to be clear that it was not a given that the first alternate is the one
to be appointed. Mayor Pro Tem Bliss added that the only requirement is that they
are qualified to be on a board, but the Council is more apt to promote alternates to
encourage alternate participation. He emphasized that we do not currently have
applications on file, and that anyone interested could fill out an application online.
Chairman Geralds asked what the parameters were regarding absences for Board
members.
Councilwoman Scott stated that the rules were three unexcused
absences in a row, but it was not regularly enforced by Council. Amy agreed to find
the language send it to Chairman Geralds. Chairman Geralds said that we did not
want to lose any of our current members, but it was agreed that she should send
out a “soft” reminder to those who have not been coming to meetings on a regular
basis because the Board has a lot of work to be done and needs committed
members.
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K.

Arts & Culture Board Logo (was originally item L added to agenda but
discussed prior to New Business)
Amy indicated that the first time mentioning the logo did not go as planned;
however, it has since been determined that while a contest would not be advisable,
the City was open to the Board taking the existing City logo and adapting it to the
Arts & Culture Advisory Board. She commented that the City has done variations of
the logo throughout the years such as for the 60th anniversary, and so that type of
adaptation would be acceptable so that the City’s “brand” remained consistent.
Amy planned to send out the vector file to the Board members to work on should
they wish to do so.
Kirstin circled back to the reveal/photo exhibit event and said that she was thinking
about what kind of truffles she was going to make and wondered if she should avoid
peanut butter. After a bit of discussion, it was decided that airborne peanut
allergies were rare, and as long as the product was clearly labeled it should not be
an issue.
Harley asked if kids who went to Madison Heights schools but were not residents
were eligible for the photo contest. The Board decided maybe for next year we could
change it, but for this year would have to stick with the publicized rule of residents
only.
L.
New Business/Roundtable
Councilwoman Scott asked if the Arts Board had a Community Round Table
representative. Amy said that to her knowledge, no other Board had a Round Table
member, but agreed to look into whether that was a possibility and report back at
the next meeting.
Vita mentioned an idea of a sidewalk sale and the possibility of doing a City-wide
garage sale. She was told that the City had stopped doing the City-wide garage sale
for lack of participation, but the Holiday Sale event that would potentially be held in
2019 might be a good alternative and would be a similar event. Mayor Pro Tem
added that the DDA possibly had a Farmer’s Market in the works that the Board
could participate in and help promote for next year.
Chairman Geralds asked what Tracy had sent about the DIA Inside/Out art display.
Amy said that the DDA and the MH/HP Chamber is already doing the Inside/Out
DIA event this fall in October. There would be a possibility for the Board to do
something the following year, but we could always help promote the DDA event and
support them in their efforts.
Discussion of Meeting Schedule:
It was pointed out that the Board needed a meeting close to the photo contest
deadline. Amy asked Mayor Pro Tem Bliss if he was lining up another judge, and he
was to coordinate the judging timeline. We also needed concrete information on
calendar resources and firm up those details.
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Arts & Culture Advisory Board
Regular Commission Meeting
October 10, 2018
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts & Culture Advisory Board was called to order
by Chairman Geralds on Wednesday, October 10, 2018 at 6:33 p.m. in the Executive
Conference Room of the Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights,
Michigan.
Present:

Board Members: Mark Bliss, Kirstin Bianchi, Laurie Geralds, Cheryl
Murray, Vita Palazzolo, Amber Platzke, Racheal Flanagan, Kimberly Clark,
and Harley Mordarski; Alternates Susan Burcham, and Myesha Fennick;
Lamphere Alternate Jacob Scaife, Councilwoman Scott (Council
Alternate), and Amy Misczak (Ex-Officio)

Also Present:

Susie Patton and Delores Mowry

Meeting Called to Order
Chairman Geralds called the meeting to order at 6:33 p.m. and roll call was taken.
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments were made by the public.
Approval of the Agenda
A. Additions
B. Deletions
i.
Clark deleted Makers Space from the agenda, and it was agreed to leave the item off
until the Committee notified Misczak to place it back on the agenda when they had
something to report.
Approval of Minutes from September 20, 2018
Minutes from the September 20, 2018 meeting were unanimously approved as amended, with the
correction that Lamphere Representative Mordarski was present at the meeting.
Discussion Topics:
A. Fundraising/Event Ideas
Bianchi listed the top 5 events as voted upon by the Board members, noting that the others on the
list were valuable ideas and we may circle back to them after working on the top events. The top 5
ideas were:
1. Murder Mystery Dinner
2. Karaoke
3. Concert in the Park
4. Snowman Building Contest
5. Adopt a Tree Fundraiser

Discussion of the events took place, and committees/targeted timelines were established as
follows:
1.

Murder Mystery Dinner
 Target Date/Timeline: October 2019
 Committee: Bliss, Geralds, Murray, Mordarski, Scaife
 Discussion took place regarding whether we would put on an interactive
program to include audience participation or a program strictly with actors for
the audience to watch

2.

Karaoke
 Target Date/Timeline: February/March 2019 plus potential for inclusion with
Concert in Park as a finale of sorts
 Committee: Bliss, Clark, Geralds, Murray, Palazzolo, Platzke
 Discussion included potential challenges of holding karaoke in the park, as
well as possibly obtaining a professional karaoke company such as Zodiac, and
scouting potential sites such as 168 KTV Bistro, Madhouse, Augie’s and
Celina’s

3.

Concert in the Park
 Target Date/Timeline: End of July 2019
 Committee: Bianchi, Burcham, Clark, Palazzolo
 Discussion included piggy backing with Madison School fair, and utilizing
food trucks to draw a crowd

4.

Build a Snowman
 Target Date/Timeline: January/February 2019
 Committee: Geralds to work with Madison Heights/Hazel Park Chamber of
Commerce to coordinate new dates (The Chamber put idea together last winter
but had to cancel due to lack of snow)

5.

Adopt




a Tree
Target Date/Timeline: Tree Lighting 2019
Committee: Agreed to put committee together after January
Discussion included comments that most of the trees were already memorial
trees in Civic Center Park, and possibility of combining fundraiser with pop-up
artist shop, or adopting a pine tree to decorate

Discussion took place regarding some of the other ideas that didn’t receive votes, or previously
mentioned events.
Christmas Through Madison Heights Geralds indicated that she would be interested in going to
Lowell’s established event which takes place November 16 -18. She indicated that she would be
willing to drive a few folks there on Sunday November 18th. Scaife and Murray expressed interest.
Kroger Charity Bianchi noted that the Kroger charity would be a simple effort for fundraising and
the Board should just do that any way. Murray to check out how to get registered as a charity at
Kroger.

Restaurant Night Fundraiser Restaurants that might be hosts were mentioned such as Plato’s,
Culver’s, Big Boy, Wing Stop and several others. Flanagan offered to take charge of the project
with events taking place every other month beginning in December; Palazzolo agreed to help. An
idea was suggested to have Council members and other dignitaries serve coffee or something similar
to drive participation.
Tree Lighting Ceremony – Photos with Santa It was determined that the Board would plan to sell
t-shirts and calendars for the 2018 Tree Lighting, and would perhaps coordinate professional photos
with Santa for sell the following year.
B. Intro to the Arts in Madison Heights – Feb/March
Murray said that the committee met and came up w pricing structure of a 3-tiered system
depending on participation. She mentioned $8 per adult for three sessions or $15 for all day
(potentially six classes projected). She added that if the Board wanted to have an evening
session we might want to have two committees. Geralds suggested that the evening session
did not have to be on the same day, there could be a family friendly day and then an adult
session another evening.
The Committee was looking at March 9, 2019 from 10am – 4pm, with 30-45 minute sessions.
Burcham stated that the committee has found about a dozen businesses and hoping for
another six. She confirmed that they were still looking at pre-registration, and noted that
materials should be provided by vendor or they could add a small materials fee for each
class.
Murray read the introduction/solicitation letter to the group and edits were discussed. It was
agreed that the letter would be on City Letterhead with a member of the Board listed for
contact with reference to the Arts Board. Misczak offered to a make website application
form for pre-registration once it was ready to go. Misczak would also look at possibility of
using PayPal to accept payments for the program.
The Committee would put more ideas together and post them on Facebook for the Board to
review.
C. Resolution Amendments
Bliss told the Board that recommendations have been made, and other boards may follow
with alternates being ex officio. He stated that the City Attorney’s Office is working on
language to reflect the Art Board changes.
D. City Murals
Misczak explained that after the Board last discussed she had thought about the required
steps for the mural and had spoken to Bliss as well. She informed the Board that we didn’t
have to go to Council for approval, but we did send out a revised memo to Council for their
information, and staff picked Jaycee building. An agenda item would be prepared as a report
for council to announce the project.

Misczak was asked to post a link of the call to artists again on the Board private Facebook
page. It was agreed that the mural contest would be open to both professional and amateur
artists.
Palazzolo provided contact information for two artists who would potentially be interested in
working with the Arts Board.
Platzke offered to check with a coworker of hers who used to work with muralists in Detroit;
Palazzolo suggested promoting it to the College for Creative Studies.
Clark offered to help with social media messages, after Misczak takes photos and get
measurements of building specifications, if the City has them. Bliss said that Channel 7
planned to do a story at the unveiling of the mural. Geralds offered to take a first run at a
write up for the project.
Bliss mentioned that the long term plan was to renovate the restrooms at the building and
Misczak said she would check on that timeline and disruption to the building before the
Board makes final plans.
Misczak noted that the report to Council would be open ended in order to give us room to
move forward with additional murals.
It was unanimously agreed to propose the first mural on the Jaycee/Civic Center Park Shelter
Building, and the artists should provide sample artwork along with dollar amount to include
labor and expenses.
E. Donation Requests/Sponsorship Kit
Clark said now that the Board has a list of projects, a sponsorship packet can be put together.
She noted that the project should be done by committee with dedicated meetings. Clark,
Palazzolo and Bianchi volunteered to serve.
New Business/Roundtable
Palazzolo mentioned New Heights Nutrition at 13 and John R and said the owners would love to
support the Arts Board. Murray suggested they could offer a class during the Intro to Arts
Event.
Palazzolo also suggested that the Board contact Alyssa Sullivan who was heavily involved in the
success of Art in the Park in Hazel Park.
Platzke talked about her recent Facebook post for promoting an Arts Board Community Snap
Chat filter, and said the Board could use them for specific events. She would look further into its
use for the Board.
Geralds suggested we might want to consider a jack o’ lantern event for next year.
Discussion returned to the Tree Lighting and selling calendars and t-shirts both inside as people
enter the library and outside, perhaps with a pop up tent. It was also suggested that perhaps the
Lamphere Drama Club could sell items in character like vintage newspaper hawkers.

Arts & Culture Advisory Board
Regular Commission Meeting
February 21, 2019
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts & Culture Advisory Board was
called to order by Chairman Geralds on Thursday, February 21, 2019 at 6:48 p.m.
in the Council Chambers of the Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road,
Madison Heights, Michigan.
Present:

Board Members: Mark Bliss, Kirstin Bianchi, Laurie Geralds,
Cheryl Murray, Vita Palazzolo, Amber Platzke, Kimberly Clark,
Alternate Susan Burcham, Lamphere Representative Harley
Mordarski, Council Alternate Margene Scott and Amy Misczak
(Ex-Officio)

Also Present:

Jack Scott

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order at 6:48 pm and roll call was taken. Geralds
informed the Board that she would need to leave for a Parade Committee
meeting around 7:15.
Approval of the Agenda
A. Additions
1.
Clark added several items under future fundraising events and
indicated the list needed to be finalized for the sponsorship packages. The
items added were: 1) Pop-Up Lecture Event (new event in March), 2) Kids’
Art Event in May and 3) Combine the Music Festival Item with the Mural
Reveal under Item B.
Clark also added Social Media Statistics and Website Statistics as a
standing separate agenda item, and would be listed as Item G on this
agenda.
B. Deletions
None.
The additions were approved unanimously.
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments were made by the public.

Approval of Minutes from January 29, 2019
Minutes from the January 29, 2019 meeting were unanimously approved by
those who had been present at that meeting.
Election of Officers for 2019
Geralds informed the Board that all four officer positions were open: Chair,
Vice-Chair, Secretary and Treasurer.
Bliss noted that after the next Council Meeting, alternates could hold offices
as ex-officio similar to the current arrangement with Misczak as
Secretary/Ex Officio Staff Liaison so current alternates could be nominated
pending Council approval of the Boards and Commissions Resolution
Amendments.
Geralds asked Misczak to read the City Attorney’s email regarding Board
elections, which she did as follows:
“Thanks for your question about Boards and Commissions. As
you know, the City’s Boards and Commissions are a real strength
for the City: They allow for resident participation in their City’s
affairs; they provide an opportunity for in-depth study of an issue
or issues; and, they give residents a chance to apprise and advise
City Council on important matters.
Like City Council, the City’s Boards and Commissions have
always operated under the provisions of the Open Meetings Act
and Robert’s Rules of Procedure. An update of the relevant
ordinances has been undertaken by the City Clerk and will
explicitly incorporate this fact.
The meetings of the Boards and Commissions are posted; they're
open to the public; they provide a chance for public comment;
minutes are taken; and, the deliberations of the members are
open, including motions, discussions of motions, votes taken on
the motions, nominations of officers and others, discussions of
those nominations, and votes taken on the nominations. As I’m
sure you would agree, this provides for transparency in
government.

A distinction has to be made between a private resident's or
citizen’s right to cast a secret ballot when electing government
officials; and, the votes of those government officials when acting
in their official capacities on behalf of the government. In the
latter case, secret deliberations, nominations and voting are not
permitted.”
Misczak then stated that the Board cannot vote by secret ballot.
Bliss clarified that under Roberts Rules of Order there must be a nomination
and second on the table with acceptance by the nominee, and to nominate
someone else would require a substitute motion and that substitute motion
must be voted on first.
Treasurer – Clark nominated Burcham pending Council approval of the
Resolution Amendments, and Murray seconded the motion.
Burcham
accepted the motion and was elected Treasurer by unanimous vote.
Vice Chair – Murray nominated Bianchi for Vice Chair, which was seconded
by Clark. Bianchi accepted the nomination and she was elected Vice Chair
by unanimous vote.
Chair – Palazzolo nominated Clark for Chair, Bianchi seconded the motion.
Clark accepted the nomination and was elected Chair by unanimous vote.
Secretary – Platzke nominated Misczak, with a second by Palazzo. Misczak
accepted the nomination and was elected Secretary by unanimous vote.
Bliss and the rest of the Board thanked Geralds for her hard work as Chair
in the Board’s inaugural year. Geralds asked if there was anything else she
needed to hear before she left for the Parade Committee Meeting. Clark said
that in her opinion the Board should change its name from The Madison
Heights Arts and Culture Advisory Board to something like “Madison Heights
Arts Board” or “Madison Heights Arts Council” so that the name would be
less cumbersome. There appeared to be general consensus for changing the
name to Madison Heights Arts Board, and Bliss indicated he would make
that motion at Council Meeting when they were considering the Resolution
amendments.
Platzke said the Korean martial arts studio (“Kuk Sool Won”) wanted to get
involved with the Board and she originally thought they could do a demo in
conjunction with the Journey Through Madison Heights. She found out,
however, that they were at a tournament on April 13th, so she thought maybe

they could piggy back on a summer event or do a free class on a different
day.
Geralds thanked Platzke, Clark and Burcham for their considerable
fundraising efforts, and then Clark took over the meeting after Geralds’
scheduled departure at 7:15 pm.
Discussion Topics
A.
Fundraising/Event Ideas (in order of timeline)
i.

Restaurant Nights (Penn Station recap from 2/12 and upcoming
events)
It was confirmed that $148.11 was donated from Penn Station, and the
event was well attended by City representatives.
Palazzolo noted that Sero’s would be a potential site for future restaurant
fundraisers and they donate 30% of the price of dinner.
Clark mentioned Mongolian BBQ and Bliss suggested Culvers as other
good fundraising spots.
Discussion turned to the previous fundraiser at Texas Roadhouse and it
was suggested that two tickets for Karaoke should be added Mona Scaife’s
gift box if she hadn’t received it yet, even though she had a golden ticket
pass for all events she could give the two tickets away to friends.
ii.

Clark Fabrication Maker’s Exhibition in DDA Recap and Donations
Received
Clark noted that her Maker’s Exhibition was not a sanctioned event by the
Arts Board. She said she wanted to take the risk with Clark’s Fabrication
to see if the concept would work. Clark commented that she used
Facebook Marketplace to find additional vendors. They anticipated around
100 people would attend the exhibition, and ended up with about 250
people. The evening was a great success with $1,244 in donations raised
for the Arts Board. Over $5,000 was made from entire event including the
Arts Board donations and additional sales made by the various
participating artists.
Clark stated that each participant received an
uptick in social media followers directly related to the exhibition and all of
the vendors want to do another exhibition – she said that the vendors who
had turned her down contacted her almost immediately to say they
wanted to do the next one too.
Clark told the Board that she wants to add a few more pop up events to
Arts Board repertoire now that she knows the concept will work, and she
has ideas for pop-up events that could be incorporated with the existing

ideas the Board already has. She said people were excited just to have an
event like that to attend in Madison Heights and it would be good for the
Board to keep up the exposure.
Palazzolo commented that the networking aspect was important for the
artists in addition to the funds and sales made.
iii.
Dinner and Karaoke #MADKaraoke (March 13, 2019)
Platzke said that another push should be made to notify participants that
they must arrive at Augie’s before 8:00 pm in order to get their food. She
indicated she would leave tickets for sale and that anyone who sells them
must keep track of whether the ticket was sold for an adult or child in
order to provide Augie’s with the proper count. Platzke said we should
remind people that they will need their physical tickets to present to
waitstaff on the evening of the event, and that part of the ticket would be
torn off for the door prize.
Discussion took place about holding a raffle, and the legal requirements
for holding raffles or other types of drawings. Burcham talked about
doing raffles for the schools and the types of licensing that was technically
required. After the group talked about the legal requirements, Bliss
emailed the City Attorney for advice.
Platzke then went over the donations made for prizes to give out at the
event. She handed out a spreadsheet for the Board to review. She
commented that the lower value items would be good for spontaneous
give-aways such as best costume or random award for a good song. She
thought we might have one big prize which people would qualify for the
drawing with the price of admission. The group agreed to wait to hear
back from the attorney about the remaining prizes.
Platzke reminded the group that there were still tasks to accomplish prior
to the event, and there would be need for help at the event itself such as
manning the will-call table for tickets sold online, volunteers were needed
for the prize table, and to sell t-shirts. It was suggested to have a
separate raffle or prize table. Clark volunteered to sell t-shirts, calendars
or tickets. Several board members committed to be present to help.
Burcham asked if participants needed to be present to win. Platzke said
the big prize give away would be done right after dinner, and anything else
would be done later and winners could be called after the fact if necessary
by using the information on the ticket stub. Burcham suggested that we
do a lottery ticket basket for a raffle type item as those were always a big
hit at the fundraisers she had previously conducted.

Discussion took place about making an in-kind donation, but it seemed to
be the general consensus to hold onto cash reserves in our bank account
to be prepared for the murals and other projects on tap.
Palazzolo mentioned some more donors she had contacted like Cold Stone
Creamery for smaller gift cards for kids, Jersey Mikes came through with
some gift certificates as well. She said those might be of smaller value.
In addition Palazzolo was in contact with Ima Noodle who sounded very
interested in getting involved.
Clark informed the group that she was going to go over the rest of the
fundraisers and how she envisioned the extra pop up events she had
mentioned earlier in the meeting, and encouraged everyone to provide
their input, thoughts and ideas as well. She said that everyone she has
talked to wants an Art Fair, but commented that there are too many big
art fairs locally and can’t yet compete with those, so she suggested we do
two pop up events in conjunction with the events in the next six months
as follows:
She thought the first event could be for March and have a pop up lecture
event with local artists as speakers. She said she had a handful of artist
friends who were great storytellers, and welcomed any suggestions from
board members as well. She continued to explain that one of her friends
Megan Foldenauer who is a doctorate and medical illustrator who had an
exhibition at the Clark’s Fabrication event. Clark explained that she did
hyper-realistic art either on a giant scale or on a miniature scale. She said
the journey of her career is fascinating to hear and in fact did a TED talk
already and has committed to doing a talk for Madison Heights.
She added that the Madison School District put a lot of money into their
district and maybe the Board could borrow space in that school district to
bring in lecturer. She pictured a free event for the lecture where we could
ask for donations, and then a type of “meet the artist” post lecture event
with food and beverages.
Clark continued with her second idea which was a pop up kids’ art event.
She thought this might be able to be added to the Journey Through
Madison Heights.
Alternatively, it could be held in conjunction with the Mural Reveal at the
Festival in the Park and have the Kids’ Pop Up Art displayed inside the
Civic Center Park Shelter.

Murray commented that while she loved all of these ideas, she would like
to see more events come to fruition before adding new events.
Bliss indicated he agreed with Murray, but said he liked the pop-up idea,
and mentioned music as the next pop up event. He also said we could do
a uniquely Madison Heights version of an art fair. He thought maybe
another pop up type but with more planning involved and put it on the
schedule for the following year, perhaps in the fall.
Discussion took place regarding area art fairs, and there are enough
around that it would be hard to compete with the established fairs.
Clark thought we could turn the Maker’s Exhibition into an annual Arts
Board event and work it as a formal Gala and art fair. It was mentioned
that we might consider holding it at Club Venetian with all the artists
around the venue, including a DJ and hors d’oeuvres.
The Board
unanimously voted to create a Maker’s Gala in February of 2020.
iv.
Concert in the Park (End of July 2019)
Bliss suggested we move this inside for a pop up music event that way it
could be any time of year. Palazzolo said the owners of Modern Skate
really wanted to get involved and would probably host this concert – Clark
indicated she had a meeting already set up with them the following week.
Bliss thought we could do the event at the end of April or early May to
keep the Board’s momentum and exposure going prior to mural reveal.
Murray interjected that the Board already had something scheduled for
May, but we could discuss that later in the agenda. The Board agree to
discuss it at this point. Murray began the conversation by saying that
Burcham had done a fantastic job but she was frustrated with the overall
project so far.
She said that the subcommittee needed significant
additional help or else the project wouldn’t be a success.
After some discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to postpone the
Journey Through Madison Heights until the fall, and to circle back to the
necessary planning after the Karaoke fundraiser had been completed.
The Board then voted unanimously to hold a pop up music event in late
April or early May.
Discussion took place regarding having multiple musicians and local
musicians. Palazzolo mentioned a trio of acoustic artists (Kubat Finlay
and Rose) she had used previously at a Multiple Sclerosis fundraiser and
suggested we have a core spotlight group as a headliner to draw a crowd.

Clark said that she would want to talk to Modern Skate to get their input
for the music as well. Palazzolo agreed to attend the meeting with Clark
at Modern Skate.
Discussion then turned to the plans for the final reveal for the mural at
Civic Center Park Shelter Building. The Board agreed to shoot for June or
July, and to hold an event while the mural was being painted and another
to celebrate its completion. When members wondered what kind of
timeline would be realistic for a mural, Clark suggested that we would be
best served by establishing a clear deadline for the artist so they would
stay on track.
The topic of painting benches and trash cans came up again and Misczak
indicated she would like to run the idea by City staff one more time to
make sure we were all on the same page, and to find out how many trash
cans and benches would be available to paint.
Bliss stated that he thought the project could start at Civic Center Park
again suggested using scout troops and school groups to complete the
work and not charging for it.
Misczak interjected that the Mayor’s speech for State of the Cities would
be worked on for March 1st and there would be recognition of the Arts
Board so we needed to be clear about what events were ready to promote.
The Board again talked about the Festival in the Park event late June and
coordinating the mural reveal and the display of the Kids Art pop up
event. Bliss suggested we start working with schools to get submittals;
that way the teachers could make their selections for the best artwork.
The Board unanimously agreed to commit to a display at the fireworks on
June 30th, with more details to come. This project will be worked on in
detail after the karaoke event.
Discussion circled back to the pop up lecture event. After several ideas
were brought up it was agreed to find three or four people to speak. It
was also suggested to do it when school is open to attract students as
well.
Platzke suggested tying the pop up lecture to the Journey Through
Madison Heights as part of the program. It could start with the Journey
Through Madison Heights with a limited scope and grow into a bigger
program in later years.

v.
Murder Mystery Dinner (October 2019)
Mordarski said the subcommittee hadn’t really fleshed out anything to date.
Clark said the event should be as interactive as possible, and asked if former
boardmember and Lamphere Drama teacher Judy Lewis had been contacted.
Mordarski said she had mentioned it to Ms. Lewis but hadn’t asked her
specifically to direct it. Clark replied that Ms. Lewis’s husband Rick had an
idea about bringing the mystery theatre to whole city with a mobile device
production. Clark asked Mordarski to contact Mr. Lewis, and that Clark would
help on the committee.
The target would remain October for actual
production.
Palazzolo suggested if it is done as a one-location production to consider either
Savatore Scallopini’s or the Masters restaurants as a location
Bliss offered his opinion that for the first year the production should be kept
as simple as possible and perhaps a City wide mobile production would not be
wise for the first outing; Murray echoed his sentiments.
vi.
Adopt a Tree (Tree Lighting/Nov 2019)
Bliss indicated that it would be nice to have more activities at the tree lighting,
and in the past they had talked about having actors doing Charles Dickens
characters and interacting with the crowd. An event like adopt a tree would be
an improvement to engage the crowd.
Bianchi talked about the adopt-a-tree she participated in with a company she
previously worked with. She explained that they had artificial trees that
companies or individuals bought to decorate, and then they were auctioned off.
The group talked about having corporate sponsors and how the adopt-a-tree
fundraiser would work. Clark agreed that adopt-a-tree would stay on the list
for a project, and we need to work on this idea overall to improve the tree
lighting ceremony but suggested we could do so at a later date and no final
decisions were made.
vii. Water Bottle Fundraiser – ongoing
Clark went over the history behind the Home Is Where The Art Is donation jar
and her artist friend who painted it was going to digitize the image for the
Board’s use.
Bliss explained his idea for the Home Is Where The Art Is water bottle. He
thought we could have one side with the City Logo and the Home Is Where The
Art Is on the other side. Clark said she was thinking to launch the product in
time for Earth Day April 22nd. Bliss added that the Environmental Citizens
Committee would like to partner with us for pushing reusable (non-plastic)
water bottles.
Bliss agreed to take the lead on the project with Bianchi researching pricing.

B. Mural Project
Misczak showed the submittals from the two muralists that were received to
date. The first artist had pricing ranging from $2,800 to $4,250. The second
artist sent samples of sketches which started at $600.
Geralds returned to the meeting at this point. She indicated that the second
artist was waiting for information from the Board. The new photos and
dimensions were provided to her.
The Board unanimously agreed to add a form to the Arts Board website to
encourage additional participation.
Clark provided Geralds with a brief overview of the conversation that took
place in her absence.
C. Journey Through Madison Heights – April 13, 2019
Covered under earlier conversation – the Board had unanimously agreed to
postpone the Journey Through Madison Heights until the fall, and to circle
back to the necessary planning after the Karaoke fundraiser had been
completed.
D. Community Space (formerly “Makers Space” – final wording/name to be
determined)
Tabled until next meeting.
E. Donation Requests/Sponsorship Kit
Clark said that now that a schedule has been established for the current year
fundraisers, the subcommittee needs to meet to make a game plan for
sponsorship kits. She noted that there should be short term and long term
sponsorship guidelines as it pertained to what type of exposure and
recognition an individual or company would receive for a certain level of
sponsorship. Many ideas were considered including:






Recognition on the Board’s social media outlets
Recognition at the specific event itself.
Pass for future events
One off for donation of items
Permanent place on the Board’s website with one link to the business
website, Facebook page, Instagram page, or other social media outlet at
the donor’s discretion

The subcommittee would build out tiers and gates for qualification. Platzke
suggested a timeline should be established for how long a donor would appear
on the website for a single time/one-off donation.
Clark added that the subcommittee needed to create an entire sponsorship
plan to present, because the Board needed to take a tactical approach. She
also said that each event needed its own unique marketing plan to fit the event
itself.

Geralds mentioned the importance of differentiating between sponsors and
donors. She offered to sit in on the sponsorship subcommittee meeting. Clark
asked that all subcommittees plan for their sponsorship of their events based
upon the guidelines and framework that would be provided. Geralds added
that it would be a good idea to target specific businesses for specific events
and the sponsorship subcommittee should provide guidelines for that as well.
Murray asked if there was a database of sponsors and was told that was part
of what the subcommittee would create.
Bliss suggested that the subcommittee should consider an annual contribution
amount with tiers, with expiration dates for being on the website. Bliss said
that he would try to help with the subcommittee as well.
Clark said she would set up the first official meeting and let everyone know the
date and time.
F. Resolution Amendments (Approval Scheduled for Council Meeting March
11, 2019)
Bliss commented that he would make the separate motion to officially change
the Board name to the Madison Heights Arts Board.
G. Social Media Update Statistics and Fundraising Statistics
Clark went over the statistics for Facebook page, and indicated that the
statistics for the Board’s Facebook page were greater than those on Instagram.
She said that from February 14th to February 20th there were 764
engagements, and the posts reached an average of 2341 people. She thought
that it was a good start considering we had only spent $30 in advertising.
She broke down additional statistics as follows:
 $10 ad for “Save the Date Nerds” post, which was the first karaoke
event post, reached 1048 people and 799 people pushed play on
the GIF, and the post was shared 5 times
 $10 was spent on advertising for the Penn Station fundraiser which
reached 752 people and 5 people responded to the event on
Facebook
 $10 was spent on the mural proposal initial post with the pictures
of the building. That post reached 1189 people, and engaged with
109 individuals
 The Board Facebook Page has more followers than likes.
Bliss commented that the posts are reaching more people as we go along and said
the last post from yesterday reached 1500 people so everything is building.
Clark said she would need to add a SSL certificate to the website so people
would feel comfortable paying for things online. She said that she will get
pricing, and it was unanimously agreed that if it were under $100 she would
just get with Misczak and proceed.

Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
April 4, 2019

A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Vice Chair Bianchi on Thursday, April 4, 2019 at 7:06 p.m. in the Executive
Meeting Room of the Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road,
Madison Heights, Michigan.
Present:

Board Members: Kymm Clark, Mark Bliss, Kirstin Bianchi,
Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo, Amber Platzke, Racheal
Flanagan, Lamphere Representative Harley Mordarski,
Alternate Myesha Fennick and Alternate Susan Burcham
and Amy Misczak (Ex-Officio)

Also Present:

Kindred McEvoy

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Vice Chair Bianchi at 7:06 pm and roll
call was taken. Chair Clark took over at 7:07.
Approval of the Agenda
A. Additions
1.
None.
B. Deletions
2.
None.
The agenda was unanimously approved.
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments were made by the public.
Approval of Minutes from February 21, 2019
Minutes from the February 21, 2019 meeting were unanimously
approved by those who had been present at that meeting, with one
correction of the spelling of Palazzolo.

Discussion Topics
A.
Fundraising/Event Ideas (in order of timeline)
1.
New Ideas:
i. Private Bike Tour of Detroit Murals & Public Art – Motor City Brew Tours
(Approval and Date TBD)
Clark informed the Board that she had received two emails from City Manager
Marsh with fundraising ideas, one of which was a private bike tour of Detroit
murals and art, and the other was a walking tour of Detroit.
Bianchi mentioned she had used Detroit Experience Factory (DEF) for a
custom walking tour which viewed at historical buildings in downtown Detroit.
Clark stated that City Manager Marsh’s email indicated that we could raise
$500 if we could get 30 people to participate. Clark commented that our two
recent events had raised over $1,200 each, and that this tour could be too
much effort for the minimal monetary gain it would provide.
After some discussion, the Board agreed to postpone any decision on a tour of
Detroit and revisit as a fundraising option in the future if we decide to hold
fundraising activities outside of the City of Madison Heights.
ii. DIA private tour
Bianchi told the Board that the DIA holds private group tours with a docent at
no charge. She indicated that it was a fairly easy set-up, particularly if we
could use a City bus for transportation. Misczak agreed to research the use of
City busses from the DPS and report back. Bianchi would contact the DIA for
more specific details about the tour and options available such as including
lunch and what exhibits would be included. It was suggested that the Board
might want to hold an event like this after school was out for the summer so
that families could attend. It was agreed to hold off on this fundraiser until
such time that we expand our efforts to events held outside of the City.
ii. Restaurant Nights (schedule upcoming events?)
Flanagan will get back to scheduling additional restaurant fundraisers, and
said she would have something to present at the next meeting.
The location of Cadillac brewing was mentioned, but it was noted that they did
not have a precise opening date although it seemed to be targeted for May.
Bliss commented that we could merge a restaurant night with a painting with a
twist type fundraiser, and Bianchi mentioned that the Recreation Department

has an artist under contract and we could utilize Steve Wood/Anyone Can
Paint for the instructor if we move in that direction. She also mentioned that
we could potentially hold it at the Active Adult Center and have food brought
in.
Flanagan mentioned that friends of hers use videos for guided paint lessons,
and maybe Augie’s could put that up on their big screen.
Platzke suggested we could stage the event at MadHouse; Casa Real and
Augie’s were also mentioned, but no final decision was made.
iii. Dinner and Karaoke #MADKaraoke (Recap of March 13, 2019 event)
Platzke said the Board had sold more tickets than were actually cashed in, and
we made over $600 in the silent auction. The grand total for the event was
$1,265.12. Platzke indicated that the owner of Augie’s said things went well
and he was impressed with our organization, and would be happy to let us hold
another event – whether we held it annually or semi-annually.
Clark announced that there was a contest on Facebook for the Mayor/Mayor
Pro Tem karaoke challenge, and by popular vote Mayor Pro Tem Bliss won by
81%.
iv. Pop Up Lecture Event (March/April 2019) (talked about the Pop Up Lecture
Event after the discussion on the Pop Up Concert at Modern Skate which is
recorded under item v below)
Clark explained that she has several artist friends who do speeches on their
art, one of which speaks about her work in medical illustration arts who has
done Ted talks, and the other speaks regarding the philosophy of comic books
and comic book art. She said that these two artists have volunteered to
present at the Arts Board Pop Up Lecture Event for free.
Clark thought it would be a good idea to approach Madison Schools as location
for the event, and suggested we advertise it as a free event with a suggested
donation amount so that anyone could attend. Her vision was that we could
have at least three speakers to present their art, with maybe an hour for each,
and a meet the artist portion following the presentations. She believed that it
would be minimal effort for the Board to put together.
Discussion took place about the location, and it was agreed that the Board
should work with both Madison and Lamphere Schools to represent both
districts. It was suggested that we could see if teachers could give extra credit
for students to attend, and the comic book theme might be a good draw for
high school students. Mordarski agreed to try and come up with a catchy
name for the event to increase student interest.

Palazzolo said she might have other artists who could get involved, and
suggested a team effort between two of the artists to present at the same time.
Bianchi mentioned a friend of hers that is a film makeup artist who worked on
the Hobbit, and said she would ask him if he would agree to do a presentation
free of charge as well. She thought he might be able to do an actual hands on
demonstration and if so, it would be good to make him the last presenter.
Bliss began a discussion of how the lecture would earn money, and said that in
addition to the suggested donations at the door we might want to find
corporate sponsors – perhaps three sponsors could support three artists and
the sponsors could have a banner. He thought perhaps $500 to sponsor a
session would be appropriate. It was also suggested that if the event were held
at Lamphere, the sponsor names could be projected onto a screen behind the
artists.
The group agreed to try and hold the event on May 22nd from 7pm – 9:30pm,
pending availability of a location, and of the artists. Clark said that she would
reach out to one of the PTO members to get started.
Need 3 artists, to speak for 20-30 minutes (10 minute break in-between).
v. Pop Up Concert at Modern Skate Park (April/May 2019)
Clark said that the owner of Modern Skate, George, would give the Board his
entire space for whatever price the Board felt would be appropriate. Clark
suggested we work out a payment schedule, but he indicated he would donate
a lot of it back to board regardless of the amount.
Comments were made that Modern Skate is actually in Royal Oak, with only a
very small portion of the building actually in Madison Heights.
Clark
elaborated on her idea to host a music event and allow skating at the same
time. She imagined bands in different sections of the building and people
skating around them. She thought the building could hold about five hundred
people.
She added that the lobby area would be good for a type of “Taste of Madison
Heights” featuring the diverse food of our City, and also said that there were
private rooms where kids’ activities could take place.
Clark informed the group that she would also like this to be a free event, so
that anyone in the City can access it. She elaborated that once the talent and
restaurants were booked and committed, we might be able to get businesses
and individuals to sponsor them so that people with families could attend

something at no cost. Sponsorship could be tiered with platinum, gold and
silver categories, with prominent name recognition.
Discussion took place regarding the timing of the event. Palazzolo noted that
Hazel Park is hosting an “acoustic-palooza” and thought that most bands have
already made their schedules and booked for the summer. It was suggested
that we could hold the event in the fall. The weekend of September 28th was
mentioned. The group eventually agreed that if the weekend of September 28th
was available that would be the date; and if not, the weekend of September 21st
would also work. Clark said she would check with Modern Skate on dates.
Conversation ensued regarding parking, and the use of a shuttle from the
Kroger parking lot, or Police Officer assistance to help with foot traffic. Misczak
warned that the Board would have to pay overtime for any dedicated patrol
coverage.
Palazzolo asked if the Board could hold the next meeting at Modern Skate so
everyone could see the actual layout. Clark responded that the sub-committee
would meet there and anyone else who was interested could go too.
Clark, Palazzolo and Geralds volunteered for the committee. Bliss agreed to
help as available.
vi. Mural Reveal and Pop Up Kids Art Exhibit (June 30 2019)
Misczak pulled up the mural submissions for the Board to review, and after
some discussion it was unanimously agreed that Jennifer Ramirez would be
the recommended artist. Misczak volunteered to prepare the agenda item for
public announcement at the April 22nd Council Meeting.
Misczak also agreed to check on a plaque to be donated from DPS, and to
approach Plante Moran for a donation to the mural funds.
The base price for the total project was around $3,800. It was suggested that
we could solicit both cash donations and supply donations from: Home Depot,
Lowe’s, Sherwin Williams, Plante Moran, and Motor City Paint among others.
Bliss and Clark said they would write a letter for soliciting donations.
Discussion took place about painting the pavilions and picnic tables while
muralist is working. DPS agreed to allow us to paint the cement footers (base);
can open up to the public/community groups to work on at the same time the
mural is being painted.
Misczak said she would check May and June for reservations 2nd or 3rd on the
pavilions closer to 13 Mile Road.

Regarding the reveal on June 30th, we needed to confirm with Ramirez to make
sure she can work during the festival, and that we would have appropriate
news coverage.
Discussion turned to having activities for children available such as roping off
the basketball courts for them to draw on the cement with sidewalk chalk.
Flanagan offered to donate the sidewalk chalk. The idea was revisited to have a
kids’ art exhibit/art market inside the Civic Park Shelter Building during the
Festival as well.
Bliss said he envisioned the pavilion painting as something done by organized
groups such as scout troops and schools and offered up titles such as “Art the
Park” or “Chalk It Up” for the kids’ sidewalk portion. Flanagan volunteered to
donate chalk.
vii. Water Bottle Fundraiser – ongoing
Bianchi reminded the group that we had talked about using the “Home is
Where the Art Is” logo, or Arts Board logo. She said the logo needed to be just
one color. She mentioned that she had researched a few different options, and
the aluminum bottle would be less expensive at 48 bottles for $6.76 each, or 72
bottles for $4.83 each. She suggested we sell them for 10 or 12 dollars.
Bliss said that the Environmental Citizens Committee would partner on this
and both he and Bianchi were aiming for April 22nd – Earth Day – for the
launch date.
Responding to concerns that buying water bottles would take money away from
the Board’s savings and therefore away from the mural project, Bianchi said
that we needed to sell only forty-one bottles to break even. It was agreed that
we would likely sell at least twenty from board members, friends and family.
Misczak said that although she couldn’t commit to it, some bottles might be
purchased using the Employee Activity Escrow funds but she was not the
decision maker on that. Bliss mentioned that Council would probably buy
some, as well as the members of the Environmental Citizens Committee.
It was unanimously agreed to buy 100 bottles in green with a white Arts Board
logo for general sale, with option to purchase additional at a later date.
Bianchi indicated she would check with a local company to see if they can get
the same product with discounted shipping. She said she would work with
Misczak to get the bottles ordered and shipped.

B. Fundraising/Even/Project Ideas – Discussions tabled for now
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Murder Mystery Dinner (October 2019) – Discussed scheduling for closer
to the end of October.
Adopt a Tree (Tree Lighting/Nov 2019) – Board discussed a few ideas and
what the main concept is for this event, and mentioned they will plan
more later.
Maker’s Exhibit/Gala – February 2020
Journey Through Madison Heights – fall 2019 – will be pushed back
further due to other events
Community Space (formerly “Makers Space” – final wording/name TBD)

C. Social Media Update/Statistics
Clark went over statistics with a 28 day snapshot, during which we reached
over 5,000 people. Clark said that out of the 5,000 people, 4,838 have engaged
with the posts, and we had 4,382 video views of up to 3 seconds. She added
that we had 32 new page followers and 31 new page likes.
She reminded the Board that the statistics were good, given that only $50 was
allotted to social media promotions and Burcham donated $20.
She commented that she was still owed money for the website hosting and
would provide Misczak a receipt for reimbursement. She said, if approved, she
would do the same for the SSL certificate (so our site can be certified as secure
for credit card payments) and get reimbursed. It was unanimously agreed to
disburse $63 for the SSL certificate.
SSL certificate $63 is cost. Clark can pay and get reimbursed.
Clark emphasized that Board members need to put comments or GIFs on posts
because then others who follow will see their posts, and the audience will grow
organically without promotional funds.
D. Branding - Logo
The Board agreed to use the established Arts Board Logo that Bianchi made
because it is already recognizable and it could be expanded to the full circle or
remain with the current abstract image.
E. Treasurer’s Report
Burcham provided the Treasurer’s report with details of our donations and
expenditures, and informed the Board that the current balance was $3,812.72.
It was unanimously agreed to move the Treasurer’s Report and the Social
Media Statistics agenda items to the beginning of the agenda, right after

Approval of Minutes for all future meetings, as these items affect everything
else the Board discusses.
F. Mural Project and Painting Park Benches/Trash Cans (update – painting
pavilion picnic tables and cement footings instead of benches and trash
cans)
[already discussed earlier in meeting]
i. Schedule meeting for final mural decision
[already discussed earlier in meeting]
G. Donation Requests/Sponsorship Kit
Clark noted that the subcommittee needs to meet and firm up details to
present to the full board. She suggested if the subcommittee had trouble
getting together, perhaps Zoom teleconferencing could be used
H. Volunteer committee – Create subcommittee to recruit/maintain
volunteers for Board events/projects.
Clark said she wants to establish a volunteer pool that the Board can call upon
for committees and events. It was suggested that Palazzolo could lead the
efforts, provided that someone set up the mechanics of the signing up. It was
agreed that Palazzolo would be deemed the “Relationship Manager of the
Volunteer Committee” for organization and coordination efforts, and Clark,
Bliss and Bianchi would assist with all of the technological needs.
Flanagan asked if we were using auto emails, and Clark informed her she had
already established Mail Chimp for the Board. She said the Board needs to be
in constant communication with volunteers so they remain engaged and are
ready to go when they are needed.
It was suggested that we could have a second Facebook group for volunteers
connected to the Board’s existing public Facebook page, but Bliss
recommended that we just push for the email list on our existing page.
7. New Business/Roundtable
The Board made a formal presentation to Palazzolo in recognition of all her
efforts to support the Board activities and projects, and her dedication to
everything we have done.
Bliss brought up having a link on the Board website or on Facebook for a full
online store of Arts Board logo items with drop shipping and have payments go
to PayPal. It was unanimously agreed that Bliss would research and set up this
online store option using the Arts Board Logo Gmail address.

Madison Heights Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
April 30, 2019
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Chair Clark on Tuesday, April 30, 2019 at 7:07 p.m. in the Executive Meeting
Room of the Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison
Heights, Michigan.
Present:

Board Members: Kirstin Bianchi, Kymm Clark, Laurie
Geralds, Vita Palazzolo, Amber Platzke, Racheal Flanagan,
Lamphere Representative Harley Mordarski, Lamphere
Alternate Jacob Scaife and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak (ExOfficio)

Also Present:

Nanette Basler and
Representative-elect)

Excused:

Board Members: Bliss and Murray

Ahna

Basler

(Madison

School

Prior to the meeting being called to order, it was noted that Basler was the
Madison School Representative-elect, and she would need to have the
school submit a letter of support to the City in order to become the official
representative.
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Clark at 7:07 p.m. and roll call
was taken.
Chair Clark explained that due to Council passing a resolution to
approve changes to the Boards and Commissions Ordinance, the Board
would be taking formal roll call and following the agenda more closely.
The ordinance which was adopted on March 21st also included a policy
whereby any member who had three or more unexcused absences in a
year would be removed from the Board. After some discussion including
the fact that the Board had considered attendance previously, Misczak
indicated she would check if Alternate Board Members needed to be
excused from each meeting.
It was noted that Mordarski would be attending Saginaw Valley in the
fall, but would continue her involvement as much as she could. Scaife
indicated that he was very interested in becoming the Lamphere student

representative in the fall. The Board would just need an updated letter
from the school submitted to the Clerk’s Office to make him the official
student representative.
Approval of Agenda
A. Additions
1.
Bianchi added the May 15th Community Round Table Award
Luncheon prior to the Treasurer’s Report as Item 5 (a) and the
addition was unanimously approved.
2.

Bianchi added Art Board business cards under new business.

B. Deletions
None
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments were made by the public
Approval of Minutes from April 4, 2019
Minutes from the April 4, 2019 meeting were unanimously approved by
those who had been present at that meeting, with the correction of the
spelling of McEvoy.
Community Round Table Awards Luncheon – 5/15 11:30 am Club
Venetian
Misczak informed the Board that City Council had nominated the Arts
Board for Outstanding Group of the Year and the presentation would be
made at the May 15th Community Round Table Awards Luncheon at Club
Venetian. She asked for members to let her know if they can attend.
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Burcham who was unfortunately unable to attend the meeting
had provided an email to Chair Clark prior to the meeting and stated that
the current escrow fund had $4,096.36, which included the Penn Station
donation which finally came in the day prior to the meeting. Bianchi gave
$20 to Misczak for deposit, and $12 was given from Chair Clark.
Social Media Update/Statistics
Clark said the recent social media engagement statistics stood at just
under 300 people, which is under 100 from what we had during the prior
week period, but clarified that the Board did not have any big push for
events during the time period represented. She added that within the last
seven days the Board had reached almost one thousand people, and we had
much more active engagement on our posts. Chair Clark reiterated that
the Board members need to post more comments, GIFs and shares on our

posts to increase our social media presence organically. She noted that we
had also shared other local events to support art in general such as Royal
Oak’s events, and the local horror story author Shelby Patrick’s new book
Sevenfold.
Discussion Topics:
A.

Fundraising/Event Ideas – ACTIVE
i.
Restaurant Nights (upcoming events?)
Flanagan has three leads for new restaurant fundraisers and
she is waiting to hear back.
Clark said she convinced the Mayor to host an adult spelling bee
championship in conjunction with the Mayor from Hazel Park.
She said it would be an event that would be easy to plan. She
told the Board that she envisioned getting a packet of words for
participants to study and would limit the registration by having
a higher registration fee. Bianchi commented that this item isn’t
technically a Restaurant Event, and should be an item under
New Business, and Geralds wondered how the event could be
termed art. Comments were made that it could be defined as the
Literary Arts, and Bianchi suggested we could co-sponsor with
the Parks & Recreation Board. It was agreed to discuss further
under New Business.
ii.

Pop Up Lecture Event (May 22, 2019)
Clark stated that she had the go ahead to host the event at
Madison High School on May 22nd from 6:00pm until 9:00 pm.
She added that she had two artists confirmed – Megan
Foldenauer (medical arts illustrator) and Jjenna Hupp Andrews
(Art Professor at University of Michigan and Mott Community
College who also does political art installations).
She explained that the theme of the event was how art can be a
career with a working title of “Don’t Tell Me What to Do –
Creative Careers Volume 1”. She noted that Mordarski had
endorsed the working title as well. Clark added that she would
volunteer to speak if no other artists would commit to the date.
Clark said that instead of having the presentations and then
meet the artists afterward, she thought there could be a
question and answer period right onstage, with light
refreshments afterward.
The event would be free to the public, and marketed to high
school and middle school students, perhaps with an impromptu

contest at the schools to design posters which could be featured
at the event.
The Board discussed several options but seemed to agree on
having light refreshments in the lobby, then 20 minute speeches
by each artist followed by the question and answer period.
The student representatives from Lamphere Mordarski and
Scaife, and Madison Representative-Elect Basler agreed to make
posters, and Clark said she would also visit the schools to
increase participation. It was suggested that she concentrate on
the art clubs and art classes.
Palazzolo asked if we should try to get money toward
scholarships but the Board decided to wait until next year for
scholarships given that it was very late in the school year.
It was noted that someone from the Board needed to volunteer
to sell Art Board swag at the event.
The board listed all volunteers for the event as follows:
Refreshments:
Usher:
Coffee:
Baked Goods:
Sell Swag:
Video Posters/Posters:
Press Release:

Flanagan
Mordarski and Drama Club Members
Palazzolo
Platzke
Misczak, Palazzolo and possibly Bianchi
Mordarski, Scaife; and Basler. Geralds
offered to print in color up to 11x17
Clark

Discussion took place about printing program pamphlets
because of the fact most people discard them. It was agreed to
project a brief bio onscreen instead, and show a link to the artist
biographical information that people could look up on their
phones. The Board would stress that it is a green initiative to
not print flyers/pamphlets.
Nanette Basler would get
information on the projection capabilities and suggested the
artists could put their own preferred bios together.
All
information could also be posted on social media.
The Board talked about taking the three bios and creating three
slides to project on screen, as well as an introductory slide for
the event itself and promoting the Arts Board.

The student representatives stressed that we should not call it a
lecture but more like a TED talk to engage a younger audience.
It was suggested that some teachers might give extra credit for
students to attend, and Clark agreed to approach both art
teachers and English teachers.
The volunteers from the Board were told to arrive around
5:00pm or 5:15pm. Nanette Basler indicated she would have
the janitor at the school set up tables so they would be ready.
Misczak said the City could provide black tablecloths, easels and
stick tack to place the posters on the walls.
The event would be held from 6:00 pm until 9:00 pm. Doors
would open at 6:00 pm with light refreshments in the lobby, and
the artist presentations would start at 6:30 pm, with the Q&A
afterward.
iii.

Mural Reveal and Pop Up Kids Art Exhibit (June 30 2019)
a. Arts Board swag table during Festival in the Park
The Board discussed holding an event on a Saturday between
now and June 30 to showcase the muralist in action with other
art events for families to enjoy such as sidewalk chalk drawing,
bubble art and face painting, perhaps in a “bring your own
picnic lunch” type theme. Misczak said she had asked for a
report from Recreation showing the pavilion rental but would
need to get an update to make sure there was space available.
She would coordinate with the artist for a date for the event.
Regarding the kids’ art exhibit during festival, it was the general
consensus that we could have pop up art from art shows that
had already taken place at schools. The Board could ask
teachers for art to display, and let them determine what would
be appropriate. Flanagan stated that she had already asked her
summer camp director to have those kids participate.
Geralds thought maybe the Library could act as a depository for
artwork so people could drop it off after hours when City Hall
was closed.
Discussion took place about what to do with the artwork after
the Festival, and whether we should give kids and parents a firm
date for pickup, beyond which the art might be discarded.

The Board began to talk about sponsorship and what level
donation to ask from Plante Moran. It was agreed that Misczak
would ask them to donate $500 to be a Visionary sponsor – the
details of that sponsorship level would include a link on the
City’s website, company information on the promotion sections
of our social media platforms, digital signage at an event,
certificate of appreciation, and a small plaque including the
name of the artist at the mural location.
iv.

DIA Private Tour (July 2019?)
Bianchi informed the Board that she had reached out to the DIA
and we would just need to pick out a couple of dates, and design
what type of tour we wanted. She said it seemed fairly easy to
set up, we would just have to determine which exhibits we
wanted to see, whether the tour was all guided, or some guided
with some free time, and finally whether lunch was included or
not.
Misczak indicated that she had not confirmed whether the Board
could use City busses but she would look into before the next
meeting. Flanagan noted that Royal Oak Schools also rents their
busses and it would be about $150 to get down to the DIA and
back. The Board could also check with Lamphere if the City
busses didn’t work out.
It was general consensus that this event should be on a weekday
during the summer, perhaps July and we could discuss further
details at the next meeting.

v.

Water Bottle Fundraiser – ongoing
Bianchi said that the sales were strong and we were already at
the point of breaking even on our expenses. Palazzolo said she
wanted to sell Arts Board swag at Betty Ross at some point on a
Saturday in the future. Board members also commented about
doing pop up swag sales at grocery stores as well.

B. Fundraising/Event Ideas – ON HOLD/TABLED UNTIL NEXT
MEETING
Geralds asked the group if we thought the timelines were realistic,
and if so we should have the subcommittees meet and report back to
the whole Board.
i.

Private Bike Tour of Detroit Murals & Public Art – Motor City
Brew Tours
Not this year – table to 2020.

ii.

Pop Up Concert at Modern Skate Park (September 2019)
Proceed as planned for September 2019 – the subcommittee can
meet, Palazzolo and Clark plan to meet w George.
The
subcommittee can have a proposal for the full Board to review
by the June meeting.

iii.

Murder Mystery Dinner (Tabled to 2020 but do scaled back
event for October 2019)
It was agreed to have some type of Halloween event (haunted
house and costume contest) perhaps at the Civic Center Park
Shelter and Misczak would check availability. The Escape Room
haunted house was brought up because it would be direct
competition.
An exploratory committee of Clark, Scaife, Mordarski, Geralds,
Basler, Platzke and Bliss would look at programming for
Halloween. Palazzolo suggested having an event for younger
kids, and Geralds commented they years ago when the Jaycees
would host a haunted house they would have afternoon sessions
for the younger kids and then the “scarier” event for older kids
and adults in the evening.
Mordarski suggested the exploratory committee look into having
a pumpkin carving contest and some type of Halloween event
and report back to the full Board.

ii.

Adopt a Tree (Tree Lighting/Nov 2019)
Geralds stated there needed to be a committee for this and
Clark, Bianchi and Geralds agreed to work on events for the tree
lighting and report back to the full Board. Geralds would act as
lead for the committee.

iii.

Maker’s Exhibit/Gala (February 2020)
The event will be in February 2020 including an art exhibition.
More discussion to come.

iv.

Journey Through Madison Heights (target date TBD based on
other fall events)
The Board agreed to postpone this event to 2020.

v.

Community
Space
(formerly
“Makers
Space”
–
final
wording/name TBD)
The Board agreed to postpone this project until at least 2020.

C. 2019 Resolution Amendments (final update based on final Council
approval)
Misczak indicated that the Resolution Amendments were final, and all
the boards had a two-tiered expiration date for terms. She said that
the Arts Board term would be August 31st with varying years for
expiration, and we only needed a simple majority of filled seats to
establish a quorum. She added that alternates could speak at
meetings and hold offices.
D. Mural Project and Painting Park Pavilion Picnic Tables and Cement
Footings
As discussed, this project would be postponed until 2020.
E. Donation Requests/Sponsorship Kit
Bianchi and Clark discussed the levels of sponsorship ideas and
handed out a sheet showing the suggested sponsorship packages as
follows:
Dreamer – $100 or in-kind donation
 Website link
 Social media tab
 Digital signage
 Supporter sticker
Maker - $250 or in-kind donation
 Website link
 Social media tab
 Digital signage
 Supporter sticker
 Sponsor certificate
 Press release
 Select access passes to event(s)
Visionary - $500 or in-kind donation
 Website link
 Social media tab
 Digital signage
 Supporter sticker
 Sponsor certificate
 Press release
 Select access passes to event(s)
 Framed photo of event sponsored

Paid marketing advertisements
 Ad featuring their contribution
 Provide impressions data over time
Base donation options
(honorable mentions)

–

one

off

donations

under

$100

Monthly subscription based donations - $5, $10, $25, Other
Specific sponsorship opportunities per event (sponsor
entertainment, introducer/host credit, etc.) It was suggested
that sponsors receive swag such as a water bottle or stickers.
An end of the year donor reception held by the Arts Board is
also being considered.
Clark suggested getting a TV to display sponsor names at events.
Discussion took place about the logistics of a digital banner versus
physical banners.
The Board was asked to review the sponsorship levels and provide
input before the overall sponsorship kit was finalized.
New Business/Roundtable
Business Cards for the Board – Palazzolo suggested we have generic
business cards with basic information where people could write their
name when soliciting donations or looking for venue space. Discussion
took place that we could get around 250 cards for about $30. After
further discussion it was unanimously approved to spend up to $50 on
generic business cards, and Bianchi and Platzke would work on the
project.
The group agreed to have the Arts Board web address, Facebook page
and Instagram logo on the cards, with the Gmail address.
Clark
indicated she would set up the Gmail account with a phone number that
goes directly to voicemail. The voicemail would be monitored by the
administrators of the Gmail account, Clark, Bianchi and Bliss. Clark
agreed to be the main point of contact for the voicemail.
Next item of new business was presented by Clark. The idea, which was
briefly discussed at the beginning of the meeting, was for an adult
spelling bee which would be hosted by the Mayor of Madison Heights

Madison Heights Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
March 5, 2020
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Bianchi on Thursday, March 5, 2020 at 7:03 p.m. in the Executive Meeting Room of
the Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:03 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Kirstin Bianchi, Laurie Geralds,
Amber Platzke, Kymm Clark, Susan Burcham, Jacob Scaife, Ahna Basler, Keily
Moore, Vita Palazzolo (arrive 7:07), alternate Eve Sandoval and Staff Liaison Amy
Misczak.
Excused:

Cheryl Murray, Racheal Flanagan

Also Present: Former Lamphere High School Representative Harley Mordarski.
Eve Sandoval introduced herself to the group as the newest Alternate to the Board,
indicating her desire to bring creative ideas to the Board. It was noted that she was
an artist and photographer, and she was working on other projects such as the Seed
Library, and the Bloom Project which had formerly been known as Sponsor a Berm.
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Bianchi at 7:03 p and roll call was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
A. Additions
None.
B. Deletions
None.
The agenda was unanimously approved.
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments were made by the members of the public present at the meeting.
Approval of Minutes from January 30, 2020
The minutes from the January 30, 2020 meeting were unanimously approved by
those who had been present at that meeting.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham said that the escrow account was actually negative $619.81 for
the month of January because of having to pay the hoodie invoice. She
added that the current overall total was $2,634.56, plus we had finally

gotten the check from Plato’s for $130, and waiting on the proceeds from
Zino’s.
Social Media
a.
Update/Statistics
Clark indicated that the last 28 days we had engaged 1600 people on
average, and the Calling All Artists reached 7,000 people. She said all of our
call to action type posts were getting great traction. Platzke suggested we
boost the mural post. Clark said we should do a different post with a
different image so it looked different and then post that one. The group
unanimously approved up to $25 for social media boosts to promote the
Rosie’s Park mural project.
Website - Status
Clark noted that she had been very busy and would appreciate assistance
with the website; both Bianchi and Platzke agreed to create new pages and
revamp the website. Plaztke noted that she had already updated the photos
but needed photos from the newest members. Volunteers were solicited for
additional help, and Sandoval asked what webhosting service was being
used. She was told it was Wordpress, and Sandoval commented that while
she had not used Wordpress she was willing to help and would probably be
able to figure it out.
Comments were made that much of the current website, which had never
been published, could be scrapped in favor of updating with a more simple
format. The group agreed to show sponsorship appreciation on a new
separate page with links to the sponsor Facebook pages.
Bliss commented that a resident had inquired about the website and
emphasized that the Board needed to be mindful of the Open Meetings Act
no matter the format.
Bianchi asked Clark if the phone number listed on the business cards was
still live and Clark indicated she would follow up on that and get Bianchi
the password for the gmail phone account.
Discussion Topics:
A. City Call for Projects/Ideas – Grant Opportunity for Quality of Life
Boards/Commissions Approved by City Council on 01/13/2020 – Receipts
must be submitted prior to June 30, 2020
i.
Gala Event - $2,000 approved

Subcommittee: Bliss, Murray, A. Moore & K. Moore, Burcham,
Bianchi, Flanagan, Palazzolo
Bianchi asked for an update and noted that the new target date for
the event was October. The venue needed to be confirmed as well
as more concrete details for the event itself.

Bianchi commented that Misczak had confirmed the $2,000 city
grant could be put into a separate escrow account specifically for
the Gala and that way receipts wouldn’t have to be provided by
June 30th. The funds could be carried over into the next Fiscal
Year. She added that the $800 for the interactive murals would
need to be used and receipts provided by June 30.
ii.



New Mural Projects – Interactive Murals Parks/City Buildings
(Partner with Library, Parks & Rec) - $800 approved
a. Ground
Interactive
Murals
in
Parks
and
Schools
(Pavilion/Picnic Tables with Parks & Rec pending)
b. Building/Wall Interactive Murals at Library or other City
Buildings
Subcommittee: Geralds, Platzke, Burcham

Misczak said that she had asked if any DPS employees specialized
in ground painting but most of the parking lot striping and
crosswalk/street markings were contracted out, although DPS
would be willing to wash the sidewalk surfaces off using their
portable water source. She also said it would be a good idea
during our research to make sure the paint would not make the
sidewalks more slippery and cause a hazard somehow. Platzke said
that Civic Center Park muralist Jennifer Ramirez would be willing
to help on this project, and Parks & Recreation was interested in
helping as well.
B. Fundraising/Event Ideas – ACTIVE
i.
Restaurant Nights
a. Upcoming Events?
Flanagan was scheduling a night Culver’s but comments were
made that the Board needed two people to work the fundraiser and
deliver food to the tables. She had originally scheduled March 9th,
but would push it back in order to get volunteers to work the
needed hours, two members needed to be there during the
fundraiser.
ii.

Pop Up Lecture Event (March or April 2020)
 Subcommittee: Clark, Geralds, Scaife
Clark said to shoot for April to hold the pop-up lecture event. She
indicated she would ask Lamphere High School to use their
theatre, and Plan B would be Page Middle School theatre.
Comments were made that Page would be too small. Geralds noted
the date could only be the week of April 27th because otherwise it
would conflict with the musical.
Comments were made that Page might be too small, and it might
be better to use Madison Schools. Clark said that Scaife would
still be the moderator and the two of them would work on
questions and format.

Clark asked for contact information for the potential participants,
who were identified as Jesi Jansen, Angela McCulley and Kirstin
Bianchi in order to nail down a date for the event.
iii.

Trivia Night
 Subcommittee: Platzke, Geralds, Bliss, Flanagan

Platzke stated that the original date for karaoke scheduled for the
following week would not work as nothing was planned and there
were no donations, and it would need to be pushed back. She,
Bianchi and Bliss thought the concentration might be better
focused on trivia night instead. Bliss suggested that event might
be good at the Union Hall, with each team paying entry fees and
one team would win overall. Clark asked if we would be using a
hosting company to conduct the contest. It was mentioned that
Lamphere Trivia night was scheduled for next week and Burcham
thought they allowed $25 per person, she also noted that they were
usually filled up. She said that they created their own questions
and have an emcee orchestrate the event, and served food as well.
It was suggested that Trivia Night for the Arts Board could be held
as a fundraiser for the next mural project but in that case it would
have to be held in the next three or four months as the deadline for
proposals was April 15th and the Board intended to pick an artist
by the end of April or early May.
Discussion turned again to potential locations, including a City
pavilion or the Clawson Elks building on Elliott in Troy. It was
noted that alcohol would not be allowed in a City pavilion. It was
then suggested the timing might be better if it were held in June
after school got out, and on a Friday evening from 6p – 9pm to
draw a bigger crowd.
iv.

Merchandise Fundraisers – ongoing
a.
Misczak said there were 16 water bottles left.
b.
Misczak told the Board there was an inventory of 64
t-shirts and 21 hoodies. Bianchi would check on how
many we ordered to determine actual sales. It was
estimated that we had sold a dozen.

v.
Outdoor Music in the Park
Palazzolo said she had found an alternative company, AV7, based
in Detroit that might be a source for either a truck container or
hand assembled stage, complete with audio and video so that you
could display sponsors on the back of the stage. She said the
rental was anywhere from $3,000 - $5,000 per event, and noted
they also had an option for a hand assembled stage without the
sound system.

She said the hand assembled stages without sound ran from
$2,000 - $4,000 and there might be discount available for multiple
events.
Palazzolo had also found a contact who worked for Motown and
had a band called Drew Schultz and the Bad Habits, but didn’t
know what they would charge for a set at this point. She thought
it would be a great opening for Civic Center Park.
She stated that she knew we wouldn’t be able to do a 6 or 7 event
concert series, but wondered if the Arts Board could sponsor two
concerts, one at Civic Center Park and one at Rosie’s Park, to
include both the “north side” and “south side” of Madison Heights.
Bianchi said she loved the idea of an outdoor concert, but the
Board really didn’t have funds for an event of this magnitude, and
since we were currently raising funds for the next mural project it
might be better to look at doing an outdoor concert in 2021 so we
could apply for the City grant again and fundraise specifically for
the outdoor concerts. She emphasized that the Board still needed
to raise money for the existing project, and said we really should
look at delaying the event until the following year.
Palazzolo ran through her sponsorship structure again with
targeted big companies to solicit donations for larger donations,
and said she really wanted to have an outdoor concert. Clark
suggested raising money for the event now but still planning to
hold the concerts in 2021 to make sure it is done right. Bianchi
also suggested that we coordinate with Parks & Recreation because
they did a concert last summer, and this is an event they would
could be involved in as far as planning.
C. Fundraising/Event Ideas – ON HOLD OR TABLED UNTIL NEXT
MEETING
i.
Murder Mystery Dinner (Fall 2020)
Table until 2021.
ii.
Pumpkin walk and event (October 2020)
This event would be added to the active items on the April agenda.
Geralds and Clark would work on the proposal.
Palazzolo stated that she would love to be involved with more items
but her housing situation might force her to move out of the City
and may have to resign from the Board.
iii.
Adopt a Tree (Tree Lighting/Nov 2021)
No change

iv.
Pop Up Concert at Modern Skate Park (Date TBD)
No change, but it was suggested that a concert might be held there
instead of the outdoor concert. It was agreed that a proposal
should be put together before approaching the owner again,
including a parking option perhaps at Kroger.
It was also
mentioned even though the venue would be free of charge, the
Board would have to pay for Police presence.
It was then suggested that Trivia Night or the gala might also be
held at the Skate Park. This event might be combined with the
outdoor concert concept. The event could be held in March or
April in 2021, or even a concert after the parade. Geralds stated
that the parade has tried to have other events after the parade and
unless it’s a fair it probably won’t work.
Bianchi suggested that Palazzolo think about using the Skate Park
for her outdoor concert idea.
v.
Journey Through Madison Heights (Date TBD 2021)
No change
vi.

Private Bike Tour of Detroit Murals & Public Art – Motor City
Brew Tours (Date TBD)
No change
vii. Karaoke (Revised approach and dates TBD)
Karaoke would be discussed at a later date.
D.

MURAL PROJECTS
i.
Rosie’s Park concessions stand
Bianchi said we have the call to artists published and Misczak said
she had received one proposal. Misczak indicated she would send
out the invitation to those artists who had attended the mural
meeting last year. Clark said she would also share it with her
contacts from when she looked for muralists for her own building.
Basler said she knew of a Detroit muralist she could contact.
Bianchi told the group she would be going to the Hazel Park Art
Board meeting on March 9th and hoped to get some additional
interest, as the Hazel Park Art Board had already shared the
Madison Heights call to artists on their Facebook page.
ii.

Pairing Businesses & Artists for new mural collaborations Call to artists and call to businesses for additional murals
 Subcommittee: Geralds, Bianchi, Bliss, and Burcham
Businesses/Muralists call to artists

Geralds had put together the match up document. Palazzolo said
she thought Veteran’s Auto was interested in having a mural done
at their business. Bianchi said the next step would be to advertise

the mural match up idea, but she thought it might be better to
wait until after the mural project deadline. It was suggested that
the Board use the Chamber or Economic Development Supervisor’s
email list to get the word out. Bianchi said she would contact C&G
Newspapers as well. Misczak said she could print hard copies of
the Rosie’s Park building and Civic Center Park mural for members
to distribute. Bliss suggested that students try to encourage their
peers to submit ideas for a mural.
D. DIA Inside/Out
i.
Status update
Bianchi and Platzke met to discuss possible promotions for the DIA
Inside/Out program and noted that Madison Heights would
collaborate with Hazel Park for promotions. Bianchi said that the
DIA offers a lot of free activities, and we had already requested
their drop-in artmaking for the Festival. Misczak said she would
follow up on that with the DIA contact.
ii.

Promotion activities

a. Bus tour to see art in communities and/or to the DIA
Bianchi said we could have Madison Heights, Hazel Park and
maybe Berkley go in together for a bus tour, and end at a
restaurant. She thought the bus could start at Madison Heights in
for the Civic Center and Library art, then tour the art in Berkley
and Hazel Park, and finally end at Rosie’s Park and the Woodpile.
She thought this could be planned out once we knew where they
would have their artwork installed.
b. Drop in Artmaking at Festival
Misczak would check on the status.
c. Lecture on art at Library/Active Adult Center
Bianchi said the DIA would do a tour for free for the Active Adult
Center to go down to the DIA, and she thought July might be a
good month for that. She said there was a list of possible lectures
that the DIA conducts, and Misczak indicated she would try to
coordinate with the Library Director and Active Adult Center
Coordinator.
d. Road rally/scavenger hunt

Subcommittee: Bianchi, Platzke, Geralds, Bliss, Clark,
Palazzolo, Burcham, Scaife, Sandoval, and Misczak
The Board discussed a possible road rally or scavenger hunt to
encourage people to visit al the artwork in the area, including
Hazel Park and Berkely. Platzke said there could be clues to bring
people to each piece of art and an activity or challenge at each
location. She thought there could be a pizza party or similar event

at the end. Clark said the Board should integrate social media into
the event with a live stream to encourage people to come out while
the event is in process.
Bianchi said the installation was supposed to occur in mid-May,
the drop-in art event would be at the festival in June, the lecture
and tour could be in July, and the road rally/scavenger hunt could
be held in mid-August. She thought Hazel Park could have four
events/stations at their locations and we could have four, with
participants from each City ending at separate locations in
Madison Heights and Hazel Park.
It was suggested that the Board have its logo printed on vinyl table
cloths for the event, and Clark offered to donate the vinyl from her
shop.
Bianchi said that the subcommittee would formulate more ideas to
bring back to the Board.
E. FY 2021 Michigan Council for Arts & Cultural Affairs Grant
Guidelines
(Must apply as City of Madison Heights NOT Arts Board – 2021
Guidelines published in March. Mini-grants open in June/July and
require a match by recipient)
Misczak said she would keep any eye out for the new grant guidelines
since they hadn’t been posted yet.
New Business/Roundtable
No new business was discussed.
Set Date/Time for Next Meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, April 16th at 7:00 pm.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 pm

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
April 16, 2020
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called
to order by Chair Bianchi on Thursday, April 16, 2020 at
7:06 p.m. via ZOOM Video Conferencing.
Call to Order at 7:06 p.m.
Present:
Board
Members:
Councilman
Bliss,
Susan
Burcham, Kirstin Bianchi, Racheal Flanagan, Laurie Geralds,
Cheryl Murray, Amber Platzke, Vita Palazzolo, alternate Eve
Sandoval, Council Alternate Kymm Clark and Staff Liaison Amy
Misczak.
Excused:
Also Present: Simon John McNeilly
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Bianchi at 7:06 pm and
roll call was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
A. Additions
Clark requested to add the Murder Mystery item back to the
Agenda under New Business.
B. Deletions
None.
The agenda was unanimously approved with the addition of the
Murder Mystery item.
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments were made by the member of the public present at
the meeting.
Approval of Minutes from March 5, 2020
The minutes from the March 5, 2020 meeting were unanimously
approved by those who had been present at that meeting.
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Treasurer’s Report
Burcham indicated that the Board had earned $122.38 over the last
month. She said there was a Pay Pal donation or payment which was
why there was the thirty-eight cents odd number. She said the escrow
account was at $2,756.94 overall.
Social Media
a.
Update/Statistics
Clark said that during quarantine the Board had received fourteen new
page likes during the last twenty-eight days, and engaging just over
1,700 people and reaching over 2,600 people on average. The posts have
been seen by around 900 to 1,000 people, with the face mask post
seeing the most. Clark thought this might be a time during quarantine
to take some initiative to engage our audience with some interactive
events. She thought maybe the Arts Board could start some things, and
agreed to take the lead on this. Clark said she would entertain ideas
submitted by the Board off line that she could do posts and start the
process.
Geralds asked Clark to talk about a promotion that was started by Merri
Busch for which the Arts Board seemed to be getting credit. Geralds
said it was some promotion where Merri Busch was giving away $100
gift card. Clark said she had seen the post as well. She thought Busch
had done this type of promotion before for the community, and Clark
said she would reach out to Busch to discuss the details. Geralds said
Busch had posted a challenge to Madison Heights families to do a
quarantine video song and dance like a parody or an original. Palazzolo
said it was “The Quarantine Boogey”. Clark said she could share the
contest if the Board wanted her to, and Geralds said the Arts Board
wasn’t benefitting from it but we could promote it.
Burcham suggested that Clark do a contest for the first blooms of spring
photo contest. Bliss thought we should vote on this project. Geralds
wondered if we needed a vote if we weren’t doing any prizes, just
encouraging people to share their photos and it was just like any other
post we do. After some discussion it was agreed that it was just a post
to engage residents and no vote was necessary to approve it. Clark
encouraged Board Members to send her suggestions on the Closed
Facebook Page.
Website - Status
Bianchi asked if anyone had time to complete the website. Platzke said
that she and Bianchi were much busier during the quarantine than
before and they were unable to devote much time to the Arts Board
website. Clark agreed that she had some more time and asked if
someone could send her a punchlist of what needed to get done she
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would try to take care of it over the weekend. Platzke said she and
Bianchi could connect with her to go over the details.
Discussion topics – Events are on hold pending lifting of shelter in place
executive order and determination of continued ban on group
gatherings
Bianchi said the Board would go over these events that were on hold pending
the lifting of the shelter in place order. She asked Misczak about any official
ban on public gatherings, and Misczak responded that nothing was official.
Flanagan indicated the President had laid out guidelines with how things
would be reinstated. Comments were made that each State would be
different as far as the timeline would proceed. Bianchi said that we would
have to consider that the Board would not be able to hold fundraisers in the
same manner because there would likely be a ban on public gatherings. She
asked that the group start thinking about how to do virtual fundraising and
what that could look like. Bianchi also said that some of our current plans
might need to be canceled or postponed or changed in some manner in
response to the pandemic and resulting ban on public gatherings. Bianchi
ran through the subcommittee updates:
A. Subcommittee updates
i. Gala event – Bliss, Murray, A. Moore, K. Moore, Burcham, Bianchi,
Flanagan, Palazzolo
Bliss said the Gala was indefinitely on hold as there were indications
from Lansing that the ban on gatherings of over 100 people would
likely go through the entirety of the year.
ii. Ground interactive murals in parks and schools – Geralds, Platzke,
Burcham
Geralds said the subcommittee hadn’t met but thought this might be
able to still take place with one artist, or two that are from the same
household. Bianchi said one of the things that needs to be determined
is what park and where in the park they would appear. Geralds said
she was looking to find out if the Board thought we could move
forward with this item, to which Burcham replied she thought we could
identify the locations and the art so that we would be ready to move on
it when we were able to do so. Burcham said we should have a
proposal to provide to the City about what would appear where and in
which park. Geralds asked why it couldn’t start before the stay at
home order was lifted. Bianchi said we also needed to consider the
materials needed as far as the proper type of treatment if any to
preserve the art, and if we had access to the supplies. Geralds said
she would get with Burcham and Platzke to come up with a plan on the
interactive mural project. Burcham said the first step would be to see
if the City workers could power wash the areas during this time. Clark
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again said we should have the plans organized and make sure it could
move ahead when it was within the stay at home guidelines to do so.
Toward the end of the discussion Sandoval also agreed to work on the
project. Geralds said she would schedule a Zoom call to discuss
everything as a subcommittee.
iii. Pop-up lecture event – Clark, Geralds, Scaife
Clark said this is indefinitely suspended and she had no updates.
Bliss asked if this could be done remotely as a Zoom or Facebook Live
type of event. Platzke commented that it was a great idea if the people
were ready to go. Bianchi added that it could tie into Clark’s prior idea
of engaging the public during the quarantine. Clark agreed and said
she would look into doing this event virtually, and was told that no
vote was necessary to change the method of the event. McNeilly asked
what the subject matter was for the event and was told by Clark it was
a continuation of the prior Creative Career Series Volume I at Madison
High School with career artists, and the second in the series would
focus on performing art and film. Murray requested that Clark contact
her regarding her contact that wanted to participate in the event. Bliss
said his contact would probably be more apt to participate in a virtual
event at this time and suggested that Clark contact the panelists with
potential dates. Clark thought maybe it could turn into Creative
Careers Week with interviews on Facebook Live each day, or some
similar type of programming, encouraging people to create their own
videos as well.
iv. Trivia night – Platzke, Bliss, Bianchi, Burcham, Flanagan
Platzke had no update, but thought this might be able to be done
virtually. Clark said Kahoot might work for this type of contest.
Bianchi said her firm had used Kahoot for some marketing meetings.
Burcham said she uses it with her students but wasn’t sure how to
implement it for these purposes. Bianchi suggested we could have a
Kahoot event and wondered if we could have prizes. The Board could
give away swag, either mail or porch drop off if the winner was local.
Geralds thought maybe there could be a teen Kahoot event and an
adult Kahoot event. Platzke said as long as the Board got enough
people to do one event. Flanagan asked if this was intended to be a
fundraising event or just an event, and was told it probably would have
to be just an event unless we had an entry fee. Clark said we could
have the event and suggest donations during the event. It was decided
we couldn’t do a raffle, but could ask for donations. Bliss suggested we
might spare some money for prizes. Bliss said up to 50 players was
$20 a month and up to 2,000 players was $40 per month. Burcham
said her subscription was free but probably because of the edu
designation as a teacher. She said she would look into whether she
could host it under her account. Clark said she found an app for live
trivia events. Bianchi asked if the Board should vote on a budget for
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the event. It was unanimously agreed that no more than $100 would
be spent for prize money on an online trivia event. Platzke said the
prizes should be based upon how many participants, maybe a virtual
gift card for all or just for the winners. Discussion briefly touched on
the fact that some restaurants such as Woodpile had virtual cards but
places like Betty Ross only did physical paper certificates. Later in the
meeting Burcham circled back to indicate that higher education
accounts could only host Kahoot live programs with 50 participants.
She said K-12 had up to 1,000, and Flanagan indicated she could find
a K-12 account to use.
Bianchi said the subcommittee should
formulate a plan and report back. Platzke clarified that the committee
was Bliss, Platzke, Bianchi, Burcham and Flanagan.
v. Outdoor music in the park – Palazzolo, Bliss, Murray, Clark
Palazzolo had no updates on this event due to the circumstances.
vi. Pumpkin walk event (Oct. 2020) – Geralds
Geralds had no update for the pumpkin walk at this time.
She asked if we were inserting the Murder Mystery item here and
Bianchi agreed it could be 9(a)(vii)
vii. Murder Mystery
Clark said she had reached out to former Board Member Mordarski
because was inspired by a Facebook page group to do the Murder
Mystery virtually. The group was the ant colony one with over 320,000
people on this group all over the world. She said she thought it was a
bit silly but then thought it would be cool to orchestrate a virtual
online murder mystery Facebook group with a number of players and a
story. She thought people from the public would get involved with it,
and Mordarski was “emphatically in” to help on the project and start
pulling a team together. Clark said it could be something done from
home where participants could post their own interview and
introduction videos, and live videos of scenes. She said the base group
would have to create the basic concept with maybe subgroups to create
breadcrumb clues. Clark said that Mordarski had a lot of ideas to get
the project off the ground.
Clark also mentioned that Facebook
Groups could be monetized by requiring a subscription to belong. She
thought it could be as low as $5 per month but it would bring money
into the Board. Bianchi asked if there was a cost to post a group, and
Clark replied that Facebook would take a cut but the Board could
bypass that by using PayPal to pay the fee and then give them access
to the group. She said we could monetize it that way, or just ask for
donations. She envisioned getting actors, kids and adults to get
involved and it could be done now when everyone is home.
Bianchi said a vote would be in order to establish a subcommittee. It
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was unanimously approved to hold a virtual murder mystery online
and monetize the event. Bianchi asked who would participate on the
subcommittee and the following members volunteered or were
suggested volunteers: Clark, Scaife, Geralds and Mordarski (as former
Board Member).
B. Mural projects
i. Rosie’s Park Concession Building – Extend deadline for submissions
Discussion took place about whether the Board should extend the
deadline for submittals. Bianchi said we hadn’t been able to fundraise
and asked if we had received any additional submittals besides the one
she was aware of. Misczak indicated that the Board had received four
submittals.
Geralds thought perhaps we didn’t need to extend.
Bianchi thought we might still want to extend just because we hadn’t
been able to fundraise, and we didn’t know when the painting could
take place. Geralds replied that if we had only received one or two
proposals she might be more inclined to extend. She asked if the
submittals were strong, and Misczak said she was the only person who
had seen all four but in her personal opinion they were good proposals.
Geralds asked how the Board could move forward with reviewing the
four submittals and discussing them. Geralds thought if the muralist
could work alone we could move forward. Misczak said the budget
might be a concern, and also commented on the fact that paint was not
an essential item for purchasing. She was told that you could buy
paint at a smaller store but not the big box stores. Platzke commented
that she wasn’t sure if the Board should be promoting activities that
might be construed as violating the Executive Orders as this was not
an essential activity, especially when landscapers and others can’t
work. Bliss thought if we selected the muralist at the next meeting we
would be closer to knowing where everything stood. Murray again
stated that we might want to extend. Geralds disagreed because we
had the deadline and the Board should honor that to be fair to the
people who submitted on time. Murray proposed a motion to extend
the deadline by one month. Discussion took place regarding the issue.
Platzke thought we should move forward with picking a proposal out of
the four received because this was not going to be the last mural the
Board sponsored in Madison Heights. She thought we could use the
selection to promote that and encourage additional proposals which we
could pair with other businesses and sponsors. Discussion took place
about how the pandemic might have overshadowed the mural project
for many artists even if they had time on their hands. Bliss agreed
with Geralds that we should evaluate the proposals that we received. It
was suggested that perhaps the Board couldn’t afford the murals
proposed. Misczak indicated that three of the muralists were for all of
the walls, and one was $500 to over $5,500.
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It was finally agreed that the deadline would not be extended.
The Board talked about having a meeting just for reviewing the mural
submittals, or doing that during a regular meeting. Ultimately it was
decided to just review the mural proposals at the next meeting.
ii. Pairing businesses & artists for new mural collaborations – hold for
now
On hold pending the lifting of the stay at home order.
C. DIA Inside/Out
i. Status update – Installations still pending for May
Bianchi said the DIA was still planning to move ahead but it will
depend on how things play out with the stay at home order. The
installation dates may change, and all of the activities are also on hold
pending decisions on prohibitions on large crowds. Bianchi said the
DIA would be asked if there were timeline or installation issues that we
be given the first right of refusal for the following year’s program.
Bianchi mentioned that the DIA had already indicated the art activity
for the Festival was already booked, even if the City held the Festival
which was doubtful. As an alternative the DIA had proposed a musical
rendition of The Three Little Pigs which would work well at the
Festival.
ii. Promotion activities – on hold/pending
1. Bus tour to see art in communities and/or trip to the DIA
2. Fireworks Festival – Drop-in art making changed to musical
performance
3. Lecture on art at Library/Active Adult Center
4. Road rally/scavenger hunt – Bianchi, Platzke, Geralds, Bliss,
Burcham, Misczak
D. FY 2021 Michigan Council for Arts & Culture Affairs grant guidelines
Misczak said she hadn’t reviewed the criteria on this grant opportunity
and nor had anybody else at that point. Bianchi asked if the matching
grant would be an option but Bliss said it would have to come out of
the Arts Board Escrow. Clark noted that City Manager would not be
authorizing any extra funds at this point.
Geralds asked about
matching funds for a mural, and Bianchi clarified these grants were for
2021. It was agreed to review the options and make suggestions and
proposals at the next meeting. Geralds agreed to head a subcommittee
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to look at the grants, Bliss and Palazzolo agreed to assist. . The
proposals would be due June 1st, with the mini grants due in August.
i. Must apply as City of Madison Heights NOT Arts Board
ii. 2021 guidelines:
https://www.michiganbusiness.org/industries/mcaca/mcaca-grants/
iii. Mini-grants open in June/July and require a match by recipient
New Business/Roundtable
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Thursday, May 14th at 6:30 pm and would
likely be held electronically pending any additional Executive Orders.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:18 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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Madison Heights Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
May 14, 2020
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called
to order by Chair Bianchi on Thursday, May 14, 2020 at
6:40 p.m. via ZOOM Video Conferencing.
Present:
Board
Members:
Councilman
Bliss,
Susan
Burcham, Kirstin Bianchi, Racheal Flanagan, Laurie Geralds,
Cheryl Murray, Amber Platzke, Madison Representative Ahna
Basler, alternate Eve Sandoval, and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:
Board
Members
Vita
Palazzolo,
Lamphere
Representative Jacob Scaife, Bishop Foley Representative Kiely
Moore
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Bianchi at 6:40 pm and
roll call was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
A. Additions
None.
B. Deletions
None.
The agenda was unanimously approved.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public attended the Zoom meeting.
Approval of Minutes from April 16, 2020
The minutes from the April 16, 2020 meeting were unanimously
approved by those who had been present at that meeting
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham indicated that the Board had sold one hoodie for $35
during the prior month, and the current escrow balance was
$2791.94.
It had also been announced at the prior Council Meeting that
Holistic Industries had donated $5,500 toward the Rosie’s Park
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mural project, although the funds had not yet been received. It
was agreed that a thank you letter signed by Chair Bianchi
should be mailed to Holistic Industries once the funds were
received. Misczak agreed to draft a letter for Chair Bianchi’s
review.
Social Media
Update/Statistics
Chair Bianchi presented the statistics in Clark’s absence, and
said that during quarantine the Board’s Facebook page had
reached 182 people in the previous week, with post engagements
up by 14%. She indicated that the Facebook page had gained
two new page followers, and two new page likes as well.
Discussion took place regarding the quarantine online contests,
and while it was noted that the contests had not gained much
traction, the admins could still try to get something going.
Website - Status
Bianchi and Platzke had sent items to Clark to get published onto
the website, but they weren’t sure if the Board should just
redirect the URL to the Facebook page for now, as an update on
website details was needed from Clark.
Discussion topics – Events are on hold pending lifting of shelter in
place executive order and determination of continued ban on group
gatherings
It was noted that all public gatherings and City recreation classes
had been cancelled through Labor Day.
Bianchi wondered if the Board could use the grant funds for
items other than the gala and the ground murals given that
holding events this year looked doubtful. Platzke said given that
we just got a substantial donation the Board should explore other
ideas which would be contingent upon whether events could be
held in the fall. In the meantime the Board could look at virtual
events and limited group settings, which would be limited to ten
people until May 28th, and unclear beyond that.
A.

Subcommittee updates

i. Gala event – Bliss, Murray, A. Moore, K. Moore, Burcham, Bianchi,
Flanagan, Palazzolo
No updates.
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ii. Ground interactive murals in parks and schools – Geralds, Platzke,
Burcham
No updates. Misczak indicated that she would ask DPS about
whether they would be sufficiently staffed to complete the power
washing, and would also check into whether the City Manager
would permit the grant funds to roll over into next Fiscal Year.
iii. Pop-up lecture event – Clark, Geralds, Scaife
Tabled indefinitely. The Board wondered if this event could be held
virtually.
iv. Trivia night – Platzke, Bliss, Bianchi, Burcham, Flanagan
Platzke thought someone would look into Kahoot to do a virtual Trivia
Night, and she also said she would talk to Keri Valmassei at the
Madison Heights/Hazel Park Chamber of Commerce because they had
just done a virtual event. She also agreed to follow up with Lamphere
High School to get some additional ideas as their Trivia Nights were
always successful.
v. Outdoor music in the park – Palazzolo, Bliss, Murray, Clark
Palazzolo was taking the lead on this and was absent, but it was
agreed that this event was also tabled indefinitely.
vi. Pumpkin walk event (Oct. 2020) – Geralds
It was noted that this event was potentially ok to hold but it was
necessary to wait until July to get a better idea of what restrictions
might be in place for the fall.
vii. Murder Mystery – Clark, Scaife, Geralds, Mordarski
The Board discussed the fact that Clark had received online interest
for doing a virtual event but hadn’t called a meeting with the potential
participants. The vision for the Murder Mystery was not for a one
night event but an extended production with virtual roles on Facebook.
It was agreed that Clark needed to follow up on the production and
how it would work.
Murray brought up the fact that a new Madison Heights Pride
Facebook page had been created, and she thought perhaps the Arts
Board could help promote Pride month in June and work in
conjunction with the Madison Heights Pride Facebook group to show
its support.
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Bianchi indicated that the Arts Board would be happy to work with the
Madison Heights Pride group on projects, but the Board wouldn’t
necessarily take the lead on the project. She thought it would be more
appropriate for the Arts Board to support and assist rather than
takethe lead. It was noted that June is Pride Month and the Board
would have to get involved quickly. Sandoval thought this year’s
celebration of Pride Month might be slow because of the pandemic.
Murray commented that she wanted to go back to an idea the Board
had some time ago to paint a crosswalk. After much discussion
regarding the topic, Bianchi said the Pride Facebook Group should
approach the Arts Board with whatever idea they come up with.
Sandoval said she thought it would be a great idea during Pride Month
to provide mini rainbow flags for all to put out. Again it was mentioned
that the Pride group should take the lead on any projects and the Arts
Board would fully support their efforts.
It was suggested that
rainbows could be posted on the Arts Board page as a theme for the
month, or across both pages.
Ultimately there was not full consensus about whether the Board
should take a more active role in celebrating Pride Month instead of
showing support by sharing posts by the Madison Heights Pride
Facebook Group and promoting their events. The majority of members
wished to support Pride Month by promoting events and posts
published by the Madison Heights Pride Facebook Group, but did not
think the Arts Board should take the lead on the project.
B.

DIA Inside/Out

i.

Status update

Bianchi informed the Board that the DIA was delaying all art
Installations delayed until mid to late June, pending any further
extensions of the shelter in place or restrictions on businesses
reopening.
ii.

Promotion activities

Bianchi said that if the installations took place, we would not be
holding the tours, and the Pre-Fourth Fireworks Festival was already
canceled She said we would likely be looking at all virtual events. She
added that she didn’t imagine we would have many in-person
promotions but if those took place, the Board would need to be sure to
err on the side of caution and all events needed to follow proper social
distancing.
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Geralds asked if the DIA indicated willingness to allow the City to have
first rights to the program for the following year and Bianchi said the
question had been asked but they wouldn’t fully commit.
She
concluded that the Board should not give up entirely on participating
in the Inside/Out program for the current year and we should wait to
see how things play out.
C.

FY 2021 Michigan Council for Arts & Culture Affairs grant
guidelines (Geralds, Bliss, Palazzolo)

Geralds noted that she had emailed information on the two grants the
Board might be eligible for earlier that evening. The first would probably
not be applicable as it was designed for an educational facility. She
thought that we might be able to apply for the mini grants with a
deadline of August 3rd. The grant would be for up to $4,000 to address
art and lifelong art culture. Geralds, Bliss, Bianchi, Palazzolo and
Misczak agreed to work on this project.
D.

Additional Mural projects
i.

Pairing businesses & artists for new mural collaborations

Tabled until we are able to assess the landscape and restrictions that
might continue to be in place due to the pandemic
ii.
Rosie’s Park Concession Building Mural – Review of Submittals
and Recommendations
Prior to beginning the discussion, the next meeting was set for June
18th at 6:30 pm so that Board Alternate Sandoval could excuse herself
as she had submitted a proposal for the mural project.
The mural proposals had been edited by Misczak, with names,
addresses and personal information of the artists redacted.
All three murals were viewed on screen, and Platzke presented an
overview of each mural based upon the applications. Bliss reminded
the group that discussion of the murals would need to wait until a
motion was on the table.
The murals were presented as follows:
Artist #1: Rosie’s Park Wildlife, with various animals depicted as
fantasy animals that might live in the park. The artist proposed to
paint all four walls of the building with a total price estimated at
$1,000.
Artist #2:

Madison Heights from day into night showing the existing
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wildlife. It was confirmed that the mural was for only one side of the
building, included images of rats and would cost $4,050.
Artist #3: Self-taught artist with a theme of “Bloom Where You Are
Planted”, showing images of wildlife as well as an American Flag.
Misczak commented that this artist wanted to have members of the
community help paint some of the solid blocks of color to create a
sense of community, following social distancing guidelines. The mural
would cover all four walls and cost $500, as the artist was not charging
for labor.
Artist #4: Depicts animals that can be found in Rosie’s Park, to cover
all four walls. This artist presented two options, with detailed pricing.
The first option would cost $4,937.37 and the other $5,515.31. The
second option would include blacked out animals with their
corresponding wooden likeness placed someplace in Rosie’s Park for
park goers to find and identify.
Geralds made a motion to award the mural to Artist #4, to include the
second proposal as an option.
Discussion took place regarding the murals. Murray said the price for
Artist #4 seemed high, but Flanagan said it was realistic and thought
the artists who presented the lowest pricing probably didn’t
understand what would be involved with completing a mural.
Further discussion took place regarding the fact that, despite the
personal information having been redacted from the proposals, it was
clear that Artist #3 was Board Alternate Sandoval; and, based on the
information and the way Artist #4 presented ideas and expenses, it was
the artist who had been selected for and completed the Civic Center
Park Mural, Jennifer Ramirez. Flanagan said she didn’t want to be
accused of favoritism by selecting Ramirez again. Platzke countered
that the Board should not be concerned with who the artist was, but
simply judge the art on its own merit.
Platzke floated the idea of having Artist #3 and Artist #4 each paint two
walls. Murray agreed with that proposal and thought Artist #3 had
good depictions of nature, along with a social or environmental aspect
due to the bees. She also thought getting the community involved with
the painting was a nice touch.
Bliss suggested that we could award one artist to complete the mural
at Rosie’s, and maybe the runner up would consider painting the
building at Huffman Park.
Geralds indicated she thought the Board should select Artist #4 with
the cut out wooden animals placed in the park. Misczak mentioned
that DPS would by default end up responsible for upkeep and repair
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and that might become burdensome, at which point Flanagan
suggested we might move toward statues. Much discussion took place
regarding vandalism, with Basler stating that Rosie’s is a traditional
hang-out spot for middle schoolers and high schoolers and any wooden
cut outs would probably be destroyed. Bliss thought they could be put
under a Plexiglas type covering but the cost would increase. It was
pointed out that statues would probably be defaced as well.
Bianchi suggested that the Board could chose option #1 from Artist #4,
and maybe consider some way to do sculptures at a later date. Bliss
then said there could be signs placed of where the specific animals
might be found in the park naturally. Bliss then thought the Board
could have two murals done, particularly with the donation received
from Holistic Industries.
Discussion then took place regarding having a second mural at
Huffman Park. Gerald commented that she supported the idea of
having two murals, but questioned whether that should be at Huffman
Park given the uncertainty of the Madison Heights Food Pantry being
housed there. Murray said the pantry was trying to become a legal
501(3)(C) and was in negotiations to extend its agreement with the City
for an additional two years.
Murray then suggested that if the Board selected Artist #3 then the
donated money could be put toward something else, but she was
informed that the funds were specifically donated for the Rosie’s Park
mural and had to be used for that. However, leftover funds might be
able to be used for additional mural projects.
Ultimately the motion was amended to award the mural to Artist #4
Option #1 with no interactive cut outs placed in the park. The motion
carried.
The Board then discussed the fact that the murals did not have to be
placed on City property and perhaps it might be a good idea to branch
out into other locations. Discussion also took place about approaching
Artist #3 to complete that mural at another location with options
including the DDA, Huffman Park, or another business location. Bliss
commented that any excess funds donated by Holistic Industries
probably shouldn’t be used for a mural on another business in the
City.
It was agreed that the Board members would all start
researching additional locations for a possible agreement with Artist
#3.
Misczak indicated that she would create draft Council Agenda Item,
awarding the Rosie’s Park Mural to Artist #4 as discussed, and her
memo would also include information about Artist #3 with potential for
a second mural, informing Council that they would be approached in
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the future if that location ended up being a City-owned property.
Misczak said she would circulate that agenda item, and any edits
should not be discussed as a group but she would incorporate them
into the Agenda Item as appropriate.
New Business/Roundtable
Murray requested that the Madison Heights Pride promotions be kept on
the agenda for future consideration, and expressed disappointment
regarding the previous discussion.
Basler said that she thought it would be fun to do a “painting with a twist”
type event in a park to allow for social distancing. She said her art teacher
might be able to help with this. Geralds noted that there are also virtual
art classes through Zoom where participants pick up supplies beforehand,
and Bliss added that you can create an Amazon list for that as well.
Geralds asked Basler to compile a proposal with her teacher, and Geralds
would be happy to review it prior to bringing it back to the full board.
Set date/time for next meeting
As previously stated, the next meeting was set for Thursday, June 18th at
6:30 pm and would likely be held electronically pending any additional
Executive Orders.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:13 pm.

___________________________________________________
Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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Madison Heights Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
June 18, 2020
A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Chair Bianchi on Thursday, June 18, 2020 at 6:37 p.m. via ZOOM Video
Conferencing.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Kirstin
Bianchi, Racheal Flanagan, Cheryl Murray, Amber Platzke, and Staff Liaison
Amy Misczak.
Excused: Board Member Geralds, Board Alternate Sandoval and Council
Alternate Clark
Also Present:

Sean Fleming (arrival 6:59 pm)

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Bianchi at 6:37 pm and roll call was
taken.
Approval of Agenda:
A.
Additions
None.
B.
Deletions
None.
The agenda was unanimously approved.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public were in attendance during the initial Meeting Open to
the Public.
Approval of Minutes from May 14, 2020
The minutes from the May 14, 2020 meeting were unanimously approved by
those who had been present at that meeting
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham indicated that the Board had received $5,500 from Holistic Industries
for the Rosie’s Park mural donation and the escrow account was currently at
$8,291.94.
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Misczak noted that the City grant funding for the Gala and interactive sidewalk
art had also been deposited in the amount of $2,800 so the total balance was
$11,091.94 in June. She also mentioned that we needed to keep that funding
separate to apply to the Gala and interactive sidewalk art.
Social Media
Update/Statistics
Chair Bianchi asked Misczak to update the Board on the status of the Closed
Facebook Page as it relates to the Open Meetings Act. Misczak said that there
had been an inquiry about the Board potentially violating the Open Meetings
Act. She reminded the Board that, while we could post ideas just for presenting
them, we could not deliberate or ask for support or discussion on the items.
Misczak explained that when she posts the upcoming agendas and draft
minutes, she always asks that members private message or email only her with
comments for the agenda, and that minutes are then approved at the public
meeting.
Misczak also said that discussions can take place in private
subcommittee groups through email or Facebook Messenger but only if there is
not a quorum present in the email chain or messenger group.
Councilman Bliss agreed, reiterating that the Closed Facebook page was more
to put ideas out there, but not for deliberation. He said we could post
something in the Closed page to show the group, but we couldn’t discuss or
deliberate. He said to think of it like an email blast, where there is information
provided, but we can’t reply all to that email because that would be a violation
of the Open Meetings Act.
It was added that all agenda item suggestions should be emailed directly to
Secretary Misczak for inclusion in the draft agenda.
It was ultimately agreed that the rules for engagement on the Closed Facebook
page would be pinned to the top to remind members what was acceptable and
what was not acceptable. Platzke agreed to create this post and pin it to the top
of the page.
After conclusion of the discussion of the Closed Facebook page, Chair Bianchi
noted that as far as statistics, the public Facebook page activity was a little bit
on the lower side but expected that engagement would pick back up as our
activities picked up with the lifting of the shelter in place order.
Website - Status
Bianchi noted that at the last meeting, Clark had been asked to redirect the
Arts Board webpage to the Facebook page but it appeared that had not been
done. Misczak added that Clark also needed to transfer the url to the City,
recognizing that Clark had set up the website and been reimbursed by the
Board to pay for the hosting site.
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Discussion topics – Unless noted otherwise with a tentative date or
as “virtual”, all events are on hold pending lifting of shelter in place
executive order and determination of continued ban on group
gatherings
A. Subcommittee updates
i. Update on City Grant Funding Status/Rollover to FY 2020-21 – Misczak
Misczak indicated that $2,800 had been deposited into the regular escrow
account and the Board would need to track the funds to make sure they
were allocated to the appropriate projects.
ii. Ground interactive murals in parks and schools – Geralds, Platzke,
Burcham
No updates. Burcham commented about having interactive games on the
park sidewalks. The Board could do as many as we can with the $800
grant money. Bianchi talked about having the sidewalks pressure washed
and primer for the paint to adhere better, and thought we might still need
to research recommended paint type for this type of activity. Geralds was
going to talk to the Parks & Recreation Board about the program as well to
get their buy in for the project. Bliss thought we might want to email all of
the muralists who have submitted art in the past from both Civic Center
and Rosie’s to see if they would be interested in participating. Platzke
supported the idea.
Discussion took place regarding having these
muralists work on the interactive art, including whether to pay the
muralists or not.
Bliss then suggested the Board post a notice on Facebook, reaching out to
people of all ages to volunteer to paint in the park, and ask that people
submit ideas for the interactive art, and the Board would pay for supplies
and approve final designs.
Platzke indicated she would do some reconnaissance in the parks to map
out an idea of what design would go best in which park.
Member of the public Sean Flemming joined the meeting at 6:58 pm. Chair
Bianchi welcomed him to the meeting and asked if he wished to make any
comments, since the Open to the Public portion of the agenda had already
occurred. Mr. Flemming declined to comment and indicated he was just
attending the meeting to observe.
Discussions resumed regarding the interactive art, and it was suggested
the Board consult with muralist Jennifer Ramirez regarding the types of
paint to use for such a purpose.
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iii. Trivia night – Platzke, Bliss, Bianchi, Burcham, Flanagan
Platzke noted that the subcommittee hadn’t met since the last meeting, but
she had reached out to Keri Valmassei from the Madison Heights/Hazel
Park Chamber of Commerce to see how their Trivia Night had gone. She
said they ended up with about fifteen participants and used Super Dave DJ
to moderate. Platzke commented that virtual trivia night posed challenges
in that people could cheat at any time. She thought we might want to do a
musical bingo night instead. Platzke then said that Super Dave DJ would
charge $150 for online trivia or in person trivia. She had researched a
couple other online hosting platforms such as Sporacle which would run
$125 - $225 depending on the number of participants. She had also seen a
company called Malibu Entertainment, but their website didn’t include
pricing options. Platzke wondered if the event could be held outside now
that the stay at home order was lifted. Misczak said groups of fewer
than100 were permissible, but Bliss warned that the problem would be
having teams of six not from the same household that were not able to
social distance. Platzke agreed but thought an in-person event would be
easier to hold so that the Board could include a basket give away and
prizes. Bianchi added that people were more willing to attend and donate
to the cause if there was a chance they would win something, and she liked
the idea of holding the event outdoors.

Platzke returned to the virtual bingo idea, but said that people needed two
devices to play which could be problematic. She thought that at $150 we
might as well try it to see if it worked. Bianchi suggested that more
research should be done on how to structure an in-person event, and also
to obtain more details on a virtual event so the Board could make an
informed decision.
iv. Virtual Murder Mystery – Clark, Scaife, Geralds, Mordarski
No updates. Bianchi asked Bliss if Allie Bliss had heard anything after the
initial call to artists had gone out on Facebook. Bliss replied that to his
knowledge nothing more had come of the virtual event, and thought it may
end up being a live event again. It was agreed that the Board needed an
update from Clark to know the status moving forward.
v.

Gala Event
No updates.
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vi.

Pop Up Lecture Event
No updates. Remarks were made that this could be a virtual event.

vii. Outdoor Music Festival
It was suggested that this should be revisited for the following
summer. Palazzolo thought a simple concert could still be done in one
of the parks still this year. Bianchi said there is a lot of planning for a
music concert, and asked Misczak if the Board should involve the
Parks & Rec Board too. Palazzolo questioned the need to bring another
Board into it, to which Bianchi replied that it would be to our
advantage as they might have ideas and input. It would also be a
matter of courtesy to involve them.
viii. Pumpkin Walk
Geralds, who was unable to attend this meeting, was the lead on this
event. Bianchi proposed that this event might be able to take place in
October as planned, and the Board should start planning in August
when it might be more clear what restrictions might be in place.
B. Pride Month Art Project
The Pride Month Art Project had originally been proposed by Clark. Murray
said she would contact Clark if there was a specific idea she wanted to
proposed, but Murray just wanted to know if there was support by the Board
to do a project or promote pride month in support of the LBGTQ community.
Bianchi replied that the Board is supportive, but any project would need to be
art related. She thought we could do a rainbow posting in conjunction with
cheerful chalk. Discussion took place and the idea to post rainbows and a
“show us your rainbow” theme got traction. Bliss thought Board Alternate Eve
Sandoval might be willing to do a big rainbow in one of the parks to kick it off
and we could use that for the initial post. Palazzolo questioned why the Board
was moving on the idea when it had been Clark’s proposal to begin with.
Bianchi explained that it was on the agenda and the Board could move ahead
without Clark. The motion to post a rainbow and show support for Pride
Month and the LBGTQ community was passed, although the vote was not
unanimous with one dissention.
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C. DIA Inside/Out
i. Status update – Installations pending
Bianchi said that the DIA had been contacted and the installations were
moved back to the first couple of weeks in July.
ii. Promotion activities – New Ideas for Virtual Promotions?
Bianchi suggested several types of virtual promotions for the Inside/Out
program including: Recreate the art in real life and post it to the Arts
Board Facebook Page, coloring books of the art being displayed, a virtual
lecture from a DIA docent. She said no matter what happens the Board
needed to be very active in promoting the installations on social media.
iii. Ideas Suspended Pending Clarification on Pandemic Restrictions:
1. Bus tour to see art in communities and/or trip to the DIA
2. Fireworks Festival – Drop-in
performance (Cancelled)

art

making

changed

to

musical

3. Lecture on art at Library/Active Adult Center
4. Road rally/scavenger hunt – Bianchi, Platzke, Geralds, Bliss, Burcham,
Misczak
Bianchi thought this might not work anymore given the restrictions in
place, but Flanagan thought we still could still promote people having a
virtual rally and taking pictures of the art and other challenges.
Flanagan indicated she had put on many road rallies and would be
willing to take over the event. The new subcommittee is Flanagan,
Misczak, Bliss, and Geralds. Platzke said she would not be on the
official subcommittee but would be willing to help when she could.
Bianchi noted that Hazel Park was participating in the Inside/Out
program and they might be willing to collaborate on the Road Rally
event.
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D. FY 2021 Michigan Council for Arts & Culture Affairs grant guidelines
(Geralds, Bliss, Palazzolo, Misczak)
Bianchi said that at the last meeting, members had been asked to come up
with concepts to use in the application, and asked if anyone had thoughts on
the matter. Flanagan said she wanted to see statues in the City, perhaps in
the downtown area. She also said she liked the artistic flower canopy benches
in Clawson. Bianchi agreed that it would be good for an application as it
enhances the City and helps better define the “downtown” area.
Bianchi then pointed out the link to the guidelines included in the agenda and
suggested that members familiarize themselves with the options. Platzke
thought the Board could do some kind of event for kids in the following
summer, and all the kids could get a gift bag of art supplies. Murray added
that perhaps the Board could find out which students were on the
free/reduced lunch program and have them participate so they could get a gift
bag full of art type school supplies. Bianchi asked her to break down her
proposal based on the guidelines and have it prepared for the next meeting.
Discussion then took place about various other ideas, including an art show
with art and culture from around the world with possible partnership with the
Chinese-American festival. Bliss floated the idea of an international music
festival and perhaps Palazzolo’s music festival could be tied into this and use
grant money. Bianchi asked Bliss to work with Palazzolo on details and a
grant proposal to submit.
i. Must apply as City of Madison Heights NOT Arts Board
ii. 2021 guidelines:
https://www.michiganbusiness.org/industries/mcaca/mcaca-grants/
iii. Update from Subcommittee on Mini-grants Proposal (applications open in
June/July and require a match by recipient)
E. Additional Mural projects
i. Rosie’s Park Concession Building Mural – Update of Ramirez Timeline
Misczak indicated that the Department of Public Services had moved all of
the mural supplies from Civic Center Park Shelter Building over to Rosie’s
Park Shelter building, including the power washer which would be the first
step. Bianchi requested that Ramirez be asked to shoot her video timeline
in horizontal not vertical format as that was easier for most editors to work
with.
Palazzolo suggested we could do an event with social distancing to
celebrate the mural while it was being painted, a kind of “meet the artist”
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type of event.
Bliss thought the Board should be prepared with two types of unveilings –
one with music on site and the other virtual. It was agreed that the road
rally for the DIA Inside/Out project should also include the mural as well.
ii. Pairing businesses & artists for new mural collaborations – hold for now

New business/Roundtable
Platzke reminded the Board that Lamphere Representative Jacob Scaife was
graduating and he needed a new representative.
She said her neighbor’s
daughter was interested in serving. Misczak reminded everyone that the schools
nominate and approve the student representatives and all we needed was a letter
from the school confirming who would be able to serve.
Misczak told the Board that she had emailed Alternate Allison Charnesky, and
was told she was not able to serve on the Board due to personal reasons brought
on by the pandemic. Misczak was sending that email to the City Clerk for
inclusion at the July 13th Council Meeting.
Bianchi added that after considerable thought, she was unable to continue as
Chair, and she would also be resigning from her Board Member seat. She
explained that she just didn’t have the appropriate time to commit to the Board,
although she was still fully supportive and would be an honorary member and
help whenever she could. Several Board members expressed their appreciation
for Bianchi’s efforts throughout her tenure and also expressed their sadness at
her departure.
Bliss noted that the Board would have to wait Council declares the seat vacant at
the first Council Meeting in July, after which a new Chair could be elected but
until then Platzke would be Acting Chair.
Murray asked if it would be permissible to ask who might be interested in being
Chair at this point, but Bliss said it would be more appropriate to wait until
there is an actual vacancy.

Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 6:30 pm if virtual
through Zoom, or 7:00 pm if the meeting could be held in person.
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Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 7:55 pm.

___________________________________________________
Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
July 9, 2020
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Vice
Chair Platzke on Thursday, July 9, 2020 at 1:31 p.m. via ZOOM Video
Conferencing.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Racheal
Flanagan, Laurie Geralds, Cheryl Murray, Vita Palazzolo (arrived 1:40 pm)
Amber Platzke, Board Alternate Sandoval, Council Alternate Clark and Staff
Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused: Madison
Representative
Representative Kiely Moore

Ahna

Basler

and

Bishop

Foley

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Vice Chair Platzke at 1:31 pm and roll call
was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
A.
Additions
None.
B.
Deletions
None.
The agenda was unanimously approved without changes.
Meeting Open to the Public
No comments.
DIA Inside/Out Scavenger Hunt
Platzke began by stating that at the last meeting, the Board had planned a road
rally type event even around the DIA Inside/Out program, and Flanagan had
been told she could run with the program and start the planning process.
Platzke explained that during this process, it has turned into more of a
scavenger hunt and fund raiser idea, and since there would be money involved
this meeting was called so the whole Board could vote on it. She then turned
the meeting over to Flanagan to go over the basic concepts of the event.
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Flanagan said that when she started looking at the pieces of art, the first one
she saw reminded her of a puzzle. So she thought we could sell puzzle pieces of
the art to businesses in the community, and QR code them so that people could
do a scavenger hunt using the QR codes. She had found a couple different
apps that could provide the scavenger hunt with QR programming, with the
least expensive one with pricing at about $300 for a month for the first 100
people, and $150 for the next 100 people.
She said that Joyful Jungle bought the app for the first 100 participants at
$300, and if the Board decided to continue she has designed sponsorship levels
for other businesses to participate. She said she had reached out to Keri
Valmassei from the Chamber about the concept and Valmassei said it would be
a great project and expected a lot of businesses would want to take place
especially given the economic challenges with the pandemic.
The tiers for businesses to participate as corporate sponsors were outlined as
follows:
$500 –

First tier (Corporate) – Three maximum
Receive banner ads for the whole month of the app, social media
exposure, logos and coupons in app at business owners’ discretion

$150 -

Second tier – Ten maximum
Receive social media exposure, and logos/coupons in app

$20 -

Third tier – no maximum
Info in app, logo on location

She said the business interest has been great so far. Geralds and Clark both
asked for more details as far as how it would work and Murray had asked for an
explanation of a QR code. Flanagan explained that clues would be provided by
the QR codes which are the black squares with markings that connect to
information. Flanagan said she had about a two mile radius for each art piece,
and people could solve four puzzles by finding pieces of the art in the
community with the QR code, rebuilding the piece of art in the app.
Discussion took place about prizes, and initially Flanagan said she did not
intend to have prizes. Burcham commented that it sounded like geo-caching.
Circling back to the actual event, further description was provided: a clue
would be provided on social media to blast how to start and download the app.
Then each piece of art would start with a clue to find each of the first puzzle
pieces with a QR code on it. That puzzle piece and QR code would go to the
next piece. There would be 20 businesses or locations minimum for the
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scavenger hunt. Participants would conduct the scavenger hunt on their own
timeline within the month, and would not HAVE to go inside the businesses,
but would be asked to support the sponsors with the coupons inside the app as
provided by the vendors.
When questioned by Clark, Flanagan said she thought the name of the app was
Event Ease.
The event would start August 1st.
Misczak said the City might be able to provide some small gift certificates as
raffle prizes, as the City had been involved with the application process.
Flanagan said the app keeps a leader board as part of the program. Clark
suggested we could put the Arts Board logo on the puzzle pieces, and Burcham
thought we could also use Arts Board swag for prizes as well.
Discussion again took place about sponsorships and Misczak said that she was
fully in support of the scavenger hunt but posed the question if it might be
considered a conflict of interest for a business associated with the Arts Board to
participate in the program. Murray said we were opening it to all businesses
therefore it wouldn’t be a conflict. Bliss said as long as things are consistent
with being offered to everyone and stick with the established tiers there is no
conflict of interest because it is all equal.
Flanagan continued outlining her plan, and said she would provide the contacts
in a Google doc for Board Members to update as far as business sponsor
commitments, and it the Google doc would also include the layout planned for
the potential locations for each art piece.
Arts Board members were encouraged to help Flanagan solicit businesses for
participation. It was agreed to reach out to Economic Development to get a list
of businesses.
Flanagan said she was requesting approval from the Board for a small budget to
buy some Facebook advertising, as well as place some signs around town and
prizes if we decide to provide prizes. She suggested a sign advertising the
scavenger hunt could be placed near each of the art pieces. She requested
$500 and that would be beyond the $300 she had already spent, and also
commented that the $500 would come out of sponsorship money.
Bliss suggested we should have a grand prize but we could advertise that the
winners may receive a prize, but not specify what that prize will be. That way
the Board could use the remainder up to $500 funds to obtain prizes, including
Art Board swag.
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Ultimately it was decided that anyone who completes all four puzzles would be
put into a raffle and we could determine the prizes at a later date depending on
funding.
The funds up to $500 were unanimously approved, to be obtained from the
donations.
It was again clarified that participation in the scavenger hunt was free, only
sponsors/businesses would be paying.
Platzke reminded the Board that the virtual ribbon cutting for the DIA
Inside/Out program would be held virtually on Monday July 13th at 6:00 pm
and members could watch the live feed on Facebook on the City’s page and
hopefully duplicate on the Arts Board page, and people were also encouraged to
go to the art pieces provided that they were socially distanced.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting had already been set for Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 6:30 pm
via Zoom.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 2:03 pm.

___________________________________________________
Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
July 23, 2020

A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Vice Chair
Platzke on Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 6:32 p.m. via ZOOM Video Conferencing.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Racheal
Flanagan, Laurie Geralds, Cheryl Murray, Vita Palazzolo (arrived 7:00 pm) Amber
Platzke, Board Alternate Sandoval, and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Also Present:

Board applicant Crystal Fox

Excused: Madison Representative Ahna Basler and Bishop Foley Representative
Kiely Moore
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Vice Chair Platzke at 6:32 pm and roll call was
taken.
Arts Board Statement of Objectives and Goals for Future Events by Acting Chair
Platzke
Platzke spoke about the general frustrations of the Board and why Bianchi felt she
had to resign her seat. She noted that lately things are not getting done between
meetings by the subcommittees as they should be, and we need to reevaluate goals
and make sure we can follow through and complete the projects we commit to so that
projects are finished and not just talked about.
She suggested that tonight the Board reevaluate its objectives, and in the future lean
heavily on the subcommittees to trust them with creating plans for ideas and then
bring those concrete ideas back to the entire Board for approval. She asked that when
the projects are discussed and evaluated this evening that people only commit to what
they can actually do thereby keeping our active projects on track.
She added that all Board members need to be prepared for each meeting, reading the
agendas beforehand, and making any suggestions for additional agenda items prior to
the meetings wherever possible.
She asked for comments from the Board members regarding her thoughts. Flanagan
asked if we could find a project management tool to help us plan our events and
projects. Various platforms were suggested such as Basecamp, Teamwork and Asana.
Misczak mentioned the Open Meetings Act and wanted to make sure those platforms
would be acceptable as long as we were not deliberating. Bliss said he would contact
the City Attorney to make sure it would be acceptable to utilize a platform such as

Asana. Bliss thought as long as we were just using the platform for status updates it
might be ok – but he would check with the attorney and report back, since it might be
better for subcommittees to operate together on a team platform.
Flanagan commented that if people don’t want to or can’t fully participate on the
Board they should think about resigning to allow someone else to join and contribute.
Geralds reminded those who weren’t original members that the board went through
similar shifts before when members realized they couldn’t commit the necessary time
to the Board, noting that many of the other Boards are not as active as the Arts
Board.
Officer Election(s)
Bliss nominated Platzke as Chair, and Flanagan seconded the motion. Platzke
accepted the nomination, noting that even with her second child due shortly she
believed she could keep things moving and organized. She added if someone else
wanted to be Chair she would step aside without issue, but no one else volunteered to
be Chair. Bliss noted that if Platzke had times that she couldn’t be at a meeting, the
Vice Chair would take over, and if both were absent then the Treasurer would take
over so there was a mechanism in place for back up coverage in those instances. The
nomination of Platzke as Chair was unanimously approved.
With her nomination to Chair the seat of Vice Chair became vacant. Bliss nominated
Flanagan as Vice Chair, and Burcham seconded the motion. Flanagan accepted and
her nomination to Vice Chair was unanimously approved.
Approval of Agenda:
Chair Platzke continued the meeting and asked if members had any additions or
deletions for the evening’s agenda.
There were none, and the agenda was
unanimously approved as written.
Meeting Open to the Public
A member of the public, Crystal Fox, was welcomed to the meeting and asked if she
wished to speak. Fox said she had applied to the Board and hoped to be a member
soon. Platzke indicated that if Fox had any comments or suggestions at any time
during the meeting she should feel free to chime in, as the Board did not restrict
public comment to just that section of the agenda.
Approval of June 18, 2020 Minutes
The minutes from the June 18th Meeting were unanimously approved as written by those
who had been in attendance.
Approval of July 9, 2020 Minutes
The minutes from the July 9th Meeting were unanimously approved as written by those
who had been in attendance.

Treasurer’s Report
Burcham went over the Board’s escrow account. The balance sat at 9,291.94, with
$2,800 dedicated grant money for the gala event and the sidewalk art project. She noted
that about $1,800 had been spent toward the mural.
She commented that the Board had not received any additional donations besides the City
grant in the last month.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke noted that the social media reach had been stronger over the previous month,
with 5,000 reached, engagements at 2,500 and the Board posts had received 3,200 new
likes, primarily due to the DIA posts.
Website update/action items
The outstanding items of redirecting the website to the Board Facebook page and
transferring the web domain to the City needed to be completed by Clark, who was not in
attendance at the meeting. Misczak noted that she had reached out a few times but
would try again. Bliss said he would reach out as well and perhaps give a deadline of
Tuesday.
Review of All Upcoming Events/Projects - All Items to be Approved or Dropped,
with Re-Established Subcommittees for Approved Events/Projects
(Subcommittees Must Be Fewer Than Six Members)
Platzke suggested we reestablish the committees with a chair and establish some
specific action items for the subcommittees to complete. She added that some
projects would need to be dropped if there were no active interest.
A. Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In)
Flanagan said that the Board could still hold restaurant fundraisers but just as a
carry out option. Burcham asked if restaurants would be willing to give up any of
their profits given the current climate and reduced income. Murray suggested that
the restaurants would welcome the extra business that might be generated by a
fundraiser. Bliss thought this item could be removed from the agenda for a couple
of months and be revisited when people were more apt to eat in at a restaurant.
Gerald thought it might be better to hold off on a restaurant fundraiser until
August or maybe even September. Platzke asked Flanagan if she wanted to
continue to take the lead on this item, and Flanagan replied that it didn’t take
much work just a phone call but she was designating all her time to the DIA
scavenger hunt. Murray thought maybe the assignment could rotate month to
month with each Board member taking a month. After some discussion, it was
agreed to table this item with the first fundraiser to be established for September
and Burcham would take the lead on the event in September.

B. Ground interactive murals in parks and schools
It was noted that because this activity was funded by a City grant, it must
be completed. Geralds said that she had dropped the ball a bit on the
project, but had some ideas to work on based upon another project that the
City was working on at the Library. She shared her screen and showed the
“Fanciful Footpath to Tranquility Corner” which she had created to help the
City Manager apply for a grant. She noted that the project at the Library
did NOT involve the Arts Board, but she thought that the Arts Board could
use the concepts to carry them throughout the other parks. She explained
that the grant applied for by the City was called “Play Everywhere” and it
focused on unusual or uncommon play spaces, and the grant recipients
would get a professional designer to help on the project. As she showed the
Board her concept Power Point presentation, she described the footpath
with fairy houses and mushrooms that would lead from the 13 Mile side of
the Library, around to the entrance where there would be a play area and
small stage for people to use. Geralds reiterated that this could concept
could be expanded into other parks and the Board could continue the
theme with completing a park each year, for two or three years moving
forward.
Geralds asked if Burcham and Platzke had found any suitable parks when
they went to scout locations. Burcham reviewed their findings and said the
parks with paths that seemed appropriate would be Monroe, Wildwood and
Ambassador. Geralds added that Huffman Park had sidewalks and was
also home to Wolverine Football practices, making it an ideal location as
siblings of the players would be able to utilize the interactive murals during
football practice.
Flanagan supported the idea of having these interactive murals in the
smaller parks.
She thought Wildwood would be perfect, but Geralds
reminded her that Wildwood, while a good location, was very close to the
current I-75 construction and maybe that site should be done in one of the
years further in the future.
Platzke said overall we would be looking at five parks as options, or six if
the Board decided to include Huffman Park. Platzke asked if Geralds would
be willing to remain as Chairperson for the Subcommittee. Geralds agreed
but suggested that she might need reminders once in a while to make sure
everything stayed on track. Flanagan thought that the subcommittee
should be tasked with picking the parks and three projects prior to the
next meeting.
Sandoval commented that she really loved the tranquility corner concept,
and bringing that theme into the smaller parks. She said that she would
love to volunteer to be chairperson of the subcommittee as this type of art
is her passion. She asked if the $800 grant money was supposed to cover
one park or two, and she was told that the final plan would be up to the
subcommittee. It was also noted that several people might be interested in

participating in the project including Jennifer Ramirez, Erin Burcham and
Councilor Rohrbach.
Finally the subcommittee was established as follows:
Geralds, Platzke, Burcham and Flanagan.

Sandoval (Chair),

C. Trivia night
Platzke said that this had been her project, but she hadn’t been working on it. She
thought that the DIA scavenger hunt should probably take priority, and it was
agreed to table this item until bigger in-person events were allowed and people
were more comfortable being in a crowded setting.
D. Virtual Murder Mystery
It was noted that the people who had been involved with this event were Clark, and
Scaife and Mordarski, who were no longer officially on the Board. Murray thought
she had been on the subcommittee originally, but felt the project would be better
suited as a live event. It was agreed to table this project until it could be held inperson.
E. Gala event
The Board had received grant money from the City for this event and therefore
it should proceed. Murray had been Chair of the subcommittee and Bliss was
on the subcommittee. Murray said the event couldn’t really be planned
because of restrictions due to Covid; however, Geralds disagreed and said that
the details and plans could still be made to hold the event later perhaps
February or March of the following year.
Platzke thought it might be a good event to hold at the end of the following
summer, and suggested the detailed plans could be made even if a venue was
not booked yet.
It was agreed that the new subcommittee would consist of: Geralds (Chair),
Bliss, Flanagan and Palazzolo, and they would have a proposal ready for the
Board meeting in September, with a more detailed proposal prepared for the
October meeting. Geralds asked Bliss and Murray for any notes or records of
plans to date.
F. Pop-up lecture event
Platzke said Clark had been in charge of this but nothing had been completed. It
was agreed to postpone the project until it could be held as an in-person event.
G. Outdoor music in the park
Bliss said he and Palazzolo had met and they think they can do a strolling music
festival even with practicing social distancing. They were planning to hold this
event on October 3rd from 4pm to 7pm, promoting it as a safe event to bring the
community together. They envisioned about 20 musicians to be set up along the
path of Civic Center Park, and while there would be some areas with electricity
available it would be primarily acoustic music. Bliss said they intended to give the
musicians a small stipend and also allow them to put out tip jars. They planned to

invite food trucks and ask them to donate a percentage of their profits. He added
that they planned to provide either a $50 or $100 stipend to the artists, and would
probably spend about $2,300 overall to put on the event. Bliss thought that they
could cover most of it with corporate sponsorship but believed they would probably
need about $500 of Board escrow funds. The project was planned out to have the
call for musicians posted immediately, with applications and mandatory demo
video due on August 24th. The Board would hold a meeting on August 27th to
review the submittals and rank the artists. Selected artists would be announced on
August 31st, at which point Facebook posts could be pushed out to promote the
October event. Bliss said he would post the details on the Closed Facebook Page
but wanted to first get the information out in a public meeting.
Geralds asked how much was actually in the escrow account that wasn’t already
dedicated to a specific project, and Burcham informed her that we had
approximately $2,790 available. Flanagan noted that she was really excited this
was being planned out, but was concerned about the crowds. Bliss was confident
the event could be held while still adhering to social distancing requirements,
marking the ground for appropriate distance. He added that the current limit for
outdoor gatherings was 250 people. He thought this was a great opportunity to
hold something on a smaller scale for families to enjoy, and it would also set the
stage for a potentially bigger event the following year.
The subcommittee was established as: Bliss and Palazzolo (Co-Chairs).
It was unanimously agreed that the subcommittee could spend up to $500 of
escrow funds on the event.
H. Pumpkin walk event
Geralds said this had been a successful event last year, and Art Teacher Darla
Gower from Page Middle School is excited to participate in the event this year as
well. Geralds said she would go back and look through the minutes to see what
suggestions had been made for improving the event, and she also asked for
volunteers to assist her. Sandoval asked what date the event might be held, and
discussion took place regarding a date a week prior to Halloween and perhaps
holding a trunk or treat as well since it was likely Covid would prevent many
people from feeling comfortable going door to door.
Gerald agreed to come back to the Board in August with a proposal and Sandoval
and Bliss would commit to being on the subcommittee. Platzke and Murray
indicated that they might be able to assist but not be named as official
subcommittee members. Palazzolo indicated her interest in doing one of the candy
stations
I. FY 2021 Michigan Council for Arts & Culture Affairs grant
Platzke asked if anyone had worked on any proposals for this, and it was evident
that no one had. It was noted that the agenda item had originated from the City
Manager, who only indicated that the Board might be able to obtain some grant
money through the program. Platzke said she would look for the link and repost.
Bliss thought that if the deadlines had not passed the Board could use one of our

existing programs to fill out an application and maybe get grant funding for
something already in the works. The deadline for the last grant for the current
year was August 2nd, and it might be worth applying for money for the interactive
murals as that was a project that looked like it would be continuing years into the
future.
DIA Inside/Out
i.

ii.

Status update
a.
Installations completed July 1st (Rosie’s Park, Civic Center Park,
Library, Woodpile BBQ)
b.
Virtual Ribbon Cutting Held July 13th live on Facebook where we
have had 884 views since the live event. We had about 44 viewers
when the broadcast was live
Promotion activities (Post about events and share activity plans on City
website)
Platzke said that Amy Aubrey from Hazel Park wants to talk about plans
and collaboration between the two cities, and Platzke would be able to
update our Board after they have that discussion.
a.

Social campaign – Recreate the art in life, post photos to our
Facebook page

Platzke said she had done a Facebook spotlight on each piece of art, and
said we could do a recreate the art type promotion but thought that
might not be an optimal plan since historically we haven’t gotten a lot of
response for sharing photos. Geralds said maybe Boardmembers could
start by recreating the pieces themselves. Bliss suggested we list a tag
at the site and then have a raffle for Arts Board swag for everyone who
participates in posting their photo with the artwork and tags the Arts
Board.
It was unanimously agreed to hold drawings and give away two water
bottles, two t-shirts and several stickers.
Platzke agreed to work on the Facebook post, and the following board
members agreed to post pictures at the art work:
 Geralds – Woodpile
 Sandoval – Library
 Flanagan – Rosie’s Park
 Bliss – Civic Center Park
The Board members were directed to get their photos to Amber by
Sunday morning so the post could go out. It was also agreed that
people could submit as many photos as they wished, there would be no
age limit, and Bliss would do a live drawing each week on Facebook.
Winners could chose to have the prizes mailed or dropped off, or they
could come to City Hall and pick up their prizes in person from Misczak.

b.

Coloring book pages – Have available to download from our
Facebook page, or pick-up printed copies from the library – Share
completed pages to our Facebook page.
Platzke indicated that there was a new collaboration with the
Active Adult center in addition to the Library, so that the coloring
book pages could include people of all ages. The Active Adult
Center had reached out to be included, and they offered to buy
colored pencils for distribution. Sandoval suggested that Board
members could create their own pages as well. Platzke said we
could also use the coloring book pages at future events. She
added that some of the art pieces were difficult to render into
coloring book pages because they were too complex and intricate.
Sandoval offered to do a tracing of the artwork and create
something that Platzke could PDF. The City would be able to print
100 pages free of charge, and Flanagan offered to print more if
necessary.
It was unanimously agreed to allocate up to $75 to support this
initiative.

c.

Virtual Scavenger Hunt – Flanagan, Platzke, Geralds, Bliss,
Burcham
i.
City would be able to act as co-sponsor and provide gift
certificates for giveaways
Flanagan updated the group regarding her progress on the
scavenger hunt. She had received overall positive responses from
the businesses she had contacted but had not received a ton of
commitment in the form of payments yet. She thought we could
complete the solicitation of businesses and get the scavenger hunt
published by August 15th, but in the worst case scenario we could
also have the scavenger hunt in the month of September.
Flanagan asked for more help with visiting businesses and
restaurants. Palazzolo offered to help with the canvassing.
Flanagan said we can always use city parks and buildings for
locations if the businesses don’t follow through, but regardless of
how the locations turn out it will be a fun event for the
community.

d.

Virtual art lecture – (check with DIA on their plans) Have docent
record their lecture and share on our Facebook page.
Misczak said she hadn’t heard back from the DIA about whether
the virtual lectures were happening, but Geralds said that she
contacted the DIA with the information Misczak had provided her
to work on virtual lectures at her own company focusing on the
automotive aspect, and virtual lectures are definitely available.
Geralds said they would need three or four dates in August and

would focus on the areas selected.
information with Misczak.

She offered to share her

Flanagan noted that hardly any of the businesses knew about the
artwork from the DIA and thought maybe the Board needed to
boost some posts. She added that the Chamber was still planning
to send out an e-blast.
It was also suggested to post a thank you on Facebook to those
businesses who paid to participate, which might inspire other
businesses to take part in the scavenger hunt.
Additional Mural projects
i.

Rosie’s Park Concession Building Mural – Update of Ramirez Progress
Ramirez is already painting the mural, and she is moving along fairly
quickly. The Board discussed choosing a date for a small gathering to
celebrate the mural, which would probably be something with the DIA
coloring pages and sidewalk chalk art. The date would be finalized with
Ramirez to ensure her availability, but would likely fall around August
8th, 9th or 10th. Misczak said she would arrange for a table from DPS.

ii.

Pairing businesses & artists for new mural collaborations – hold for now

New Business/Roundtable
No comments were made for new business.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Wednesday, August 26th at 7:00 pm and would be held
electronically pending any additional Executive Orders.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:28 pm.

___________________________________________________
Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
August 26, 2020
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Wednesday, August 26, 2020 at 7:03 p.m. via ZOOM Video
Conferencing.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Crystal Fox,
Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo, Amber Platzke, Racheal Flanagan, Eve Sandoval,
Madison Representative Ahna Basler, Board Alternates Jason Theodoroff and
Steve Dombroski, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach, and Staff Liaison Amy
Misczak
Absent:

Bishop Foley Representative Kiely Moore

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:03 pm and roll call was
taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved, with the added item of introduction by
the newest members before discussing the events.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public were present to speak.
Approval of Minutes from July 23, 2020
The minutes from the July 23, 2020 meeting were unanimously approved by those
who had been in attendance.
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Burcham went over the current status of the escrow account. She noted
that there were a couple of late mural expenses that hadn’t hit prior to the last
meeting, and with the sale of one t-shirt, the total balance was $8,576.94. Burcham
also pointed out that with the expected remaining mural expenses, and the city grant
funds for the gala and the interactive ground murals, the actual available balance was
$2,811.94.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke noted that the social media had seen steady activity. She said had overall the
post reaches stood at almost 6,000 largely in part to the DIA postings, and that had

increased from the prior month. The page engagement was slightly lower with about
2,000, but the page had received 32 new likes.
A.

Elimination of Volunteer FB Page/Incorporate into Main Arts
Platzke indicated that she planned to eliminate the
Facebook page because it could just be incorporated into
Arts Board Facebook page. The elimination of the volunteer
supported unanimously.

Board
volunteer
the main
page was

B.

Instagram Account
Platzke said that she had gotten the login to the Arts Board Instagram
page, and had started making posts there as well. Geralds asked if
anyone could help Platzke with the Instagram account, and Fox
volunteered to assist.

Website update/action items
Platzke noted that the website now automatically redirected visitors to the public
Facebook page, and she asked Misczak if former member Clark had transferred the
Arts Board web domain to the City. Misczak replied that the process had been
started, but required additional confirmation on Clark’s part which had not happened
so the process would have to begin again. She said she would contact Clark again to
remind her that this transfer still needed to take place. Platzke said she would
contact Clark as well.
It was also questioned whether former members should be allowed continued access
to the closed Facebook page. Bliss commented that he thought students who had
simply aged out of membership should be allowed on the page, but anyone who
resigned should not remain because they would be able to get any needed
information from the public Facebook page.
The majority agreed with this
assessment.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must
Be Fewer Than Six Members
As agreed to with the approval of the agenda, the new appointees to the Board
(Rohrbach, Fox, Theodoroff and Dombroski) introduced themselves.
Rohrbach indicated that she had a degree in music education, and has been
performing in choirs, opera and musical theatre. She said her entire family
was involved with the arts, and was excited to serve on the Board to help bring
art to the community.
Fox said that her degree was in elementary education, with a concentration in
mathematics, and she felt this would be useful for family activities the Board
sponsored. She added that she was personally involved in the arts such as doit-yourself projects, painting, and various hands on projects. She was very
interested in improving the City’s parks, library and public spaces.

Board Alternate Theodoroff said he worked in film production as a video editor
and graphic designer, and he wanted the community to get involved in projects
to get art out in the community.
The second Board Alternate Dombroski introduced himself, stating that he was
a software salesman by day, and a session and touring guitar player by night.
He said he’d played in bands his entire life. He had been interested in local
government and had originally considered running for the Madison School
Board, but saw the openings for the Arts Board and thought this would be a
better platform for his passion for music and the arts. He wanted to expand
arts in education and work to help make that happen.
The group then proceeded to discuss the upcoming events and projects.
Platzke noted that new members were encouraged to take part in the
conversation and join any subcommittees they felt would benefit from their
input.
A.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
Update on September Fundraiser (Burcham)
Burcham said that she did not have anything booked, but had a few ideas
and would have something more concrete shortly.
ii.
October Fundraiser – Need Volunteer to Coordinate
Platzke asked if there were volunteers to cover the restaurant night for
October. Rohrbach asked for information on what these had entailed in
the past, and was told it’s a simple process of booking a night at a
restaurant, preferably one where the Board didn’t have to be there the
entire time. No one volunteered to take over the October fundraiser at
this meeting, but the members agreed to work on these restaurant nights
at the next meeting

B.

Ground interactive murals in parks and schools (Sandoval – Chair,
Geralds, Platzke, Burcham and Flanagan)
The committee members were changed to: Sandoval – Chair, Fox,
Theodoroff, Burcham and Flanagan.
Sandoval informed everyone that the subcommittee had met and gone
over the potential park locations which were: Rosie’s, Civic Center,
Wildwood, Monroe and perhaps Ambassador.
She said that Erin
Burcham, a few other students, and muralist Jennifer Ramirez agreed to
work on this project.
Platzke said the City Department of Public Services would help power
wash. Misczak said that she would share the proposed drawings with
Parks & Recreation to make sure they felt involved with the process, but

not necessarily for approval. She clarified that she planned to share the
drawings with City staff, and if they felt the need to share with the full
Parks & Recreation Board then she would let the Arts Board know.
There was discussion about how the actual interactive murals were in the
planning stage. Platzke said once the dates and locations for painting
were determined it would be posted on the public page and anyone could
come help out.
Platzke explained that the Board had cut down many events at the last
meeting so that members could concentrate on them to make them
successful. Theodoroff asked if a poetry slam was in the plans, and added
that he would be happy to work on that type of event. Platzke told him to
send her the ideas and it could be placed on the next agenda for
consideration. Geralds asked if that could be done virtually and thought
that would be a fun winter event.
C.

Gala event (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo)
Rohrbach was added to the subcommittee
Geralds provided an overview of this quality of life grant funded
activity. She noted that the title was a work in progress and
would likely change.
“A Heart for Art” Masquerade Ball
Date: Late March, early April or late September. Friday or
Saturday preferred for a ball so people will stay later and spend
more.
Venue: Venetian - half of the main hall
Club originally offered $27/person cost with the food and hall
(cash bar) – about $30 with DJ
Tickets: Assuming prior club cost, early bird: $40 ticket/$350
table of 10; $5 more after deadline. 120 max with 12 tables of 10 if
allowing space for 20 artists at tables around the room (if that).
Targeted audience: Focus would be to find people interested in
buying art so we’re checking ways to locate them.
Artists: Artists would be asked to send photos in advance so we
can select a variety. May also be asked for voluntary donation
toward raffles.

D.

Outdoor music in the park (Bliss and Palazzolo – Co-Chairs)
(Dombroski and Theodoroff joined the subcommittee)
Bliss made a motion to approve the list of musicians that had been
provided to the Board, and Palazzolo seconded the motion. Platzke agreed
that she was comfortable with accepting the subcommittee
recommendations.
Discussion ensued and Bliss noted that originally they thought the goal
of having twenty musicians around the park might have been too
aggressive, but it ended up that the Board had received plenty of
submissions both quantity and quality wise.
Geralds commented that one of the groups had shown only older videos,
and it should be confirmed that they had performed in the past five years
She also suggested they should be approached to determine if they would
be acceptable to play at our venue. It was clarified that she was referring
to Grace Detroit, and the videos provided had several different women
singing in primarily burlesque shows. Platzke indicated that Misczak had
reached out to them to remind them that the Arts Board music festival
was family friendly. Bliss, Palazzolo and Geralds agreed to take the
discussion off-line and do more research on the groups who had
submitted demo videos. They would also reach out to the artists to
confirm the date, discuss the small stipend, and then if any artists
backed out, to contact the remaining backup groups to fill the empty
slots.
Further discussion took place regarding the Rockwell Music Therapy
group, and Bliss commented that it was such a good idea to help kids
with disabilities but wasn’t sure if it was a good fit for this particular
venue. Dombroski replied that he was friends with the founder of the
group and the performances were amazing; he suggested they be
considered for a slot if something opens up and also said that they could
fill any length of time slot. Theodoroff agreed, stating that he was familiar
with the group as well, and was very impressed with their talents and
how they helped the kids. Bliss advised the Board that he would make
sure they would be given an opportunity if a slot opened up. Palazzolo
added that they could also have a table at the event to promote the
therapy program and school with flyers and information even if there
wasn’t a spot for them to perform.
Bliss went over some logistics for the event, and said that there were
probably five areas where electricity could be provided for the performers,
and there might also be access to a couple of generators, depending on
how far electrical cords could run to cut down on the generator noise. He

said that he and Palazzolo would walk the trail the following day to get a
better idea of where the acts could be placed. Dombroski and Theodoroff
both offered to help with the event.
Palazzolo said she was also planning to get kids involved with craft type
hand held “music makers” like egg shakers and so forth.
Bliss reminded the Board that they were pushing for sponsorship levels of
$50 to $249, $250 to $499 and $500 and up. The date for the event was
confirmed as October 3rd from 4pm to 7pm. Bliss envisioned getting
established food trucks that already had all their permits and insurance
at the event who would donate a portion of their proceeds to the Board.
Platzke called for a vote on the original motion to accept the bands as
proposed by the subcommittee, and it was unanimously approved.
E.

Pumpkin walk event (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Sandoval)
(Theodoroff added to subcommittee; Fox, Flanagan and Misczak
agreed to assist as well)
Geralds commented that she hadn’t really worked on the pumpkin walk
since she had spent much of her time working on the Gala, but she did
identify the date of Sunday October 25th from 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm.
The group discussed the timing of the event and Geralds explained that
the timing was designed to allow younger kids to participate early on, and
also allow for display of the pumpkins in the dusk or early darkness. She
commented that she would contact DPS to make sure the lights in the
pavilion were operational, as that cause some issues last year. Palazzolo
suggested that the small battery powered string lights could also be used
to provide light and atmosphere. Geralds agreed, and said that she
hoped the City departments would participate this year as well, since last
year the Fire Department made s’mores, the Police Reserves handed out
glow sticks, and the Library had two employees dancing in unicorn
costumes.
Up next on the agenda was the scarecrow contest collaboration with the
Active Adult Center (AAC). Misczak explained that the Active Adult
Center Coordinator had seen a scarecrow contest in a nearby community
and thought it would be a great collaboration with the AAC, Recreation
Department and Arts Board. She said that she would coordinate with the
City departments, the voting could take place online, and the winners
could be announced at the Pumpkin Walk.
The Board unanimously agreed to add this project as a collaboration with
the City departments. Additional discussion took place regarding
activities at the Pumpkin Walk such as a trunk or treat with individually

wrapped candy or toys to be handed out individually. Basler suggested
the candy or toys could be put in small lidded plastic cups with Arts
Board stickers on them.
Geralds asked to return to the sidewalk interactive art discussion, asking
if something could be done on the sidewalk loop by the Fire Station and it
could be part of the Pumpkin Walk. Sandoval agreed to look into it with
the subcommittee.
Burcham commented that the main issue was funding.
Sandoval
suggested the subcommittee could move the Civic Center location higher
on the list so it could be part of the Pumpkin Walk.
While on the subject of sidewalk art, Geralds mentioned that the City
Manager’s grant project for the pathway at the Library had made it to
Phase Two and would hopefully become a reality as well.
DIA Inside/Out
Promotion activities (Post about events and share activity plans on City website)
Platzke began the discussion with potential activities with Hazel Park. She said
that Amy Aubrey from Hazel Park had created brochures for the bike tour
which would cover all eight pieces in both cities. Rohrbach said she had
discussed the collaboration with Hazel Park Councilmember Mike McFall. He
said there could be a bike parade tour of all the sights. Platzke asked if there
was a conflict between the bike club tour concept and the Hazel Park Arts
Council due to the bike club not practicing social distancing, as she had heard
several comments from the Hazel Park Arts Council. Rohrbach agreed to look
into the proposal further and get back to the group.
Platzke also discussed the collaboration with Hazel Park for the “Recreate the
Art” promotion of all eight art pieces. Platzke said she envisioned Hazel Park
taking the lead on this, with the Madison Heights Arts Board promoting as well.
She thought Madison Heights could promote family participation and Hazel
Park could promote artist participation
Discussion turned to the Arts Board photo contest with the art pieces and the
coloring book pages. Platzke thanked Sandoval for creating three of the four
coloring book pages, and noted that copies had been provided to the AAC and
Library, and the AAC had purchased colored pencils for distribution as well.
Platzke thought we could use the pages at the music festival and pumpkin walk
as well.
Virtual Scavenger Hunt (Flanagan – Chair, Platzke, Geralds, Bliss, Burcham)

Platzke thanked Flanagan and Geralds for all of their hard work on the
scavenger hunt. Flanagan said there were about twenty-five to thirty-five
participants on the app. At Platzke’s suggestion, Flanagan explained the Event
Zee app to the new members, and told them how the app worked with
challenges surrounding the DIA art installations and the Arts Board murals.
She said there were challenges to take and post selfies, questions about the art,
and so on, and the app included a leader board. She said the program would
run about a month, and Geralds explained that the activities took
approximately two hours but people could participate at their leisure and did
not have to complete it all at once. She said if anyone wanted to check it out
the password was Madison Heights. Discussion took place about keeping
interest in the app, and there could be a mid-contest prize. Misczak said she
would confirm if the City Manager still had a couple gift certificates available for
the Arts Board use.
DIA Behind the Seen Virtual Lecture (Platzke, Misczak)
Misczak said that she was working with the DIA through the contact Geralds
had provided to hold a virtual lecture in conjunction with one of the DIA regular
Thursday lectures, so that there would be optimal participation. Misczak
indicated that she thought the general introduction to the DIA talk might be
best, as it could incorporate all four of the varied pieces of art installed in
Madison Heights.
This concept was not well received and after much discussion regarding the
goals of the DIA virtual lecture, it was decided that Rohrbach, Burcham and
Geralds would look more closely at the DIA topic options to narrow them down,
potentially for a public Facebook poll to gauge interest. Misczak indicated that
she would still like to be involved with the project.
Additional Mural projects
Rosie’s Park Concession Building Mural – Update of Ramirez Progress and
Recap of 08/10 Event (Platzke)
Platzke asked for a recap of the August 10th “meet the artist” event, and
Palazzolo said it was a great success. Palazzolo noted that there were not a ton
of people there specifically for the event, but all of the park-goers stopped by to
see what was going on, and the giant bubble wands were a big hit for people of
all ages. Palazzolo added that there was an art teacher from Detroit who had
heard of all of the things the Arts Board was doing in Madison Heights so the
Board was definitely making an impact. Rohrbach noted that her kids had
enjoyed being at the event on the 10th and it sounded like it had been a nice
evening.
New Business/Roundtable
Burcham mentioned that a moment ago she had looked at the possibility of
having a restaurant night at Panera and they would basically do all the work,
but they needed our 501(3)(c). Misczak said the City was not technically a

501(3)(c) charity, but she would email Burcham the City’s tax exempt
paperwork which would hopefully be acceptable.
Basler asked if the Board could have a fundraiser with the ice cream shop right
across from Woodpile, and tie in the DDA artwork installation there. Everyone
thought that would be a good idea, and Geralds asked if Palazzolo could stop by
to check it out. Palazzolo indicated although she would love to help, that she
was too busy with the music festival and the Madison Heights pantry and she
had a number of personal things to address as well. Geralds thanked her for
all of her service to the Board and Platzke said she would reach out to the ice
cream shop via email.
Rohrbach said that for new business, she wanted to mention that she had been
on several of the walking club sessions at the Solberg Towers, and the members
were asking about buying Arts Board t-shirts. Misczak said she would provide
an updated inventory as soon as she could to determine if what we had in stock
would work, or if the Board would consider a new order at the next meeting.
Flanagan asked if the City had some kind of round table or subcommittee with
all of the Boards to facilitate collaboration. Rohrbach said as a member of the
Parks and Recreation Board this would be a great idea and she knew several
Parks and Recreation members that would be interested. Misczak said she
would check with the City Manager to see how this could be implemented.
It was mentioned that Parks & Recreation Board might want to participate in
the music festival, as well as Friends of the Library. Geralds thought that the
Library employees who had participated at the pumpkin walk last year might
want to do something at the music festival too. Rohrbach said the Montessori
schools have a musical program with their preschoolers and might be a good
source for a sponsor or participation.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for September 23 at 7:00 pm and would be held
electronically via Zoom pending any additional Executive Orders.
Misczak
announced she would likely be absent for that meeting, and Geralds agreed to be
appointed Acting Secretary.

Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:45 pm.

___________________________________________________
Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
September 23, 2020
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Vice Chair Flanagan on Wednesday, September 23, 2020 at 7:05 p.m. via
ZOOM Video Conferencing.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Crystal
Fox, Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo, Racheal Flanagan, Eve Sandoval,
Board Alternates Jason Theodoroff and Steve Dombroski
Absent:
Amber Platzke, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach, Staff Liaison
Amy Misczak, Bishop Foley Representative Kiely Moore (unexc.), Madison
Representative Ahna Basler (unexc.)
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Vice Chair Flanagan at 7:05 pm and roll
call was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved, with the added item of approving
Geralds as Acting Secretary. Motion by Bliss, second by Burcham.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public were present to speak.
Approval of Minutes from August 26, 2020
The minutes from the August 26, 2020 meeting were unanimously
approved with changes by those who had been in attendance. Motion by
Geralds, second by Palazzolo.
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Burcham went over the current status of the escrow account. She
noted an expense of $88.34, and with the sale of one t-shirt, the total balance
was $8,508.60. Burcham also pointed out that with the expected remaining
mural expenses, and the city grant funds for the gala and the interactive
ground murals, the actual available balance was $2,281.94.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Social media had seen steady activity. Overall the post reaches stood at almost
2,444 largely in part to the DIA postings, and that had increased from the prior
month. The page engagement was slightly lower with 431, but the page had
received 19 new likes.

A.

Facebook Account
No update.

B.

Instagram Account
Login to the Arts Board Instagram page has been sent to Fox.

Website update/action items
The website is linked to the public Facebook page as of 9/23/20.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees
Must Be Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
October Fundraiser – Panera
Panera arranged for Thursday, 10/22 - 20% of sales from 4-8 pm.

B.

Ground interactive murals in parks and schools (Sandoval –
Chair, Fox, Theodoroff, Burcham and Flanagan)
Sandoval reviewed ideas for upcoming projects. Next step is
contacting the city about prepping work areas. Dombroski,
Geralds, Palazzolo and Theodoroff offered to help paint. Sandoval
will contact Misczak regarding the DPS contact and reimbursement
process.

C.

Gala event (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo,
Rohrbach)
On hold until we can safely hold events.

D.

Outdoor music in the park (Bliss and Palazzolo – Co-Chairs,
Dombroski and Theodoroff)
Bliss provided the following updates: Sponsorships are tentatively
$1500. Expenses include $270 for extra porta-potties plus a $50
stipend to performers. Schedule allows 30 minutes for changeover
of groups with alternating locations performing. Power is a
challenge and Dombrowski got some generators. Need 100 foot
power cords/cables. Geralds mentined Amori’s has a generator and
Dombrowski will reach out to Home Depot and Lowe’s to borrow
generators. COVID concerns - community groups are responsible
to bring masks and hand sanitizers. They will set up at 2 pm.
Need volunteers for zones (ensure performers are on schedule,
attendees are wearing masks and social distancing when watching,
and band or vendor assistance. Dombrowski is band liaison (313-

Madison Heights Arts Board
Regular Commission Meeting
October 20, 2020

A Regular Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Chair Platzke on Tuesday, October 20, 2020 at 7:02 p.m. via ZOOM Video
Conferencing.
Call to Order at 7:02 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Crystal
Fox, Laurie Geralds, Amber Platzke, Racheal Flanagan (logged into meeting
7:50 pm), Eve Sandoval, Alternate Steve Dombroski, Council Alternate Emily
Rohrbach and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Vita Palazzolo, Ahna Basler

Absent:

Jason Theodoroff, Kiely Moore

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:02 pm and roll call
was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
After some discussions regarding a potential ribbon cutting for the Rosie’s Park mural,
the agenda was approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from September 23, 2020
Approval of the minutes from the September 23, 2020 meeting was unanimously tabled
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham updated the group with the current escrow balance, which was $9,912.72, of
which $2,800 was earmarked for the interactive murals and the gala, and $2,686.64
was for the Rosie’s Park mural. This left a balance of $4,426.08 for general use.
Burcham indicated that the expenses and income for Trail Tunes had not yet been
accounted for. She added that the Board had earned over $300 on swag.
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Social Media Update & Statistics
A.

Facebook Account
Platzke said that the Facebook page over the last 28 days there had been
13,000 engagements on posts primarily because of Trail Tunes, which
produced 63 new page likes.

B.

Instagram Account
Platzke expressed gratitude to Fox for taking control of the Instagram account
and keeping it active.

Platzke said that the website ownership had already been transferred to the City, but
Bliss had recently discovered that a section of the website (mhartsboard.org/home) is
still published and needed to be redirected or unpublished. She said that she would
look into it and find a solution.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Outdoor music in the park (Bliss and Palazzolo – Co-Chairs,
Dombroski and Theodoroff) RECAP

Platzke said that she was very proud of the members who had put this
together, and that the event was a huge success.
Bliss provided a recap of the event, and thanked the board members and
volunteers who had made it possible. He noted that Council had created a
Resolution to publicly thank those who worked so hard to make it all
happen as well. He said that based on his estimate, there were more than
500 people at the event, and all of the musicians have indicated their
interest in coming back the following year. He commented that the entire
event was funded by donations, with Alternative Rx giving $1,000, Giffels
Webster at $500, My Town Auto donated $300, and a number of donors
including the Coach Restaurant, Woodpile, Interstate Auto and Clark’s
Fabrication giving $100 each.
Bliss said that Dombroski borrowed some generators to save the day and
allow the musicians to play all around the park. Dombroski said he liked
having the artists all along the path, and felt that the staggered stage
times forced people to walk the entire venue. He thought for the following
year they could include vendors and crafts as well as music.
When asked by Geralds how he had come up with the number present at
the event, Bliss explained that he had extrapolated the number by getting
a general count of the number of people watching each major band. He
said each major musical group had about 50 to 60 people around each
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time, and the smaller bands had around a dozen spectators each. He
thought there might have been even more people but he had been
conservative in his estimate.
Geralds also commented that she was interested in the groups thoughts
that based upon the information posted, the 2021 event was planned for
August 7th, just one week ahead of the well-established Arts Beats & Eats
event.
She requested that the group discuss this date when the
subcommittee went through the plans for the following year.
Bliss made a motion to approve to sell the 2020 Trail Tunes
commemorative t-shirts and other apparel at the recommended prices as
proposed by the subcommittee. Geralds asked how many needed to be
sold to break even, and also asked if the first round t-shirts could say
“inaugural so they could be a collector’s item. Rohrbach seconded the
motion so discussion could take place.
Bliss responded to Geralds that the subcommittee wanted to do a t-shirt
every year, and said that they had gotten a lot of positive feedback. He said
by using Bonfire like the Friends of the Library did, there were no up-front
costs and no minimum orders. He said the board would make around $5
to $6 per order. He was aware that more apparel might have been sold
prior to the event but since it was a success people would want the first
Trail Tunes apparel because people were already asking about the next
year’s event and would buy shirts to support the next year’s event. Each
year would have the year and listing of all the bands that played like a
concert t-shirt. He thought that they would be able to sell a decent amount
of apparel from the first year as a commemorative item.
Dombroski said he liked the fact that the Board got great feedback to
make Trail Tunes and annual event, and he suggested promoting the
commemorative first year apparel to help fund the 2021 event.
Platzke asked if they had done any surveys to make sure they were
ordering the right sizes and colors, to which Bliss responded that there
were no minimum orders or size/color restrictions required with Bonfire.
The items ship directly to the purchaser. He said that the profit margin
isn’t as great as the other Arts Board t-shirts but the $5 or $6 would go
directly to the following year’s event.
Bliss also said they had approximately $700 left in donation money which
he thought should be rolled over to the 2021 event. He was factoring in
about $300 in apparel sales to help with funding the event which was
planned on a much larger scale. He thanked Fox for pointing him in the
direction to use Bonfire as it was successful for the Friends of the Library
t-shirt fundraiser.
The vote to sell Trail Tunes apparel on Bonfire was unanimous.
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Bliss made a motion to accept the Trail Tunes subcommittee’s proposals
for 2021 as posted on the Closed Page, so that discussion could take place
regarding the details. Rohrbach seconded the motion.
Bliss gave credit to Dombroski for presenting an idea to not only give
musicians a stipend but also charge for vendors to set up tables with a
tiered system based on location.
He clarified that the idea for having vendors pay to participate would be on
a scale based upon location – the better the location, the more money it
would cost to have a table there. He said it would be the same type of scale
for the bands, with a higher stipend going to the better bands in the better
locations.
Bliss said that the timing of August 7th was designed for the nicer weather,
as well as provide more daylight to work with. He added that it would
harken back to the “old days” of Madison Heights when there were
multiple summer festivals, and there could be a small fireworks show at
the end. He thought that it would not compete with Arts Beats & Eats or
the Dream Cruise, even if a rain date were necessary. He felt that
musicians and vendors would be interested in participating. Bliss pointed
out that the planning stages would begin in January so that the call to
musicians would allow ample opportunity to get some big local acts.
Bliss admitted that the plans as outlined were very ambitious but he
hoped that with the vendors paying for space, it would provide the ability
to afford to pay the bands better. He was also envisioning fireworks,
petting zoos and bounce houses. He wanted to hire staff to help set up
and tear down, including Park Rangers and Police Reserves or Officers,
and ideally he would also like to hire a real sound person since Dombroski
was left to help the musicians and it ended up being a lot of work.
He noted that the estimated expenses were over $11,000, so for an event
as big as what they were planning for 2021, it would require a significant
amount of corporate sponsors, so they were looking at having VIP passes
for individual donors that would get passes to special seating areas and
parking, as well as access to sound checks, swag and food truck coupons.
Bliss asked that the Board accept the timeline as outlined on the closed
Facebook page, but said that the details would be up for discussion
pending further developments. Dombroski added that this was a great
opportunity to make this a big event to compete with the other area
festivals, and it would be great to bring even more people into the Madison
Heights community and into the park.
Platzke commented that the Hazel Park Art Fair brings in around $35,000,
and they spend around $15,000 - $20,000. Dombroski said that Madison
Heights might be able to get to that level in a few years.
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Many ideas were brought up during the discussion. Rohrbach thought
perhaps the Board could have a display of art from local students to
promote within the schools and get that demographic involved. She
mentioned that Oakland County Treasurer Andy Meisner had an annual
art contest focused on financial literacy that partnered with the Pontiac
Art Walk, and she thought that with a new County Treasurer next year the
program moving forward might be able to expand to Madison Heights. It
was also suggested that the Arts Board partner with the DDA as a prime
sponsor of the Trail Tunes event.
Rohrbach wondered if City Manager Marsh had been consulted regarding
the use of City staff for set up and clean-up of the event. Bliss responded
that the Board would have to pay for the staff time. Misczak cautioned
that it wasn’t just an issue of having funds to pay for staff time, it was a
question of whether the City would have enough staff to spare for the
event.
Bliss continued with outlining the vision for the 2021 event, and said that
based upon the popularity of the Red Oaks Church games as the first Trail
Tunes, he thought it would be great to have more community groups such
as Madison PTO participate, including art from both school districts, and
even have both high school bands get involved.
Gerald interjected and said she felt she needed to play “devil’s advocate”.
She loved the excitement over the event, but was concerned that the goals
were too lofty, and it would require over $9,000 in sponsorships. She
offered her opinion that perhaps the plans should not be quite so lofty, as
it was unclear if large crowds would even be allowed in August given the
uncertainty of Covid. She also mentioned that businesses were already
struggling and might be tapped out of being able to give donations. She
stated that she would be against having fireworks, because of the liability,
the insurance requirements, and the expense.
Geralds also questioned how the tiers had been established for vendor
participation.
She wondered if vendors would be willing to pay to
participate in such an event.
Dombroski explained that the vendor
payments were tiered anywhere from $50 to $300, and the same pricing
would not be asked of every vendor. He added that the proposed tiers
were also patterned after similar pay structure in other local summer art
fairs and events. He said the location of the tables and the allowable size
of the space would drive the cost.
Platzke said she loved all of the ideas, but agreed that it sounded very
ambitious. She asked if there might be a timeline or cut off where, if we
hadn’t gotten enough donations, details could be adjusted and items
dropped. She suggested that items like the fireworks or petting zoo should
not be advertised or promised until it was certain that we had sufficient
donations to fund them. Bliss agreed and said something like fireworks
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would be the first to cut. Misczak questioned if the fireworks had been
discussed with the City Manager, and Bliss indicated he had mentioned
them in their discussions.
Bliss agreed that the plans were ambitious, and knew not everything on
the list might make the final cut. He indicated that there was room on the
subcommittee if anyone wanted to help in the planning stages.
He continued to state that most of the sponsors he had personally spoken
to were willing to donate more for 2021. He also commented that there
needed to be better signage to acknowledge the sponsors throughout the
park. He summarized by saying that he was aware the plans as they
existed were probably more grandiose than what the actual event would
look like, and items could be cut as needed.
That being said, the Board unanimously voted to approve the
recommendations of the subcommittee, including carrying over $700 of
escrow funds, approval of the general timeline, and the date of August 7th
for the 2021 Trail Tunes Festival.
Platzke agreed to join the subcommittee.
B.

Pumpkin walk event (Subcommittee: Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Sandoval,
Theodoroff. Fox, Flanagan and Misczak to assist)

Discussion turned to the upcoming Pumpkin Walk scheduled for October 25th.
Geralds said she was praying for warmer weather and no rain. She said that
Biggby Coffee would be donating hot chocolate and coffee, there would be five
games for kids to play, and participation was expected from the Fire
Department, Police Department, Active Adult Center, Women’s Club and also
the Flying Castle Bicycle Bookery would be there. She added that the Madison
Heights Food Pantry would be collecting donations as well as passing out
treats, and several residents planned to have treat stations as well. The event
would be from 6:15 pm to 8:00 pm, and any volunteers would be welcome.
Burcham and Platzke offered to help and were told they could arrive around
5:15 or 5:30, as most participants would be doing their own set up.
When asked about a rain date, Geralds said she was open to the group’s
opinion. She thought that if only a light drizzle was forecast, the event could
go on, but if it was supposed to be pouring it would just be cancelled. The
Board agreed, and it was noted that if cancellation became necessary a notice
might be put out as early as Saturday.
Geralds said that there would probably not be as many pumpkins as last year,
but there would be more family friendly activities. Platzke asked if she needed
money for treats, and Geralds replied that people were bringing treats to pass
out. After discussion, it was unanimously agreed to dedicate $100 for game
prizes or candy as necessary, and that would only be reimbursable if needed.
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Geralds commented that the Pantry would be asking for Thanksgiving
donations, and asked Burcham what would be the best items. Burcham
replied that the items they really needed would not keep until Thanksgiving,
but she would sent Platzke the list for distribution. She added that pasta
sauce, canned meat, and cereal were always good donations, and that if a
cash donation was made, just $20 would cover a family meal for Thanksgiving
or for the December holiday.
Bliss questioned whether there was some confusion online regarding the
necessity of reservations, and Geralds said she had addressed the questions
online, and would post a clarification.
i.

Scarecrow contest collaboration with AAC and Rec Dept (Misczak
to coordinate)

Misczak noted that the voting on the contest had started out with some
confusion since some of the entries had gone to the HR email junk
folder, but everything was posted and there were already hundreds of
votes. She told Geralds that she would have the vote tally to her on
Saturday.
C.

Ground interactive murals in parks and schools (Sandoval – Chair,
Burcham, Fox, Flanagan and Theodoroff)

Sandoval said that the top coat is done. She added that she wants to
complete the second mural at Civic Center Park but was not sure if the
weather would cooperate. She thought she could get through about ten
murals the following year.
Platzke inquired about funding and how much of the $800 grant money
was left. Misczak informed the group that about $360 had been spent.
Sandoval thought that she might be able to complete four or five more
murals with the paint and supplies she already had purchased.
Sandoval said she had been approached by the schools to do some
ground murals as well, which would bring even more color to the City.
Platzke agreed, and said that perhaps in the following year the Board
could finally begin pairing muralists with businesses in the DDA, as
this had been a proposal before Covid.
D.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.

October - Panera fundraiser was scheduled for 10/22 from 4p to
8p. People would need to show the flyer or online code for online
orders

ii.

November – need volunteer –
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Platzke said if there were no other ideas, the Board could always
have a fundraiser at Zino’s. Flanagan said she would reach out to
them. and Burcham added that she thought we received about
$40 at the first Zino’s fundraiser but couldn’t recall the amount for
the second.
E.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) –
There were no updates as the gala had been tabled until 2021.

DIA Inside/Out
i.

Promotion activities (Post about events and share activity plans on City
website)
Platzke asked about the winners from the scavenger hunt and wondered
if Flanagan had gotten the contact information from the first half
winners. Flanagan replied that she had not received the contact
information so the gift certificates could be used for a future event.
a.

Virtual art lecture – Behind the Seen (Geralds, Burcham,
Rohrbach and Misczak) – RECAP

Misczak said that the lecture was not very well attended with just seven
people including the DIA docent. She thought that it probably came too
quickly after the Trail Tunes event, and it got lost in the aftermath.
b.

Events in Collaboration with Hazel Park (Platzke and Amy Aubrey)
i.

Bike Map to Tour all 8 Pieces of Art

Platzke said she had the map and originally was going to put copies out
by the installations in Plexiglas holders but given the late date, she
would probably just post it on Facebook. Misczak said she had emailed
the DIA contact and was told the removal of the pieces would be in
November but she hadn’t been provided with an exact date yet.

Additional Mural projects
i.

Rosie’s Park Concession Building Mural – Update of Ramirez Progress

It was noted that Ramirez should be finished with the mural over the
weekend. Sandoval asked if there would be a ribbon cutting. She was told
that with the Civic Center Park mural there was an unveiling at the fireworks
festival. Sandoval thought for this unveiling the Board should make a big deal
out of the art work, and should any appreciation even just showing up to
thank her.
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Bliss agreed that there could be an unveiling event with a photo op, to include
the sponsor Holistic Industries. Misczak agreed to let the Board know when
the plaques were installed so the unveiling could take place. C&G Newspapers
was mentioned, then Platzke said she thought the Board should just do a
Facebook Live event.
Discussion then turned to getting a gift for Ramirez in appreciation for the
mural. Bliss cautioned that if we did that with Board funds we would need to
do the same with any muralist throughout the City, and he thought we might
be able to chip in as private citizens. Sandoval mentioned the colorful
woodpeckers in the mural and that Ramirez might like a gift including the
image of a woodpecker. Rohrbach suggested flowers. Members agreed that
they would chip in for flowers and a small gift.
It was unanimously agreed to have an unveiling/ribbon cutting sometime
between November 4th and November 15th. Sandoval would coordinate with
Ramirez and send Bliss some potential dates to email to the contacts at
Holistic Industries

City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.

Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library
(Geralds)

Misczak noted that the City Manager just wanted to get word out that she
might be looking for volunteer help from the Arts Board in implementing the
plans for the Fanciful Footpath that Geralds had presented. The City was in
the finalist list for the grant.
ii.

DDA Beautification (Sandoval)

Again, Misczak indicated that the City Manager wanted to get this item on the
Art’s Board radar for collaboration and volunteering opportunities. Originally
there had been discussion about painting crosswalks but that idea didn’t
seem to have much support. Sandoval had been recently appointed to the
DDA board and would be able to coordinate efforts of improving the downtown
area with more art installations and projects.
New Business/Roundtable
i.

Poetry Slam – Need Approval for New Event – Virtual? (Theodoroff)

Geralds said that since Theodoroff wasn’t in attendance at this meeting, we
could discuss it after the holidays as the Board was waiting on a proposal
from him.
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Discussion turned to a contest for judging Halloween decorations, and giving
out prizes of Arts Board Swag. It was noted that there was a Facebook group
for Madison Heights Halloween Haunted Houses and Platzke suggested that a
Board member join the group in an attempt to get the addresses. Geralds
agreed to sign up and help coordinate the contest. Bliss said the Board could
do an announcement of the winner and runner up at an upcoming Council
Meeting similar to the Holiday Light Awards presented each year by the Parks
& Recreation Board.
Platzke said she would write up a draft posting for Geralds to review and then
get word out on Facebook. Geralds also said she would call the Active Adult
Center to see how they worked their contest and included addresses publicly.
Comments were made that for the following Halloween the Board might be
able to put on a neighborhood costume parade, perhaps in conjunction with
the Pumpkin Walk.
Ultimately, it was unanimously agreed to have a Halloween Decoration contest
and give away two gift cards and Arts Board swag.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Tuesday Nov 17th at 7pm.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:38 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
November 9, 2020

A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Chair Platzke on Monday, November 9, 2020 via ZOOM Video Conferencing.
Call to Order at 6:03 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Crystal Fox, Laurie
Geralds, Amber Platzke, Eve Sandoval, Alternate Jason Theodoroff, Alternate
Steve Dombroski, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach and Staff Liaison Amy
Misczak.
Excused:

Susan Burcham, Vita Palazzolo, Racheal Flanagan

Absent:

Ahna Basler, Kiely Moore

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 6:03 pm and roll call
was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Discussion of November 30th Drive Through Tree Lighting Event
Platzke indicated that the reason for this Special Meeting was to discuss the City’s
drive through tree lighting event to be held on November 30th. She said that Bliss
would explain the ideas on how the Arts Board could be involved. Bliss stated that
the City was hosting a drive through tree lighting event, and based upon events like
Trail Tunes and the Pumpkin Walk, the City was inviting Boards and civic groups to
participate. Cars would drive by an extended path around City Hall where the
groups could have stations with entertainment or giveaways.
He made a motion for the Arts Board to participate with at least one station ,which
was seconded by Rohrbach. Geralds asked if the motion should include what the
participation would consist of, and Bliss stated that the first motion would be just
to participated and the second would include the details. It was unanimously
agreed that the Arts Board would participate.
1

Bliss requested authorization of funds for up to $300 to hire the services of a fire
twirler performer which he thought would be a great addition to the nighttime
event. He stated that this type of entertainment would be ideal for the event, and
he had already found some interested performers.
Geralds asked about getting
authorization from the City, and was told that they would need a permit, at their
expense if there was an expense. Bliss noted that the Arts Board would ask for
donations, but expect to fund the entire cost to be safe.
Bliss thought that a
subcommittee could meet prior to the event and finalize any plans for approval at
the next meeting on November 17th.
Bliss said other suggestions were putting together a caroling group. Platzke said
that the CDC did not encourage singing. Bliss said another idea was to give away
crayons and an outline of a tree for the kids to color. Geralds shared her screen to
show her suggestion of scratch design ornaments to give away, with four sets for
about $100.
Misczak interjected and circled back to the fire performers. She told Bliss she
wanted to check with the City’s insurance agent to find out what type of permit and
insurance would be needed for the fire performers. Bliss said the performers could
also use LED lights if we couldn’t allow fire, although it wouldn’t be as dramatic.
Geralds said the Women’s Club got permission from Lamphere to do luminaries
along Agnello drive and also would potentially get the Lamphere cheer squad to
dress up as elves and do cheer stunts for the event. She added that she was also
trying to see if any band members could perform as well.
Bliss said he could reach out to the bands from Trail Tunes if the high school band
members couldn’t play. This would only be if they would perform for free.
Geralds asked about available funds. Misczak said she thought there would be
about $6,765 but didn’t include the grant money, or the money earmarked for 2021
Trail Tunes and the mural projects. Bliss said we would have about a couple
thousand available to us for this tree lighting event.
After additional discussion regarding funding, the Board approved up to $425 and
the subcommittees could work on the details to present at the next meeting.
New Business/Roundtable
Platzke said that the Goodfellows were doing their annual drive to support families in
need. She asked former board member Murray and discovered that kids arts and craft
supplies were needed. Platzke said she thought the Board could do a drive for craft
donations, and Misczak had offered to coordinate the drop off of any donations at City
Hall. Platzke would create an Amazon wish list with delivery to City Hall, and would
also do porch pick up if people had items they bought locally. The Board unanimously
approved this project.
2

Additional new business was brought up by Misczak. She explained that the new
mural at Rosie’s Park had already been vandalized. She said that Ramirez had
asked if the Board would authorize funds for an expensive sealer that enabled
graffiti to be wiped off easily without destroying the mural itself. The Board
authorized three gallons of this sealer to be purchased which would be
approximately $645. Funds would be taken first from the money allocated to the
mural by Holistic Industries.
Platzke reminded everyone that the next meeting had already been scheduled for
November 17th at 7:00 pm.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 6:38 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
November 17, 2020

A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Chair Platzke on Tuesday, November 17, 2020 via ZOOM Video
Conferencing.
Call to Order at 7:09 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Crystal Fox, Laurie
Geralds, Amber Platzke, Racheal Flanagan (arrival 7:10 pm), Alternate Jason
Theodoroff (arrival 7:09 pm), Alternate Steve Dombroski, and Staff Liaison
Amy Misczak.
Excused:
Susan Burcham, Vita Palazzolo, Eve Sandoval, and Council
Alternate Rohrbach
Absent:

Ahna Basler, Kiely Moore

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:09 pm and roll call
was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes
Approval of the minutes from September 23, 2020 was tabled.
Minutes from October 20, 2020 were approved unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report
Platzke went over a report that had been provided by Treasurer Burcham. The
current balance was $7802.92 with approximately $3781.20 available after
accounting for the $2000 for the gala, $886 for Rosie’s mural which would cover the

sealer approved at the last meeting, $440 for the ground mural, $694 for trail
tunes, $425 for the tree lighting.
Platzke said that we had taken in $125 on the Trail Tunes t-shirt sales and Bliss
mentioned there is an additional three weeks left to purchase the commemorative tshirts.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke said the social media accounts had not seen a lot of activity, with the last
28 days reaching about 3,600 people and 1,500 engagements.
She said the recording of the live stream for the ribbon cutting reached over 700
people after the event, and there were about 434 who had viewed the entire event.

Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Pumpkin walk event (Subcommittee: Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Sandoval,
Theodoroff. Fox, Flanagan and Misczak to assist) - RECAP
Geralds said the Pumpkin Walk was a fabulous event with about 350
attendees, including 55 committee members and volunteers. She said
they already have good plans for 2021 and room to expand. She thanked
everyone who helped make it happen.
Platzke thought the event was great, but suggested lights to indicate the
path for attendees to follow the path, since at the end it was pitch black.
Flanagan suggested maybe the event could end early, but Geralds
replied that she is a big fan of Halloween events taking place in the
evening.
She said there were fewer pumpkins this year, which
contributed to the darkness. Fox proposed that the Arts Board hand out
bags for the people who don’t know about the candy and bring bags of
their own and thought those could be at the first station. Geralds said
she should have had them this year but didn’t get to it, and she had it
on the list for next year. She also thought we could have volunteers
should be placed at turning points to guide people through all of the
different areas. Platzke said we could put neon duct tape on the
ground. Bliss added that power cords with LED rope lighting would
help people to follow the intended route, and the Board already bought
cords for Trail Tunes. Bliss said it did get a little congested in the
pavilion, and we should probably try to limit the groups staged in there.
He thought it might be a good idea to have tents in that area, but
Geralds said she didn’t want to impose on City staff for putting up the
tents if it could be avoided.

Geralds thanked everyone for the feedback, and Platzke thanked
Geralds for putting the event together, and everyone agreed that it was a
very successful and well attended event.
B.

Ground interactive murals in parks and schools (Sandoval – Chair,
Burcham, Fox, Flanagan and Theodoroff)
There were no official updates, as Sandoval was not in attendance.
Platzke commented that it was great that the mural was done for the
Pumpkin Walk. Platzke said she knew Sandoval had plans for all the
parks, but nothing more would happen until spring. She noted that
Sandoval still had supplies left, but we would need to get a final list of
the plans for the next meeting to evaluate needs.
Fox said there had been suggestions for accessibility murals and they
thought they might do that by new handicap accessible swings at Rosie’s
Park.
Geralds said based on the comments made on Facebook, people are very
excited about the project and the ground mural ideas were evolving. She
suggested we would need a timeframe and specific plan in place by
March to keep everything on track. Bliss said the subcommittee should
meet and get the plans and budget together. He added that if there were
leftover funds from the Rosie’s Mural donation from Holistic, we could
use those funds for the ground murals. Platzke added that with the
project growing and evolving she didn’t want everything to fall on Eve
alone. Platzke reminded the group that there were others who wished to
be involved with the painting such as Erin Burcham and perhaps
Jennifer Ramirez. Geralds offered to reach out to Sandoval so the
subcommittee could meet and provide a report and plan to the Board by
March.

C.

City Drive Through Tree Lighting Event November 30, 2020 (Bliss,
Geralds, Theodoroff)
Platzke said that Geralds had already purchased the scratch off
ornaments and they were being packaged by Basler and her
sister. Geralds clarified that Basler and her sister were already
done making the packages for the ornaments.
Bliss indicated that he has found two fire twirler companies that
are available for the event. One has two performers, the other has
one. He thought we would be able to sign all three if the pricing
worked out, noting that he was already approved for two
performers at a total of $300.
Platzke commented that if this was a City event, it seemed like the
Arts Board was doing all the work. Geralds clarified that she was
working as individual and community member, not as a member
of the Arts Board so the coordination she was providing with all of

the volunteers was not directly related to the Arts Board. Bliss
added that the Arts Board was only handling an entertainment
station and the give-away station. Bliss also said everyone had to
be cognizant about the total number of volunteers and acts for the
event in order to comply with Covid safety precautions. Geralds
said she needed to coordinate with Bliss on the number of
volunteers. Bliss commented that the City was putting this event
on through its Recreation Department. Some discussion took
place that the City was not coordinating or in charge of the event.
The City had intended to cancel the event entirely but eventually
agreed to hold some scaled down tree lighting, with the
understanding that volunteer groups could put it on. The City
would just set up tents, provide electricity, and arrange for a
Santa Claus station to wave to the kids, which was why Geralds
was coordinating all of the volunteer efforts.
Flanagan said people were really looking forward to the event and
there were kids already asking her about the reindeer food. She
was asked to coordinate handing out the reindeer food with
Geralds. Platzke asked if any other Arts Board members need to
attend the event as volunteers to pass out items. Geralds said we
would need two Arts Board members at the most, as there was an
overall maximum of 55 people that could attend as volunteers or
staff. She said with the City staff and Council anticipated, there
are already about 24 people that would be there. She said that
because the event has to comply with Covid safety precautions,
one person needed to coordinate all of the volunteers. Geralds
said if one or two Arts Board members wanted to attend they
could let her know, but no one should feel obligated to be there.
D.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.

E.

November – Zino’s – Flanagan said that she had already set
this fundraiser for December 1 or 2 but would push it off
until the week after so it doesn’t take place too close to the
tree lighting event.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) –
Tabled until 2021

DIA Inside/Out 2021 Program
It was noted that DIA Inside Out liaison Amanda Harrison had submitted Madison
Heights and the Arts Board for consideration in the 2021 program, and Misczak was
waiting to hear if our selection has been approved. She said she would let the Board
know as soon as she found out the final decision.

Additional Mural projects
Rosie’s Park Concession Building Mural – Recap of Ribbon Cutting Held on
November 15, 2020
Platzke said there were a lot of people at the ribbon cutting, and she said for those
who hadn’t been able to attend or watch the live stream on Facebook, the best part
was that the rain stopped and the sun came out right when the ribbon cutting took
place and people were making their speeches. Both Platzke and Geralds commented
on the weather changes and how fitting the timing was. It was noted that television
stations covered the event on the news, and C&G recently had three articles all on the
Arts Board.

City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.

Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library (Geralds)
Geralds noted that the final grant paperwork had been submitted at the end of
October, and a decision on the design concept was expected in December. She
added that if the City was successful in being approved for the grant, the Arts
Board would be asked to assist on sidewalk art, and perhaps coordinate the
rotating the outdoor wall of art.

She envisioned the Art Board would work

with the schools or residents to obtain art work, and the ECC and Bloom
Project could volunteer with the landscaping aspect.
ii.

DDA Beautification (Sandoval)
As Sandoval was not in attendance, there was no update on the DDA
beautification project.

New Business/Roundtable
i.

Poetry Slam – Need Approval for New Event – Virtual? (Theodoroff)
Theodoroff is doing research on this event, and Geralds told him she would be
willing to assist him with putting a proposal together.

ii.

Fairy Doors – Proposal by Geralds
This project was tabled until the next meeting.

Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Tuesday January 26, 2021 at 6:00 pm.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 7:44 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
January 26, 2021

A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Chair Platzke on Tuesday, January 26, 2021 via ZOOM Video Conferencing.
Call to Order at 7:04 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Bliss, Susan Burcham, Crystal
Fox (arrived 7:08 pm), Laurie Geralds, Amber Platzke, Racheal Flanagan
(arrived 7:15pm), Eve Sandoval, Alternate Jason Theodoroff, Alternate Steve
Dombroski, and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach

Absent:

Vita Palazzolo, Ahna Basler, Kiely Moore

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:04 pm and roll call
was taken.
Officer Elections
Officer elections were held once Board Members Fox and Flanagan logged
into the Zoom meeting. The 2020 officers were unanimously voted and
approved for 2021 as follows:
Chair Plaztke
Vice Chair Flanagan
Treasurer Burcham
Secretary Misczak
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
Adam Owczarzak provided a presentation on the Fanciful Footpath planned for the
exterior of the Library which is funded through the Kaboom Grant. He noted areas
where the Arts Board might assist with the development of the project, such as the
mural on the wall facing Thirteen Mile Road as well as the north side, painting the
Madison Heights Library Letters a brighter color, interactive murals on the sidewalk and
helping to arrange for art displays. Owczarzak indicated that he would be forming a
committee with members from several Boards and asked for two representatives from

the Arts Board. It was agreed that the Board would make a selection later in the
meeting and provide him the names afterward.
Approval of Minutes
Minutes from the September 23, 2020 Meeting, November 9, 2020 Meeting and
November 17, 2020 Meeting were each unanimously approved as printed.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham said the escrow balance was $5,993.74, with $2,800 earmarked for the Gala,
$330.11 for the interactive ground murals. It was noted that there were overpayments
at Sherwin Williams leaving a credit of $110.61. It was unanimously agreed to leave the
credits at Sherwin Williams for the ground murals. Misczak indicated she would send
Sandoval the credit amounts.
The group also approved $20.99 for the annual domain hosting fee, with the
understanding that if the website was not needed in the following year it would be
disbanded.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke commented that the social media pages had not seen much traffic during the
holidays but she would concentrate on posting more moving forward.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.
City Drive Through Tree Lighting Event November 30, 2020 (Bliss,
Geralds, Theodoroff – RECAP)
Bliss and Geralds both indicated that the event was well attended with
approximately 200 kids or so based upon the number of gift bags
distributed It was agreed that the fire artists were very popular and should
be hired again for the following year whether the event was a drive through
type or the traditional tree lighting of years past.
B.
Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools (Sandoval – Chair,
Burcham Fox, Flanagan and Theodoroff
Sandoval stated that she didn’t have much to report, but she had designs
forming in her mind. She said that she would present her ideas to the
Board before getting started in the spring, but noted that she planned to
have a longer ground mural at Rosie’s Park and would include something
that was handicap accessible. She wondered if there would be City input
regarding the placement, and Misczak agreed to coordinate.
A
subcommittee meeting would be scheduled to go over more detailed plans
that would then be presented to the entire Board.

C.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
ii.

D.

December – Zino’s.
Flanagan said the Board made about $60 from this fundraiser
January/February
Platzke volunteered to organize the next fundraiser. Burcham
suggested she try New Heights Nutrition for a change in venue, as
she had recently seen a fundraiser there for Lamphere High
School. Geralds looked up the flyer and commented that $2 of
every $9 or more purchase was donated. Platzke said she would
reach out to see how to set something up for a one day fundraiser.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrback) –
Tabled until 2021
Geralds indicated she did not have any updates, and Club Venetian was
not yet booking events for 2021.

DIA Inside/Out
Misczak said she had not yet heard back from the DIA if Madison Heights was allowed
into the 2021 program but she would follow up prior to the next Arts Board Meeting.

Additional Mural Projects
i.

Private/Public Partnerships in DDA and MH General
Platzke thought that the Board needed to start this project up again,
and start matching local artists with local businesses, with the business
paying for the mural.

Platzke said she had reached out to a

businessowner that was interested in the program but the Board needed
to recreate a subcommittee to start working on this again. Geralds said
she thought she had a document already prepared for the Call to Artists
and Businesses. She indicated she would find it and help on the new
subcommittee.
A subcommittee was established with Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and
Bliss. Platzke noted that the subcommittee could submit a plan to the
rest of the Board at the next meeting.

City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.

Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library (Geralds)

After some discussion, it was agreed that the Arts Board members who would work
directly on this project would be Fox and Flanagan.

It was noted that several

members would be working on the project through other boards – Sandoval via the
Bloom Project/Environmental Citizens Committee, and Geralds via the Madison
Heights Women’s Club.
ii.

DDA Beautification (Sandoval)

Sandoval commented that she was working on this primarily through the DDA and
Bloom Project, but she would communicate with the Arts Board if they needed more
volunteers and direct involvement.
New Business/Roundtable
i.

Poetry Slam – Need Approval for New Event – Virtual? (Theodoroff)

Theodoroff said he was still formulating his concept and would get the Board more
information soon.
ii.

Fairy Doors – Proposal by Geralds

Geralds joked that she had forgotten this was her original idea and was following
Sandoval’s promotions on Facebook. Geralds said that she would work with
Sandoval to find an appropriate way for the Arts Board to be involved and support
the project. Burcham indicated she wanted to work on it as well.
Under New Business, Flanagan brought up her new business location in St. Clair
Shores, and said their winter ice sculpture event cost $750 to be involved, and the
event probably only took fifteen minutes to go through the entire area.. Her point
was that Madison Heights should probably raise its expectations when it comes to
sponsorships.
Platzke said that was a good idea and the Board should create a menu for
sponsorship for all of the 2021 events including Trail Tunes and the Gala, so it could
be a more strategic approach.
Discussion ensued regarding people’s expectations and perceived value for higher
costs for business sponsorship. It was agreed that ideally people attending an Arts
Board event should not have to pay a high entrance fee, but the events should be
supported by business sponsors.

Bliss commented that the Trail Tunes subcommittee had already created a tiered
vendor system ranging from $50 to $300 depending upon the location on the trail.
He added that they were rolling out the call to musicians in the next few weeks to
stay on track with the planned August 7th date. He was hoping to get around twenty
bands for the 2021 event. The subcommittee had targeted a cut off for band
submittals around March 15th, and once the line up was approved the bands/artists
would be notified by March 29th, with a public announcement around April 12th.
Dombroski said that during Covid most musicians were creating music, but were
anxious to get in front of a live audience. He thought that Trail Tunes could be
promoted with a contest for fans to come support their favorite artist and band, with
voting for the best spot on the trail.
The subcommittee would present its proposed entertainment line up at the March
meeting.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Tuesday March 23, 2021 at 7:00 pm.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:21 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
April 27, 2021
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by
Acting Chair Flanagan on Thursday, April 27, 2021 via ZOOM Video
Conferencing.
Call to Order at 7:10 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Councilman Mark Bliss, Susan Burcham, Crystal
Fox, Vita Palazzolo, Racheal Flanagan, Alternate Jason Theodoroff, Alternate
Steve Dombroski, and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Laurie Geralds, Amber Platzke

Absent:

Ahna Basler, Kiely Moore

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Acting Chair Flanagan at 7:10 pm and roll
call was taken.
Approval of Agenda:
Misczak added an item to discuss an opportunity for t-shirt sales to the Solberg
Towers Walking Club. Fox added a fundraiser opportunity for the Arts Board at
the upcoming ECC native plant sale scheduled for May 30th. After addition of
these items, the agenda was unanimously approved.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from March 23, 2021
The minutes from the March 23, 2021 were unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham indicated that there were no expenses in March, but we received $169.73
from both fundraisers. The current balance is $6,242.30. She indicated that taking
into account the $2800 earmarked for the Gala, $330.11 for the ground murals and
$755.76 for the Trail Tunes donations, the escrow account stood at $2,356.43
available.
She made the comment that we needed to fundraise. Bliss asked if the
Trail Tunes account had since received several donations via PayPal and Misczak said
that would show in the April transactions.

Social Media Update & Statistics
With Platzke being absent, Bliss covered the statistics for social media. He indicated
that the past 30 days showed less activity than the prior month, mainly due to the call
to artists that had gone out the prior month. He said the Facebook reach was down
72% to 1,231, with only 150 post engagements, and just three new page likes.
There were no new updates from the Instagram account, but Fox indicated she posted
items whenever she saw the opportunity.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Trail Tunes August 7, 2021 (Bliss, Dombroski, Palazzolo, Platzke, Theodoroff)

Bliss started off the update by informing the Board that Trail Tunes had received about
$1,300 in donations over the last month, and had some donations pending as well, but
were still short of where the subcommittee wanted to be. With that said, he explained the
subcommittee planned for how to use the funds and adjust for alternate plans if the
funding didn’t come through. He used an example that if they couldn’t afford stages, they
would at least get sheets of wood for the drum sets so they weren’t sinking into the ground.
He said that they had 20 musicians confirmed for the event, and while three of the acts
declined, they were able to get commitments from the next three on the list. Bliss said
there was a very wide array of genres that would be represented this year, including funk,
pop, jazz, acoustic, rap and heavy metal.
Bliss told the group that the Library Advisory Board showed interest in a joint Quality of
Life Grant application to have a zone by the Library during Trail Tunes called “Books &
Beats”. He thought we could put one or two acts there, perhaps a poetry slam, a book sale
and ideally a petting zoo.
He said that there were 11 vendors that had committed to be at Trail Tunes, although none
had made their payments as of the time of the meeting. He believed the payments would be
forthcoming, and Misczak had already created separate PayPal categories for Trail Tunes
Vendors and Trail Tunes Sponsors.
Palazzolo then took over the recaps, stating that the subcommittee was working on having
Restaurant Nights as fundraisers for Trail Tunes, where they would have solo artists
performing at the restaurant and hopefully gain interest in the main Trail Tunes event.
Palazzolo said she had two acoustic artists lined up for Mia’s Tasty Grill. She was planning
to have a fundraising event at the Coach restaurant as well as Cadillac Straits who would
create a specialty craft beer for Trail Tunes. It was explained that the main purpose of
these Restaurant Nights was not the fundraising aspect, but more for getting publicity and
interest in the Trail Tunes event, but restaurants were expected to meet a minimum $100
donation to be considered an official Trail Tunes sponsor.

Dombroski offered his opinion that because it’s been such a rough year with the pandemic,
people would flock to live music leading up to the main event. Bliss thought the Board
could use clips from the restaurant events to post online as advertisements for Trail Tunes.
The three restaurant night fundraisers were unanimously approved.
The overall funding goal was $10,000 if the subcommittee was able to create the event the
way they envisioned it. Bliss noted that they were already about 20% there, and there were
currently already enough funds to pay the musicians, so anything from this point forward
would be for obtaining more power sources, potentially pay city staff for set up and clean
up, and to potentially provide different types of entertainment. Bliss explained that getting
money from the Quality of Life Grants with the Library would help with funding the petting
zoo over by the library.
Flanagan asked if there had been an outreach to businesses because as a Madison Heights
business owner, she hadn’t heard anything about Trail Tunes. Bliss replied that they were
just beginning with their targeted efforts, with Bliss, Platzke, and Palazzolo working on the
fundraising. He said they were going to try to get to all or most of the businesses, and
target larger businesses for the $1,000 and up sponsors. It was suggested to reach out to
the Chamber for a listing of businesses, and Misczak agreed to check again if there was a
usable database. Fox asked if there was also a wish list of items for businesses to donate
instead of giving cash. Bliss replied that it would mainly be items from Home Depot such
as wood for stages, electronic and power supplies and things of that nature.
Flanagan suggested there should be a link on the Facebook page for vendors and sponsors
to donate.
B.
Ground interactive murals in parks and schools – Need to Nominate New Chair
(Burcham, Fox, Flanagan and Theodoroff, Sandoval volunteering)
The Board agreed that a new chair was needed for this project now that Sandoval
had resigned from the Board and was participating as a volunteer.
Fox said she was on the subcommittee, but admitted that Sandoval did most of the
work. Fox said she had a lot going on and would continue on subcommittee, but
wasn’t sure if she would be able to chair. Flanagan said she had tried to be
involved but couldn’t be the one to paint. Bliss thought the big challenge at this
point would be the logistics, such as designing and placing the murals.
Misczak asked Fox to check with Sandoval to gauge Sandoval’s interest at this
point, and whether she had designs to share or any locations mapped out.
Palazzolo wondered if Basler would be interested in helping, and thought that
Ramirez had volunteered to assist as well, particularly with the proposed Monarch
mural.
Burcham suggested the Board should look at completing ground murals at just
one park for this summer, and perhaps do a smaller park to ease back into the
project. She and Platzke had done the original research for locations and said that
Wildwood and Monroe Parks would be good options. Bliss said maybe there could

be a fitness themed mural over by new outdoor fitness court at Huffman.
Burcham replied that they had looked at Huffman but it was all City sidewalk and
not necessarily walking paths within the park.
Flanagan said that Monroe Park would be a great location, and would draw more
people to a park that is not as visible currently. Fox agreed to take a look at
Monroe as a potential location.
Bliss said the people currently listed on subcommittee should have a meeting to
nominate a new chair and make a determination of which park to work on this
summer. Burcham said she would be able to co-chair and her daughter can also
help with the designs. Flanagan offered to help as well, but could not commit to
be chair. Dombroski said he could help paint and be involved.
C.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
Need new event/volunteer
It was agreed that since Trail Tunes was holding fundraisers for the next few
months, the overall fundraisers would be postponed to support this effort.

D.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) – Table until 2021
No updates.

E.
Community Mural Partnership (Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and Bliss
assisting as necessary)
There were no significant updates on this item. Misczak thought Geralds had
already created some sort of form for aligning businesses with artists but would have
to wait until next meeting for the update.
F.
Juneteenth Celebration (Bliss, Geralds, Fox)
Bliss said the subcommittee had met, and believed that a generalized art contest
more along the lines of Unity would be appropriate, with prizes for $250, $100 and
$50.
Fox stated that the Board shouldn’t be appropriating anyone’s culture and ask for a
specific theme. Bliss said the HREC would provide the word such as equity or
community which would be used to promote the art contest. He thought the art
could be judged by the Art Board similar to how the photo contest worked. Palazzolo
emphasized the importance of getting word out to the high schools to encourage
youth participation. Fox brought up the fact that Basler had already said she would
bring the contest t her school.
Finally, it was unanimously approved to provide up to $400 for prizes for the
Juneteenth art contest winners.
The subcommittee would meet again and create a plan for the contest.

H.
Asphalt Initiative Grant (Misczak, Fox, Flanagan)
Misczak provided an update and indicated that based on the informational session online,
this particular grant was probably not a project we would proceed with right now, as they
had a transportation/safety theme and the City currently lacked an appropriate location.
She suggested that the item be removed from the agenda until a better opportunity to
compete for the grant became apparent. There were no objections.
I.

Miscellaneous Covid-Friendly Fundraisers

i.

“Home is Where the Art Is” logo contest and swag/lawn sign/decal sales

ii.
Paint Your Own Flower Pot fundraiser (Fox)
Flanagan she had worked with Fox on this idea, and said they were thinking about
incorporating the prior chalk fundraiser into this project, to sell pots with watercolor
paint samples to give out, but she couldn’t find flower pots right now so that might
not be a feasible idea. Fox thought maybe this was an idea to consider in the future
to help support a sense of community with neighbors and friends, because once a
gift like this is given it encourages others to do the same.
It was suggested that there could be different themes for the pots, depending on the
time of the year. Flanagan said that she worked with Rait and they could probably
donate seeds. Flanagan asked for some money to start up the project, and use Arts
Board swag as gifts or obtain local restaurant gift card donations. Flanagan
requested $50 to $75 in seed money for supplies and the funds were unanimously
approved. Fox, Flanagan and Burcham agreed to help with the fundraiser.
iii.
Vote on Paula Rait “Popcorn and Painting”?
Fox said Rait had created an idea for a “Paint in the Park” at $20 per person.
Flanagan asked Burcham to reach out to her to confirm the plans. Burcham said
Rait would do an adult class as a fundraiser, and also do one just for kids as a
community service. She would confirm the dates at next meeting in May, and
confirm if Rait needed any supplies or monetary support from the Board.
iv.
Other ideas
No other projects were discussed.
City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library
(update by Flanagan and Fox as official Arts Board subcommittee members, with
additional input from Geralds and Sandoval)
Fox said there has been one meeting for the Kaboom grant but no call for input yet.
Misczak said she would follow up with Marsh and Owczarzak before the next meeting.
Approval of New Mural Project (Huffman Park)
Bliss said with the City Quality of Life Grants, the Arts Board would be going in with
Library for the Trail Tunes funds, so the Board could submit another request for the
Huffman mural. Misczak volunteered to apply for the grant on behalf of the Board by the

deadline of April 30th. It was agreed that the Board would ask for $2,000 and the mural
would potentially have different artists selected for each side of the building.
DIA Inside/Out – on hold until applications due in October 2021 for 2022 program

New Business/Roundtable
Solberg Tower Walking Club
Misczak explained that she had been contacted by the coordinator at the Solberg Towers,
to see if any Board members would agree to come speak about the Arts Board and its
activities, and also to see if the Arts Board could sell t-shirts to the walking club.
Palazzolo and Bliss volunteered for the speaking engagement. Misczak said she would send
them the copy information and copy Amber on email.
Bliss suggested that we stop printing the original Arts Board logo t-shirts. It was agreed
that Misczak would continue to sell what was in stock, and let the Solberg Tower
coordinator know that in a few months there would be new Trail Tunes t-shirts available.
Discussion turned to potentially having a new t-shirt design, perhaps a contest or
designed by Fox. The Board seemed to gravitate toward having a logo contest in
September/October and perhaps solicit known artists to commission the logo. Burcham
thought we could get votes through social media.
Talk returned to the existing inventory, and Bliss thought it would be a good idea to take
the remaining water bottles to sell (with water inside) at Trail Tunes.
Fundraising at ECC Plant Sale
Fox said that on May 30th the ECC was hosting its plant sale and the Arts Board was
invited to set up a table to do a craft or sell swag. Much discussion took place, as many
members would be out of town that weekend. Ideas for a craft with a birdseed feeder r
wooden butterfly were discussed. Palazzolo said she could possibly ask Home Depot for
donations. Flanagan said The Joyful Jungle could probably participate although she would
be at her son’s wedding. Fox said she would ask Basler, Platzke, Geralds and Rohrbach to
see if they would participate.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for May 20, 2021 at 7:00 pm.
Adjournment
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:37 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
July 15, 2021
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Thursday, July 15, 2021 in the Executive Meeting Room of the Municipal
Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:14 p.m.
Present:
Board Members: Susan Burcham, Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo,
Amber Platzke, Alternate Jason Theodoroff, Alternate Steve Dombroski, Student
Representative Ahna Basler, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach, and Staff
Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Councilman Mark Bliss

Absent:

Crystal Fox, Racheal Flanagan

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:14 pm and roll call was
taken.
Approval of Agenda:
Geralds added an item under New Business 13(b) for “Progress Forward
Grants”, as well as the Pumpkin walk under Active and Upcoming Events 8(I).
The agenda was unanimously approved with these additions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from April 27, 2021
The minutes from the April 27, 2021 were unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham indicated that for the month of May, the escrow was credited for $20
for a t-shirt sale making a total balance of $6,529.39. With the money
earmarked for Trail Tunes ($975.85), Ground Murals ($330.11) and the Gala
($2,800) the available funds stood at $2,423.43 in May.
She stated that the June statement showed income of $20 for a t-shirt sale,
$2,000 for a quality of life grant. There was an expense of $50 for Juneteenth
and so the current available balance less the funds earmarked is $2,393.43.

Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke went over some of the social media statistics and said that there was
not much to report on Instagram. For Facebook, the reach was down by 57%
and engagement was also down, but the statistics would go up over the next
month while Trail Tunes continues to be promoted.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.
Recap of Juneteenth Art Contest (Bliss, Geralds, Fox)
Geralds provided the recap and said that the contest received one entry in the children’s
category which was from a young man (Simone Moise’s son) who submitted a figurine man
built from Legos breaking free of a chain. This entry received the $50 prize. Geralds
indicated that she thought the contest would do better the following year with more lead
time and promotion. She said the Juneteenth event itself was a great success, with about
400 people in attendance, and all of the feedback from vendors, performers and food
trucks were all very positive.
B.
Recap of Native Plant Sale (Burcham, Fox)
Burcham said the Native Plant Sale was extremely well attended and there were even more
attendees from the prior year. She said that she, Platzke and Fox threw together a plant
pot painting craft for the kids, and Rohrbach commented that having kids do a craft while
their parents shopped was ideal, and she also commented that the Bloom Project grossed
about $6,000 from the sale. Geralds asked what the funds would be used for and was told
they would be planting native and pollinator gardens throughout the City, as well as the
native plant rain gardens Civic Center Park. Geralds noted that the Womens Club had
been asked to adopt some of the rain gardens, potentially the three by the basketball
court/steps area. Rohrbach said those were from a grant through SEMCOG. Discussion
then took place regarding the need for signs to identify the events for all the Boards.
Misczak agreed to follow up with the Department of Public Services to see what kind of
cost would be associated with having a generic Arts Board banner and stake signs to have
at these type of events.
C.
Trail Tunes August 7, 2021 (Bliss, Dombroski, Palazzolo, Platzke, Theodoroff)
Dombroski said the plans were coming together, although one of the bands had dropped
out. He said that his band would volunteer to fill that slot and not charge for it. He said
that they had power available to most of the assigned spots, but were in need of four
additional generators to ensure power to all the bands. They are seeking donations from
Lowe’s or Home Depot. He explained that there was an interactive augmented reality app
being developed that would provide pop-up information when attendees reached each band
or vendor. There was a startup company associated with Jenni Zmarzlik that planned to
push out the app free of charge for the event. He said they were looking for a group to test
the product, which is why it was free of charge.
Palazzolo said she’d been speaking to Jenni Zmarzlik about the event at Mia’s Tasty Grill
on July 23rd. Palazzolo said 20% of sales from that night would go to Trail Tunes between
5pm and 10pm, and there were two performers from the prior year who would be playing
during the fundraiser. Platzke said she would promote it on Facebook. Palazzolo said

there would be a silent auction. Palazzolo also said the subcommittee needed a motion
from the Board to allow the subcommittee to have access to the funds they have raised for
Trail Tunes, and to the funds that would be raised prior to the event. The motion passed.
Discussion ensued about the event itself, and the volunteers needed for set up and cleanup activities, as well as manning the Arts Board table. Geralds offered to set up a sign-up
post online for Board volunteers as well as external volunteers.
Rohrbach said that there was a new Excel RC radio controlled car business in Madison
Heights and they might be interested in donating or having a demo during the event.
Geralds commented that it would need to be in a spot where it wouldn’t affect the
performers.
It was noted that with the Library participation with “Books and Beats” there would be
bathrooms available in their building as well.
Dombroski said a start time for set up needed to be established, likely around noon.
Geralds asked him to message her with what types of volunteers and what times they
needed to show up.
Palazzolo went over her fundraising efforts and indicated she would continue outreach,
including to the gentleman who supports the downtown Winter Blast (John Witz),
Matthews Hargreaves and several other business.
D.

Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools (Need new Chair? Burcham, Fox,
Flanagan, and Theodoroff, with Sandoval and possibly Ramirez volunteering)
i. Update on Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park
Eve had started painting the outline for the mural when the rain hit, but hopes to
have it painted the following week. Platzke offered to help with additional murals.

E.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
Trail Tunes Restaurant Events?
The Board has already agreed to temporarily suspend restaurant nights while the
Trail Tunes subcommittee was holding specific fundraisers for the event. Platzke said
she could try to find a restaurant to have a fundraiser in late August or early
September. Burcham suggested food trucks. Basler said a sandwich wrap truck
came to Madison High School and it was a big success. Rohrbach reminded
everyone that the food trucks have to get permits, and Misczak said she would check
with the City Manager about having a food truck fundraiser in City Hall parking lot.
After further discussion, Platzke said that she was also planning to do a karaoke
event again, now that people were more open to being in restaurants and bars.

F.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) – Table until
later in 2021
Nothing to report, but the subcommittee would have some discussions about a
spring event, and then discuss the plans with the full Board at the next
meeting.

G.

Community Mural Partnership (Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and Bliss
assisting as necessary) – Potential at 28147 John R Alley Wall (Near On the
Rocks.)
Misczak provided a brief update. She explained that the City was still trying to
figure out who owned the alley way because at one point the City Manager
thought all of those were sold. Once that was determined, then the Board
could make a decision about how best to support this business owner. Platzke
said that the community partnership form that Geralds had worked on needed
to be revisited.

H.

Miscellaneous Covid Friendly Fundraisers
i.
“Home is Where the Art Is” logo contest and swag/lawn sign/decal sales
It was decided that the Board would not have a logo contest at this time
ii.
Paint Your Own Flower Pot fundraiser (Fox)
This idea was already used at Native Plant Sale
iii.
Paula Rait “Popcorn and Painting” (Burcham?)
Burcham said Rait still wants to do this fundraiser on a
Saturday/Sunday in August. She said that the Board just needs to
decide how much to charge. Rait said she could hold the class for
about 20 kids at a time, 2 times each day, and she would need about
and hour and a half or an hour and forty-five minutes with a break in
between to clean up and re-set the supplies. Platzke, Burcham and
Misczak agreed to look at more specifics and provide ideas for the
location at the next meeting.
iv.
Other ideas
It was agreed that the Popcorn and Painting fundraiser would move to
the active fundraiser section, and the rest of these items would be
removed from the agenda.

I.

Pumpkin Walk Fri Oct 29th 630 – 830 – and volunteers
Geralds noted that she had been working on the schedule for this event, and
envisioned sign-ups for specific times, with four time slots of 125 people maximum
in each slot. She said that she had checked with Flanagan, the Fire Department
and the Police Department and everyone was ok with holding it on a Friday night
starting at 6:00pm or 6:30pm. Platzke commented that everything sounded good,
and suggested that there could be directional signs as well as neon tape on the
ground so people would follow the intended flow through the event.
The
subcommittee was reconfirmed as Geralds, Platzke, Burcham and Flanagan.

City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library $2000 total)
(updated information from Owczarzak. Flanagan and Fox official Arts Board subcommittee
members, with additional input from Geralds and Sandoval)
a.
Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast Corner
Sidewalk
b.

Mural at Loading Dock including Electrical Boxes and Dumpster?

Misczak said she would get photos of the loading dock and work with Platzke to get
a call to artists posted.
Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
Discussion took place about the $2,000 quality of life grant approved for Huffman and that
there was no grant money approved for Trail Tunes.
It was agreed that the call to Artists could be for both the Kaboom grant and the Huffman
mural project, and the vision for Huffman was to have four different artists, one for each of
the exterior walls of the shelter building.
DIA Inside/Out – on hold until applications due in October 2021 for 2022 program
High School Representatives
A.
Lamphere – Vacant (Basler?)
B.
Madison – Vacant (Basler transfer – need new rep)
C.
Bishop Foley – (Confirm if Kiely Moore is still rep?)
Misczak said she had contacted the administration of each school but did not expect
confirmation until at least August, as school was not yet in session.
New Business/Roundtable
Request for Interior Mural Huffman Park for Little Football
Misczak said that she had been contacted by the Parks Supervisor about the Arts
Board potentially finding an artist to paint a mural on the inside of the building,
which currently had a half-finished mural from over ten years ago. She noted that the
current design could be painted over so a new artist could start fresh. Geralds said
she would have the Womens Club volunteer to paint it a flat color as part of the “Mad
Monday” volunteer projects.
Community Advisory Board (CAB) “Progress Forward” Grants
Misczak informed the Board that the City Manager had made an announcement for
Community Advisory Board (CAB) “Progress Forward” Grants through the funds
received from the two marijuana companies in the City as part of their licensing
agreement. She said the maximum grant amount was $5,000 for each project, and
each Board could only apply for one grant per fiscal year. She encouraged members
to present ideas at the next meeting so that one grant proposal could be formulated.

Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for August 19, 2021 at 7:00 pm
Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 8:37 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
September 2, 2021
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Thursday, September 2, 2021 in the Executive Meeting Room of the
Municipal Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:00 p.m.
Present:
Council Representative Mark Bliss; Board Members: Susan
Burcham, Meredith Fleischer, Laurie Geralds (arrival 7:02p), Vita Palazzolo,
Amber Platzke, Alternate Jennifer Zmarslik, Alternate Michael Covert, Council
Alternate Emily Rohrbach (arrival 7:05p), and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Board Member Steve Dombroski and Alternate Jason Theodoroff

Absent:

Racheal Flanagan

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:00 pm and roll call was
taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from July 15, 2021
The minutes from the July 15, 2021 were unanimously approved.
Introductions:
Introductions were made by all of the incumbent Board members to welcome
new Board Member Fleischer, and Alternates Covert and Zmarslik, who in turn
provided the Board with information regarding their background and interest in
volunteering for the Arts Board.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham indicated that this report was for July only, because she didn’t have August
reports yet. She said there were still some invoices and checks yet to be applied to
Trail tunes. She said that $1797.90 was recorded for income, and with current
expenses of $2,854.46 for Trail Tunes, earmarked funds of $2,800 for the gala,
$330.11 for the ground murals and $2,000 for the Huffman Mural, the regular escrow
available funds stood at $2,312.72.

Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke went over some of the social media statistics. She said that over 7,600 people
were reached on Facebook with over 1,100 engagements, largely because of Trail
Tunes. She added that there was some interest in the murals as well.
She noted that she had taken over the Instagram account since former Board Member
Fox resigned and had been making some efforts to post more often there, but didn’t
have any statistics to report.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.
Recap of Trail Tunes (Bliss, Dombroski, Palazzolo, Platzke, Theodoroff)
Bliss reported that the event was a great success and that with Palazzolo’s assistance they
were able to secure about $5,000 in funding, and all bands except one had been paid as
he was waiting on the address for one. Bliss said the family zone was a big hit. He noted
that even with a couple of the bands dropping out they had a lot of participation, with a
new band Zozette and the Groove getting a lot of support, as well as the band on the
baseball diamond. He explained that the subcommittee planned to meet for a post-event
wrap up but in the meantime some of the plans for the following year would be to have a
few stages with Tier A bands on the main stages and Tier B bands placed around the park
where people would congregate. He envisioned stages to host bands by genre. He thanked
everyone for their support and looked forward to an even bigger and better event the
following year.
Discussion took place regarding potential improvement, including having the Library event
closer to the main area, making sure there was better signage, and perhaps shortening the
“trail” so that bands were not stuck behind the hill. Bliss said they had thought about
getting some type of transportation donation for the next event like a golf cart or shuttle
type service to assist people.
Geralds thought the event could use better signage, and commented about the app being
okay but not everyone would use it. Zmarslik said the app that had been created for the
event was built in only two weeks, so given the shortened timeline it worked pretty well.
She thought it would be greatly improved for the following year, perhaps with a treasure
hunt.
Further discussion took place about the spacing of the bands and the stages to maximize
visibility for all of the bands.
Palazzolo commented that, while she was happy to seek donations, she warned the Board
that she would need some assistance with fundraising the following year. She also said
that her efforts brought in about 10 or 11 business donations of $100 each which was a
great contribution, plus a last minute check for $150 from Asya.
Bliss mentioned the “Off the Trail” Fundraiser. Palazzolo explained to the members who
weren’t there that the fundraiser at Mia’s brought in $1,100. There were Trail Tunes
performers to help hype up Trail Tunes.

Palazzolo commented that the vendors were upset they were off to the side and would have
been better to have them near the food area and the kid’s area. Platzke replied that they
didn’t really know how many vendors would attend as the decision was made to drop the
$50 fee because no one was stepping forward to be a paying vendor. Bliss reminded
everyone that the original idea was to have vendors pay a premium fee to be placed in a
premium spot, in order to pay for the band in that spot. He thought the idea might still
work for the following year.
B.

Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools (Did Subcommittee nominate new
Chair? Burcham, Flanagan, and Theodoroff, with Sandoval, Fox and possibly
Ramirez volunteering)
i. Update on Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park
Platzke informed the group that Sandoval recently backed out of completing the
project, so she had reached out to Fox to see if she would be willing to finish
painting the ground mural. Fox seemed interested and wanted to know the details,
and Platzke thought she could coordinate between the two. She said that the Board
had received a grant for the ground murals so we were committed to complete them
somehow. She and Burcham had identified Wildwood, Monroe Park and three
others, but we could limit the scope. A new subcommittee of Platzke, Palazzolo,
Rohrbach, Fleischer and Misczak was formed and planned to meet and plan simple
interactive murals with balloons and butterflies and the like.
Bliss suggested the all-weather vinyl might work too, but it was decided that would
be too expensive. Misczak suggested that some of the funds for the ground murals
could be used toward the sidewalk portion of the Kaboom grant. Rohrbach
volunteered to get the unused paint from Sandoval. Burcham suggested contacting
the people who responded to Sandoval’s Facebook call for help, and Bliss thought we
could also contact the schools for art class projects. It was agreed that Basler
should be asked as well although it was noted that she just changed schools and
also had a job now.

C.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out or Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
September/October Fundraisers
It was agreed that now the fundraising for Trail Tunes was complete that Restaurant
Nights could resume for the general escrow fund.

D.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) – Table until
later in 2021
Nothing to report, but for the benefit of the new members the concept of the
Gala was explained as a vision for a yearly “big” fundraiser, but it had been
delayed due to Covid. The Board had received a grant from the City and those
funds needed to be used specifically for the Gala proposed.

E.

Community Mural Partnership (Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and Bliss
assisting as necessary) – Potential at 28147 John R Alley Wall (Near On the
Rocks.)
Misczak said she had confirmed the wall in the alley way belonged to the City,
but that she had not heard from the business owner since the initial contact.

After some discussion it was agreed to drop that particular project unless the
business owner approached the City again.
F.

Popcorn and Painting with Paula Rait (Burcham)
Misczak said that October is open for pavilions except for the Pumpkin Walk,
and suggested that the Board use the Fire Station pavilion for this event.
Burcham said she would get with Rait on a specific date and coordinate with
Misczak. It was clarified that the Arts Board will market the fundraiser,
starting with one session, then adding and additional one if necessary.
Bliss said we approved the event already, but a motion was made to allow up
to $100 in funding for support of the event. Discussion took place regarding
what to charge for the participants, and whether a scholarship should be
available for families that cannot afford to have their kids paint.
The final motion that was unanimously approved was to allow up to $100 for
support of the event, and advertise a participant cost of $15 per child with
limited sponsorships available, and the Board planned to have a simple
lottery if there were too many requests for scholarships.
A subcommittee was formed consisting of Burcham, Platzke and Geralds, with
Misczak coordinating as necessary.

G.

Pumpkin Walk Fri Oct 29th 630 – 830 – and volunteers
Geralds said that for this year’s pumpkin walk she would increase the
stations to seventeen and change the layout for better use of space and traffic
flow. She indicated that she planned to have four time slots for up to 125
participants per slot, from 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm with 45 minute slots. She said
she would need volunteers to guide people through the stations, and also
people to man the stations. She noted that most of the treats had been
donated last year but would ask for a backup budget of up to $150 for this
purpose. Gerald added that she hoped to get more groups to donate carved
pumpkins as there were not many the previous year. Donated pumpkins
would have to be picked up at the end of the event, instead of the Board
volunteers having to carry them to the dumpster.
Bliss noted that Oakland County was not doing their normal event at the
Nature Center, and perhaps people who typically sponsored tables at that
event would want to join the Pumpkin Walk.
Geralds noted that she would publish a sign up genius for volunteers,
including a table for the Food Pantry, and people to help guide participants
through the event in the right direction. Platzke reminded Geralds of her idea
to have neon tape directional arrows on the ground.

City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library $2000 total)
(updated information from Owczarzak. Flanagan and Fox official Arts Board subcommittee
members, with additional input from Geralds and Sandoval)
a.
Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast Corner
Sidewalk
It was agreed to complete this with volunteers including perhaps the muralist, and
use funds from the ground mural grant.
b.

Mural at Loading Dock including Electrical Boxes – New Dumpster has been
ordered (need approval for subcommittee to send 3 proposals to City for final
approval)
The call for artists had been put out for both this mural project and the one at
Huffman. Platzke said that one submittal for the Library had been received and
another for Huffman was expected if we push back the date for submittals. Misczak
put the submittal on the monitor for the group to see, and is was unanimously
agreed that a subcommittee of Platzke, Geralds, Rohrbach, Palazzolo and Fleischer
would assess any additional submittals received by the next day and make a
recommendation to the City Manager.
ii.

Progress Forward Community Advisory Board (CAB) $5,000 Grants

Board members to bring ideas next time to submit for additional grant money. Geralds
suggested the original “ideas” spreadsheet from the Arts Board’s inception could be
circulated for ideas.
Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
Picking up from the prior discussion regarding the lack of submittals, Geralds made a
motion that the deadline be extended for two weeks and if we don’t get multiple submittals
we could repost in the spring. This motion passed unanimously. A suggestion was also
made that it should be made clear with the extension that you do NOT have to be a
Madison Heights resident to submit a mural, and also that an artist can choose to submit
a mural for just one side of the building or up to four.
DIA Inside/Out – on hold until applications due in October 2021 for 2022 program
High School Representatives
A.
Lamphere – Vacant (Basler?)
B.
Madison – Vacant (Basler transfer – need new rep)
C.
Bishop Foley – (Confirm if Kiely Moore is still rep?)
No change since last meeting - Misczak said she had contacted the administration of
each school but will follow up over the next couple weeks to remind the
administrations that we need a letter.

New Business/Roundtable
Palazzolo asked if the City had ever had a car show. She was told about the Friends of
Madison Heights Youth Group who had done an annual car show in Civic Center Park in
August around the Dream Cruise for years and they had made a great deal of money from
it. Others mentioned smaller car shows such as Augie’s. Palazzolo said she thought it
would be a good idea. Geralds suggested that Palazzolo bring a proposal for the group to
consider at the next meeting. Palazzolo asked if anyone could help because she would not
be able to put anything together. There were no volunteers.
Platzke said we do need new ideas and it would be good to have a meeting in January to
brainstorm new ideas, like a “white board” meeting. Rohrbach agreed and said there could
be a New Year Arts Board dinner and brainstorming, with public notice to comply with the
Open Meetings Act.
Zmarslik suggested that we might consider a kind of breakdancing contest or dance/Tik
Tok type contest. The Board did not yet have a Tik Tok account. This would be another
idea that would need a proposal.
Bliss said he thought that we could do an adult painting class in a bar/restaurant in
November to tail off the kid’s class. Misczak said former Chair Bianchi had floated the
idea a while back, but if they wanted Rait to do it instead of the Recreation instructor
Steve Wood from Anyone Can Paint that would be fine too. Discussion took place that Rait
might not be comfortable with it, and Misczak mentioned that Wood’s style was kind of a
one man comedy routine while painting so it might be more conducive to that kind of
atmosphere. It was agreed that Steve Wood/Anyone Can Paint would be a better fit.
A subcommittee of Bliss, Platzke, and Fleisher was created, with Misczak to coordinate
and contact Wood for availability on a weekday evening in November.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for October 7, 2021 at 7:00 pm
Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 8:42 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
October 7, 2021
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Thursday, October 7, 2021 in the Madison Room of the Municipal Building
at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:05 p.m.
Present:
Council Representative Mark Bliss; Board Members: Susan
Burcham, Meredith Fleischer, Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo, Amber Platzke,
Steve Dombroski, School Representative Ahna Basler, Alternate Jason
Theodoroff, Alternate Jennifer Zmarslik, Alternate Michael Covert, Council
Alternate Emily Rohrbach, and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Board Member Racheal Flanagan

Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:05 pm and roll call was
taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from September 2, 2021
The minutes from the September 2, 2021 meeting were unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham said that the board had sold $360 in swag at Trail Tunes for the
general escrow, and currently with all earmarked funds accounted for, there
was $2,676.40 in available escrow funds. She added that Trail Tunes was
keeping its separate escrow account and that balance was $797.01.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke updated the social media statistics, noting that the Facebook page reached
over 3,600 people over the last month with 1,000 engagements. She said that there
were 16 new page likes with interest driven by the Pumpkin Walk, the Library mural,
and also the kids’ Paint Party. She said she had posted everything to Instagram as
well.

Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Recap of Painting and Popcorn with Paula Rait (October 2, 2021) (Burcham, Platzke,
Misczak)
Platzke noted that the event title changed to the “Little Artists Paint Party”, and originally
eight people had signed up, with two students needing donations. She said that two kids
had to cancel and there were six painters who showed up.
Misczak said that Rait was suggesting a Christmas painting and after much discussion it
was determined that December 11th could be a potential date, and Platzke agreed to reach
out to Rait to see if she was available. The subcommittee was changed to Platzke,
Geralds, Zmarslik and Misczak.

B.
Pumpkin Walk (October 29, 2021) (Geralds, Flanagan, Platzke, Burcham)
Geralds said she currently had plans for 20 stations, with potential for 25, both of which
were more than the 15 stations from the prior year. She said she had received $550 in
sponsorship funds and $100 in candy donations. The Chamber was sponsoring the witch
dance, and she received significant donations from Dotten Collision and Sherman &
Sherman Law Firm.
Geralds commented that she had commitments from the Fire Department, Police
Department, Friends of the Library, the Food Pantry, Women’s Club and might also have
participation by some churches.
She noted that she intended to see if the City could produce some signs for the event, and
added that she was still in need of volunteers. She would create a sign up genius online
for volunteers – Basler, Theodoroff, Dombroski and Platzke offered to help, and were told
that they should plan to arrive around 5:00 pm.
Geralds said the maximum number of participants was 500, and she had 167 officially
signed up to date. She asked that volunteers park in the side parking lots by the ball
fields, and agreed that the Food Pantry volunteers could park at the Fire Station for
loading/unloading supplies.
Palazzolo asked if the current Facebook post implied that people should not bring extra
people, but was told that it said simply that everyone must register.
C.
Anyone Can Paint at Augies (November 10, 2021) (Platzke, Fleisher, Bliss, Misczak)
Platzke suggested that we postpone this event until after the new year for several reasons.
One was the limited interest in the little artists paint party, and the other was that she
thought we should look for a different venue as Augie’s wasn’t donating any proceeds, just
offering the space. She thought we could figure out a way to get more fundraising money.
It was agreed to look at January or February, and Misczak would let Steve Wood know the
event was postponed. The Board left the artist host open for recommendations as well.
D.
Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools (Burcham, Flanagan and
Theodoroff)
i.
Update on Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park
Platzke said that Fox and volunteers have worked on the mural and there was
good progress. She also noted that Trotto would volunteer to help as well, and
the mural needed a few more details, the descriptive wording and the final seal
coating and it would be complete. Palazzolo commented that she didn’t know
anyone was needed to volunteer or that the painting was taking place, and
Platzke replied that Fox posted on Facebook when she was painted and
volunteers were always welcome.

E.
Restaurant Nights (Carry Out of Dine In/Rotate Assignments)
Discussion regarding potential sites took place and Platzke said she would look into an
event at Panda Express which had recently done a fundraiser for Lessenger with 50%
proceed donations.
F.
Gala (Spring 2022) (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach
Geralds said there was no date set yet and the event was indefinitely on hold.
G.
Community Mural Partnership (Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and Bliss assisting as
necessary)
No updates to report.
City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library $2000 total)
(updated information from Owczarzak. Flanagan official Arts Board subcommittee
member, with additional input from Geralds, Sandoval and Fox)
a.
Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast Corner
Sidewalk
It was agreed that the Board would get block colors on the sidewalk until spring
when the interactive details would be added. Trotto would be willing to help with
the ground murals, and continue the themes from the mural on the building.
Geralds, Rohrbach, Basler and Misczak planned to begin painting on Friday
October 15th.
b.
Mural at Loading Dock – Trotto progress
Platzke reported that Trotto was about 2/3 done with the project and needed a bit
more time to complete.
ii.

Progress Forward Community Advisory Board (CAB) $5,000 Grants

The CAB grants were up to $5,000 each Fiscal Year, and Board members were encouraged
to bring proposals for consideration at the next meeting. Rohrbach commented that she
wanted to sponsor an art installation in the Library vestibule once the new complex was
built but that would be for a future budget cycle. It was agreed that the Board would
likely ask for $5,000 to support free community events and the art installation could be
worked on for a future request. Geralds and Zmarslik would work on a written proposal.
Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
It was agreed to post another call to artists in the spring, and Misczak would notify the one
artist who did submit a proposal.
DIA Inside/Out – On hold until applications due in October 2021 for 2022 program
Misczak volunteered to submit an application on behalf of the Board.

High School Representatives – WAITING ON SCHOOLS TO APPOINT
A.
Lamphere – Vacant (Basler?)
B.
Madison – Vacant (Basler transfer – need new rep)
C.
Bishop Foley – (Confirm if Kiely Moore is still rep?)
New Business/Roundtable
Zmarslik asked if the Board had a separate website, and was told it redirects to the
Facebook page because the Board could not have its own website. When Zmarslik
commented that the DDA had its own website, she was reminded that the DDA was
technically a separate entity from the City and therefore could have its own website.
Additional discussion regarding the social media sites took place and Fleischer offered to
help with the Instagram account.
Palazzolo noted that for a restaurant night they were working on one at Mia’s with
musicians and proceeds going to Trail Tunes. She said there might be opportunity at
Sero’s. Basler and Covert also agreed to look at Tropical Smoothie for a future event.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for November 10, 2021 at 7:00 pm
Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 8:17 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
November 10, 2021

A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Wednesday, November 10, 2021 in the Madison Room of the Municipal
Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:04 p.m.
Present:
Council Representative Mark Bliss; Board Members: Susan
Burcham, Meredith Fleischer, Laurie Geralds (arrived 7:06 pm), Vita Palazzolo,
Amber Platzke, Steve Dombroski, School Representative Ahna Basler, School
Representative Dorothy Luetz, Alternate Jennifer Zmarslik, Alternate Michael
Covert, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach (arrived 8:00 pm), and Staff Liaison
Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Board Alternate Jason Theodoroff

Chair Platzke noted that Board Member/Vice Chair Racheal Flanagan send a
notice that she had to resign due to work obligations.
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:04 pm and roll call was
taken.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from October 7, 2021
The minutes from the October 7, 2021 meeting were unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham said that the current balance for the escrow was at $7,698.84,
including funds earmarked for the Gala ($2,800), Ground Murals ($330.11) and
Huffman Mural ($2,000). She noted that some expenses appeared to be for the
Kaboom grant and Misczak said that she would have the funds reallocated to the
correct escrow account.

Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke updated the social media statistics and told the group that last month the
Facebook page reached 2,800 people, with 1,300 engagements largely because of the
Pumpkin Walk and Library mural activity. She also said the Pumpkin Walk “Witches
Dance” got a lot of views. She said there wasn’t much to report on the Instagram
account but items had also been posted there.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.
Pumpkin Walk (October 29, 2021) (Geralds, Flanagan, Platzke, Burcham)
Geralds said that despite it being a rainy night the event was still successful, with about
180 out of 500 showed up and everyone had a great time. She noted that the Witches
Dance was very popular, and she thanked Dombroski for helping with the sound set up.
She continued to say that the groups that came to participate were able to use the pavilion
and tents, and she was waiting for logos to post an official thank you to the main sponsors
Sherman & Sherman, Dotten Collision, the Madison Heights/Hazel Park Chamber of
Commerce, and Hopcroft Funeral home who donated candy.
B.
Tree Lighting Ceremony – Arts Board Participation
Platzke commented that the upcoming Tree Lighting Ceremony would be held on November
22nd in person, and the prior year the Board participated in the drive through event by
handing out scratch off ornaments in goody bags, and also paid for the fire performers.
Platzke asked if we wanted to participate again this year. After some discussion, it was
unanimously agreed that up to $150 would be authorized for craft/scratch-off ornaments to
hand out again. Misczak indicated she would coordinate with DPS regarding a City tent,
and Geralds, Basler, Wright and Covert planned to be at the event to represent the Board.
C.
Adult Painting Party – Date/Location/Artist TBD (Platzke, Fleischer, Bliss, Misczak)
No update/on hold
D.

Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools – Did Subcommittee Nominate New
Chair? (Burcham, Theodoroff)
i.
Update of Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park – Fox/Progress
Platzke indicated that Fox had made progress but has a bit more to do. She
has a few small areas to finish, add more white details and finally seal it. Fox
was hoping to finish the mural this week.
Platzke commented that we had grant funds left for the ground murals, and the
Library muralist Trotto sent some sketched of hopscotch/balloons/rainbows etc
and she would be willing to complete the ground murals at the Library using
the existing color scheme. It was unanimously agreed that up to $200 would
be expended for Trotto to paint the ground mural at the Library and also in
other parks as expenses allowed.

E.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out of Dine In/Rotate Assignments)
i.
Upcoming Fundraisers
a.
Approve Fundraiser at Mia’s for Trail Tunes?
Palazzolo, Zmarslik and Dombroski would arrange for this
fundraiser. It was also unanimously agreed to put Trail Tunes
back on the agenda as a standing upcoming event and move this
restaurant night under that agenda item so it wouldn’t be mixed in
with the regular restaurant night fundraisers.
b.
Panda Express November 16, 2021
Platzke noted that the fundraiser would be anytime within Panda
Express regular business hours and they will provide 50% of
proceeds from orders with a flyer or using the online code. It was
agreed to post to the Arts Board Facebook page, and Misczak
would post it on the City Facebook page, and email the flyer out to
all City employees as well.

F.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Flanagan, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) – Spring 2022?
No update/on hold now until 2023

G.

Community Mural Partnership (Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and Bliss assisting
as necessary)
No update/on hold

City Manager Collaboration Projects – Volunteer Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library $2000 total)
(updated information from Owczarzak. Flanagan official Arts Board subcommittee member,
with additional input from Geralds, Sandoval and Fox)
a.
Mural at Loading Dock – Trotto progress
Platzke reported that Trotto had completed the mural.
b.

Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast Corner
Sidewalk
Block colors had been painted on half of the sidewalk squares and the ground mural
with interactive items would be added in the spring.
ii.

Progress Forward Community Advisory Board (CAB) $5,000 Grants

Geralds and Zmarslik planned to have a presentation for the next meeting.
Considerable discussion took place regarding how detailed the grant application
needed to be, and ideas were floated such as another photo contest or another trail
type event Art Show around Civic Center Plaza.
Discussion also took place regarding Rohrbach’s suggestion to apply for a grant in FY
22-23 for a “book statue” art installation for the new lobby of the library. Rohrbach
arrived from her other meeting during the discussion, and it was ultimately agreed
that a subcommittee of Rohrbach, Geralds, Fleischer, Burcham and Platzke would
work on a proposal to include up to three installations for the new Civic Center
Complex (Library, AAC, City Hall).

Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
No change from prior meeting. It had already been agreed to post another call to artists in
the spring, and Misczak would notify the one artist who did submit a proposal at that time.
DIA Inside/Out – On hold until August 2022 for 2023 program
No update/on hold.
High School Representatives – WAITING ON SCHOOLS TO APPOINT
A.
Lamphere – Basler and Luetz officially appointed
B.
Madison – Vacant (Basler transfer – need new rep)
C.
Bishop Foley – (Confirm if Kiely Moore is still rep?)
New Business/Roundtable
Palazzolo thought we could get high school art classes involved in creating a sculpture for
one of the parks. Platzke replied that while the Board had not had much success in
participation from the schools overall, maybe Palazzolo could create a project. Palazzolo
said it would be good to have members go to the schools to present to the classes instead of
just sending a flyer Platzke thought it was a good idea for a future project but the timing
might not be great immediately. After additional discussion Palazzolo was asked if she
wanted to chair a subcommittee for this project. She indicated that she would probably not
have the time to dedicate to another project, and it was agreed to revisit the suggestion in
2022.
The proposed kids paint party was discussed. It was tentatively planned for Saturday,
December 11th from 11 am – 12:15 pm at the Fire Station, with Paula Rait once again
teaching the class, and the cost would be $10 per child. Discussion tool place regarding
the proposed Christmas tree and ornament paintings and whether those were exclusive.
Platzke agreed to reach out and see if Rait could do a snowman or winter scene as well.
Platzke noted that Joyful Jungle would be able to donate canvasses this time, Rait provides
the paints and brushes, and she would provide some snacks for the kids.
Discussion returned to the CAB proposals just as Rohrbach arrived after her HREC
meeting. It was unanimously agreed that the subcommittee, which would now include
Platzke, would be authorized to submit a proposal to the City Manager to include funding
request for Trail Tunes, the Pumpkin Walk, and a third event to be determined if it was
discovered that the funds were dwindling for this fiscal year. Misczak planned to inquire
about the remaining grant money, how many proposals had been received, and get back to
the Board regarding the information.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Wednesday, January 19, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 8:17 pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
January 19, 2022
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Wednesday, January 19, 2022 in the Madison Room of the Municipal
Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:01 p.m.
Present:
Council Representative Mark Bliss; Board Members: Susan
Burcham, Amber Platzke, Alternate Jennifer Zmarslik, Alternate Michael
Covert, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach, and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused: Board Members Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo, Steve Dombroski,
Meredith Fleischer, Alternate Jason Theodoroff, and Student Representative
Ahna Basler.
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:01 pm and roll call was
taken.
Officer Elections
It was unanimously agreed to table the Officer Elections until the next meeting
when more members might be in attendance.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from November 10, 2021
The minutes from the November 10, 2021 meeting were unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham said that the current balance for the escrow was at $8046.26,
including funds earmarked for the Gala ($2,800), Ground Murals ($330.11) and
Huffman Mural ($2,000), which brought the available total to $2,916.15.
Platzke mentioned the funds earmarked for the Library ground murals that had
been previously approved but those would be accounted for in the Kaboom
Grant escrow account.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke indicated that there were no significant updates on the social media
accounts.

Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.
Tree Lighting Ceremony – November 22, 2021
Zmarslik said that she, Covert and Basler had attended and handed out gifts. She noted
that Basler had all of the gift packages ready to go, with Covert welcoming the kids and
she and Basler handing them out. Zmarslik also stated that the DPS staff had everything
all set up for them and they were in a great location, adding that Geralds ended up helping
with the Grinch station and that appeared to work out well.
B.
Kids Painting Party – December 11, 2021 (Geralds)
Platzke noted that the final number was about 20 attendees due to some last minute
cancellations and non-payments. Rohrbach had attended with her kids and said it was a
fun event with cute paintings. Zmarslik thought Rait wanted to break down the classes by
age group to allow for one-one-one attention but it was agreed that there were other adults
to help and age groups would probably not be necessary. A discussion then took place that
these kids paint parties could perhaps be held quarterly and Bliss suggested the events
could be put in the Recreation Brochure. Misczak said she didn’t think so, but Bliss
thought if the Arts Board partnered with Recreation and had the events paid for through
the Recreation website it might work. Platzke commented that payment through the
Recreation website would make it much easier, and Misczak agreed to look into the
possibility and report back.
C.
Adult Painting Party – Date/Location/Artist TBD (Platzke, Fleisher, Bliss, Misczak)
No updates. Item removed from agenda to be revisited at a later date.
D.
Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools – Did Subcommittee Nominate New
Chair (Burcham, Flanagan, and Theodoroff)
i.
Update of Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park
No updates – Murals will be touched up and finalized in the spring.
E.

F.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out of Dine In/Rotate Assignments)
i.
Recap Panda Express November 16, 2021 (Platzke)
$217.73 earned and the Board earned 50% of proceeds for being one of
the first groups to have a fundraiser.
ii.
Upcoming Fundraisers
Platzke arranged for a fundraiser at Chipotle on March 2, 2022 from
4pm – 8pm with 33% of proceeds over $100 going to the Board. It was
noted that although this was Ash Wednesday there would be items
appropriate for those who observe.
Trail Tunes
i.
Mia’s Off the Trail Fundraiser
Mia’s has agreed to host and the date is yet to be determined. Bliss
thought they might try to hold three events for raising more money since
the goal was to rent stages for the next event. Platzke suggested maybe
they could try other venues in addition to Mia’s.

G.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) – Spring 2023
No update.

H.
ON HOLD – Community Mural Partnership (Geralds, Dombroski, Platzke and
Bliss assisting as necessary)
It was unanimously agreed to remove this from the agenda, with the
understanding that it could be revisited at a future date if necessary.
Grant Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library
(updated information from Owczarzak. Flanagan was official Arts Board
subcommittee members, with additional input from Geralds, Sandoval and
Fox)
a.
Mural at Loading Dock including Electrical Boxes – Amanda Trotto –
Update of Progress
It was unanimously agreed to remove this from the agenda as the wall mural
was completed.
b.
Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast Corner
Sidewalk – Update on Progress
Project would resume in the spring to paint the additional sidewalk and add
the interactive art. Trotto is scheduled to paint the interactive sidewalk art
and $200 is earmarked from the grant for her to do so.
ii.
Progress Forward Community Advisory Board (CAB) $5,000 Grants
A draft of the grant completed by Geralds and Zmarslik had been submitted
for the Board’s consideration. After some discussion it was unanimously
agreed to change the grant request amounts to $2,500 for Trail Tunes, $1,500
for the Gala and $1,000 for the Pumpkin Walk. Misczak agreed to make the
edits and submit the grant application.
iii.
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan Grants from $5,000 $1,000,000
a.
Deadlines: Feb 15 for June Decision, May 15 for September
Decision, August 15 for December Decision, November 15 for
March Decision
Platzke noted that Geralds was planning to attend an informational
Zoom meeting regarding this grant and the applications process.
Misczak indicated she did not realize it was the same grant but planned
to attend that virtual meeting as well. Rohrbach said that she had
worked with this grant before and they prefer that people speak to them
PRIOR to submitting an application to make sure that the inclusiveness
and general parameters were being met. She also stated that they key
in on big impact and long lasting items so the Board would need to be
sure to come up with a good idea for this grant. It was agreed to apply
at a later date and learn what information was presented at the virtual
meeting.

Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
Discussion took place regarding setting up a new Call to Artists in the Spring. It was
suggested to open up the Call to Artists in late February for a month to receive submittals
with a deadline in March, and the artist could begin painting in April.
Platzke said she would revisit the application. Further discussion took place about the
original idea of allowing artists to complete all four walls, or just one wall. Having a theme
for artists who wished to submit for just one wall was considered.
Discussion regarding the theme included scenes from the park to continue the progress
with the new fitness court. Rohrbach said she knew a muralist in Traverse City who held a
class for kids while prepping their mural to teach the kids how the process worked. It was
suggested that the artist could involve the community either with painting the actual
mural with the artist’s direction, painting murals on plywood nearby, or perhaps painting
art on the sidewalk or parking spaces. Bliss asked if painting the parking spaces would be
considered a hazard like the crosswalks and roads, and Misczak indicated that she would
check on that.
A subcommittee was created consisting of Platzke, Burcham and Bliss.
DIA Inside/Out – On hold until August 2022 for 2023 program
No update/on hold.
High School Representatives – WAITING ON SCHOOLS TO APPOINT
A.
Lamphere –Luetz officially appointed
B.
Madison – Basler – Waiting on official letter since her transfer back
C.
Bishop Foley – Kieley Moore removed; need new representative
Bliss stated that he had suggested at the Library Advisory Board that student
representatives should be appointed directly by the Boards without the schools and not be
tied to a specific school, which would also open it up to home-schooled kids. He indicated
that the City Attorney would be looking at the issue and the Arts Board agreed to wait for
that determination.
New Business/Roundtable
No new items were brought forward for discussion with the group.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Wednesday, February 23, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 7:43pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
February 23, 2022
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Wednesday, February 23, 2022 in the Executive Room of the Municipal
Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:03 p.m.
Present:
Council Representative Mark Bliss; Board Members: Susan
Burcham, Laurie Geralds (7:05 pm), Amber Platzke, Meredith Fleischer,
Alternate Jason Theodoroff (7:05 pm), Alternate Jennifer Zmarslik, Alternate
Michael Covert, Council Alternate Emily Rohrbach, (7:18 pm) and Staff Liaison
Amy Misczak.
Excused: Board Members Vita Palazzolo, Steve Dombroski, and Student
Representative Ahna Basler.
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:03 pm and roll call was
taken.
It was unanimously agreed to skip over the Officer Elections until the arrival of
Geralds and Theodoroff.
Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was unanimously approved without additions or deletions.
Meeting Open to the Public
No members of the public present.
Approval of Minutes from January 19, 2022
The minutes from the January 19, 2022 meeting were unanimously approved.
(It was noted later in the meeting that the Chipotle fundraiser was erroneously
listed as 4pm – 6pm and needed to be adjusted to 4pm – 8pm).
7:05 Geralds and Theodoroff arrived.
Officer Elections
After the arrival of Geralds and Theodoroff, officer elections were discussed.
Platzke explained that every year at the first meeting (or tabled until ready) the
Board elected the positions of Chair, Vice-Chair, Treasurer and Secretary.
Theodoroff offered to serve as vice chair.
Bliss suggested that the Board reappoint the three positions and then address
the Vice Chair. Theodoroff nominated the existing Chair Platzke, Treasurer

Burcham and Secretary Misczak to serve another term and Geralds seconded
the motion. All nominees accepted and the vote was unanimously approved.
Some discussion took place regarding an alternate serving as an officer and
also participating in the meetings, and it was explained that our alternates
(who are Theodoroff, Zmarslik and Covert), are able to participate as ex-officio
members, and also vote when there are not enough regular members. It was
also explained that one of the rounds of amendments to all Boards and
Commissions, alternates were made ex-officio, and alternates had always been
eligible to serve as officers.
It was unanimously agreed to table the Vice Chair Election until the next
meeting as there was some concern that Dombroski would wish to serve.
Theodoroff did not have an objection to tabling the matter.
Treasurer’s Report
Burcham said that there was revenue of $40 for a couple of t-shirts, and the
working total less the money earmarked for the Gala, Huffman mural and
sidewalk murals was $2,956.15.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke indicated that the social media activity had been fairly slow, but said
the upcoming fundraiser at Chipotle should help boost it a bit.
Platzke also noted that the Arts Board website was hosted by GoDaddy and the
annual fee of $21.17 had just been processed. After some discussion it was
agreed that the website could be discontinued, and Misczak would look into a
refund or at least removing the auto pay so it would lapse the following year.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Kids Painting Party Events – Upcoming Schedule/Partner with Recreation (Platzke,
Geralds, Misczak) May 21, July 16, September 17
The Kids Painting Party events had been added to the Recreation Brochure for 11 am –
12:15 pm on Saturdays May 21st, July 16th, and September 17th. The payments would be
processed through the Recreation Portal. Misczak indicated she did not remember how
much Recreation was taking from the proceeds as a split for advertising and supporting
registration but she would confirm.
B.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out of Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
Chipotle confirmed for March 2nd, 4pm – 8pm (note correction from
6pm). Platzke indicated they would donate 33% of proceeds for
sales over $100. She also noted that the flyer either printed or
digital was required, or the online code.
ii.

Upcoming Fundraisers
TBD

C.

Trail Tunes
i.
Mia’s Off the Trail Fundraiser
Bliss said they were targeting April or May for the Mia’s fundraiser.

D.
Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools – Did Subcommittee Nominate New
Chair (Burcham, and Theodoroff)
i.
Update of Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park
No updates – Murals will be touched up and finalized in the spring.
E.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Palazzolo and Rohrbach) – Spring 2023
No update. Geralds indicated they would revisit the fundraiser based on Covid
precautions and updates.

Grant Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library (Misczak
staff liaison for Arts Board
a.
Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast
Corner Sidewalk
No new updates until spring for installation of more sidewalk
colors and interactive element.
ii.
Progress Forward Community Advisory Board (CAB) $5,000 Grants
Grant proposal was submitted on January 20, 2022 – Award notice was
received with Trail Tunes receiving $2,500, and the Gala approved for $1,500.
Platzke explained that the request for the Pumpkin Walk was denied as the
bylaws preclude the CAB grants being awarded to any events specifically for
kids. It was noted that applications could be submitted at any time and more
funds were expected to be available, so Zmarslik and Geralds would work on
another proposal using the extensive list of ideas Geralds already had on file.
iii.

Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan Grants from $5,000 $1,000,000
a.
Deadlines: Feb 15 for June Decision, May 15 for September
Decision, August 15 for December Decision, November 15 for
March Decision
b.

Recap on Community Conversation on Inclusion in the Arts
Informational Meeting February 10, 2022 (Geralds
Both Geralds and Misczak participated in this online webinar, and
Misczak indicated that she would send out the replay link to the
entire Board.

Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
Platzke said that she had not finished updating the call to artists and it had not gone out,
but she would work on making it public again. Discussion took place regarding the
process, as well as whether we would be asking for a theme so artists could propose just
one side of the building instead of all four walls. Misczak was asked to provide Platzke
with the emails of artists who had previously submitted ideas for Civic Center, Rosie’s or
Huffman. Covert had noted he knew of an artist in Grosse Pointe that was very interested

and asked if there was an established maximum – he was told that the Board hadn’t
restricted the proposals to a certain maximum, but it was mentioned that the Rosie’s Park
mural came in a little under $5,000.
DIA Inside/Out – On hold until August 2022 for 2023 program
No update/on hold.
High School Representatives – WAITING ON SCHOOLS TO APPOINT
A.
Lamphere –Luetz officially appointed
B.
Madison – Basler – Waiting on official letter since her transfer back
C.
Bishop Foley – Kieley Moore removed; need new representative
New Business/Roundtable
Bliss said he had received an idea from City Manager Marsh that the Board might want to
consider, which is an art installation program in the new Civic Center Complex similar to
what Farmington Hills has at their City Hall complex. He said the Board could help curate
art and it would be for sale to the public, but the Board might want to consider a display
fee payable to the artist if a piece didn’t sell. He said he had looked at the Farmington
Hills project and basically they keep a Google document with all of the information and if
someone is interested in buying artwork the City would take the patron’s name and
email/phone and send that information directly to the artist. The project benefits the
artists, but also the City since there would not be a need to purchase new artwork in the
newly constructed building.
Some discussion took place regarding specifics on
presentation (frames etc), and the potential to promote the project at Trail Tunes. It was
unanimously agreed by the Board to support this project and the subcommittee of Bliss,
Burcham and Fleischer was formed.
Geralds asked if the Board wanted to promote another art contest for the Juneteenth
celebration. It was agreed that there needed to be more advertising, perhaps included on
the official Juneteenth flyer. When discussion turned to the fact that there was only one
entry for the prior year, it was agreed to hold the contest one more time and if it didn’t
attract more entrants then perhaps drop the idea the following year.
Discussion turned toward having a display of artwork by black artists to display.
Rohrbach said when she was younger there used to be prints to “borrow” from the Library
and she agreed to gather more details for Geralds.
The Board unanimously agreed to hold another “Liberation” art contest.
Upon conclusion of the Juneteenth conversation, Burcham noted that as a point of
reference for the Huffman mural, we only had $2,000 in funds dedicated to the mural, and
the Rosie’s Park Mural ended up at $1,800 for the artist’s fee and about $2,800 in
supplies. It was noted that the Board owned the supplies but that additional funding
would likely be necessary.
Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Wednesday, March 23, 2022 at 7:00 pm

Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 7:49pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member

Madison Heights Arts Board
Special Commission Meeting
March 23, 2022
A Special Meeting of the Madison Heights Arts Board was called to order by Chair
Platzke on Wednesday, March 23, 2022 in the Executive Room of the Municipal
Building at 300 West Thirteen Mile Road, Madison Heights, Michigan.
Call to Order at 7:02 p.m.
Present:
Council Representative Emily Rohrbach; Board Members: Susan
Burcham, Laurie Geralds, Vita Palazzolo (7:25 pm), Amber Platzke, Steve
Dombroski (7:06 pm) Michael Covert, Alternate Jason Theodoroff, Alternate
Jennifer Zmarslik, Alternate Jennifer Nagle, Madison Representative Ahna
Basler and Staff Liaison Amy Misczak.
Excused:

Councilmember Mark Bliss

Members of the Public: Tabitha Olszewski
Meeting Called to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Platzke at 7:02 pm and roll call was
taken. Introductions were made to the newest alternate Jennifer Nagle, and she
introduced herself to the Board as well.
Before continuing with the agenda, Chair Platzke announced that Board
Member Meredith Fleischer announced her intention to resign from the Board
due to time constraints. She added that Fleischer wanted to stay involved as
much as she could and help out as a volunteer.
Officer Elections – Vice Chair Only
Dombroski offered to serve as Vice Chair. Rohrbach made a motion to nominate
him and was seconded by Theodoroff. After a short discussion that Palazzolo
was also interested in serving as Vice Chair, it was agreed to table the
discussion until after her arrival.
Approval of Agenda:
Geralds requested to add an agenda item for discussion under upcoming
events, and the Arts Board 5th Year Anniversary Fundraiser/Celebration was
added as item F. There were no deletions, and the agenda as was unanimously
approved as amended.
Meeting Open to the Public
Olszewski did not elect to speak during meeting open to the public.
Approval of Minutes from February 23, 2022
The minutes from the February 23, 2022 meeting were unanimously approved by
those who had been in attendance.
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Treasurer’s Report
Burcham stated that there was one expense of $21.17 for the GoDaddy website hosting,
and the funds remaining stood at $2,934.98 after accounting for the earmarked amounts
(Gala - $2,800, Ground Murals - $330.11 and Huffman Mural $2,000).
Burcham asked about the paint for Trotto and was told she would likely be using the
leftover paint.
Platzke added that the Board would want to start thinking about
fundraising for the Huffman mural because the $2,000 City grant would not likely be
sufficient to cover the expenses.
Social Media Update & Statistics
Platzke said that the post for the Huffman mural call to artists reached almost 2,000
people and the one for Basler’s mural at Madison has reached about 1,500 people.
Otherwise the social media has been fairly quiet. Platzke added that the subscription
for the GoDaddy website hosting has been cancelled.
Review of All Active Upcoming Events/Projects - Subcommittees Must Be
Fewer Than Six Members
A.

Kids Painting Party Events – Upcoming Schedule/Partner with Recreation (Platzke,
Geralds, Misczak) May 21, July 16, September 17
Platzke stated that the dates for the Kids Painting Party were published in the
Recreation Brochure. It was noted that the split between Recreation and the Arts
Board was 50/50, with the Arts Board helping increase publicity, provide snacks and
perhaps provide a volunteer depending on how many participants and how many
volunteers Rait would have on hand. Recreation would handle all registration, transfer
of funds, and provide water or juice for the kids.
B.

Restaurant Nights (Carry Out of Dine In/Rotate Assignment)
i.
Chipotle Fundraiser held on March 2nd, 4pm – 8pm earned $79.40
for the escrow account
ii.

C.

Upcoming Fundraisers
Platzke indicated she didn’t have a restaurant night set up yet but had
posted a notice in hopes that a restaurant would step forward to partner.
Burcham asked if the Board could have a food truck. Rohrbach said the
Board would need to obtain a permit from the City and any fees would
have to be paid up front on behalf of the vendor. It was agreed to look at
having a food truck fundraiser for April or May.

Trail Tunes
i.
Mia’s Off the Trail Fundraiser
No update; still targeting April or May for the Mia’s fundraiser.
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D.
Ground Interactive Murals in Parks and Schools – Did Subcommittee Nominate New
Chair (Burcham, and Theodoroff)
i.
Update of Monarch Lifecycle at Rosie’s Park
No updates – Murals will be touched up and finalized in the spring. Rohrbach
to follow up with former Board Member Fox regarding the touch up process
and what is needed.
Considerable discussion then took place regarding the funds designation for
Trotto to do additional ground murals and whether that was for ground
murals at the Library through the Kaboom grant, or ground murals in the
parks through the City grant. Ultimately it was determined that Trotto had
agreed to place two interactive sidewalk murals at Monroe and Wildwood.
Platzke said she and Trotto would go to the parks to get a more definitive plan
and perhaps provide the Board with chalk sketches of the planned
installation.
Platzke also said that one of the muralists interested in submitting for the
Huffman Park mural was a high school art teacher and might be able to have
her students paint the color squares or even interactive murals at the Library
as part of their community service hours. Basler said that Madison High
School might have some students that could also help in order to fulfill their
community service hours as well.
E.

Gala (Geralds – Chair, Bliss, Covert, Palazzolo and Nagle) – Spring 2023
No update. Geralds provided a brief description for Nagle’s behalf. Rohrbach
agreed to step down from the subcommittee so that Nagle could be added.

F.
Arts Board 5th Anniversary Fundraiser/Celebration (Item added to agenda)
Geralds asked for the Board’s approval to work on some sort of five year celebration and/or
fundraiser. There was a general consensus, and Dombroski, Nagle and Palazzolo offered to
work on the subcommittee, and Zmarslik told Geralds she would work on a promotional
video when the time came.
Grant Opportunities
i.
Play Everywhere Kaboom Grant – Fanciful Footpath at MH Library (Misczak
staff liaison for Arts Board
a.
Ground Murals from Northeast Corner Sidewalk to Southeast
Corner Sidewalk to Resume Work in Spring
It was again noted that there was a miscommunication regarding
Trotto’s commitment to paint interactive murals at the Library under the
Kaboom grant. Platzke thought Trotto MIGHT be willing to help out at
the Library as well, but the $200 dedicated specifically to Trotto were
from the ground mural grant.
Burcham suggested we could use the $130 left from the general ground
mural funds to pay for Trotto to paint interactive murals at the Library
as well.
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Palazzolo suggested that some art should be installed at Ambassador
Park, and after Burcham said that they chose Monroe and Wildwood
because they were more frequented by residents, Rohrbach reminded
the group that Ambassador Park was due to have a revamp of its tennis
courts through a separate grant and the Arts Board could wait until that
was complete before deciding if a ground mural would be appropriate
there.
ii.

Progress Forward Community Advisory Board (CAB) $5,000 Grants

Grant proposal was submitted on January 20, 2022 – Award notice was received
with Trail Tunes receiving $2,500, and the Gala approved for $1,500. Platzke
explained that the request for the Pumpkin Walk was denied as the bylaws preclude
the CAB grants being awarded to any events specifically for kids.
Discussion took place regarding the next proposals and while
were awarded by Fiscal Year, Misczak commented that
impression that applications could be submitted at any time.
find out how much money was currently available in the grant

technically the grants
she was under the
Misczak was asked to
funds.

Rohrbach began to talk about the longer term proposal for art installations when the
Library, Active Adult Center, and City Hall renovations were completed. She added
that she wasn’t sure if her idea for the Juneteenth display of prints which would
then be available for check out from the Library would qualify for the grant.
Geralds, along with Jenni Z and Rohrbach, would work on some concepts for
current grant proposals to present to the Board.
Discussion circled back to the long term grant proposal for art installations at the
new City Hall/Library/Active Adult complex, and Rohrbach explained for Nagle’s
benefit that she had seen an art piece which was a dress made from old books. Nagle
said she had seen it as well and thought it was great. Rohrbach said last she knew
that book dress was still available but even if not, if the Board got the grant, she
thought we might even be able to commission a piece from this artist to use old
Madison Heights books as the medium. Rohrbach also floated an idea to make sure
our Asian community was represented in one of the three art piece since we have a
large Asian population and we would have three areas for a nice entry way piece of
art. She thought the Board might be able to find an Asian artist located in Metro
Detroit or at least Michigan that could be considered for the commission of one of
the pieces.
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iii.

Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan Grants from $5,000 $1,000,000
a.
Deadlines: Feb 15 for June Decision, May 15 for September
Decision, August 15 for December Decision, November 15 for
March Decision
b.

Recap on Community Conversation on Inclusion in the Arts
Informational Meeting February 10, 2022 (Geralds
Both Geralds and Misczak participated in this online webinar, and
Misczak indicated that she would send out the replay link to the
entire Board.

It was explained by Rohrbach that this grant source required applicants
to first have a conversation with someone from the Community
Foundation for Southeast Michigan to determine if the subject of a grant
application would even be considered, as they were looking for large
scale projects with long term community impact. Palazzolo mentioned
an amphitheater; Geralds, Rohrbach and Zmarslik volunteered to do
more research as to what might be a viable grant proposal for this
group.
Huffman Park Mural Project – Quality of Life Awards approved $2,000 (Reg Council
Mtg 6/14/21)
Platzke said that she had just issued a new call to artists on March 22, 2022 with all
submittals being emailed to Misczak. Platzke had also emailed muralists who had
submittal proposals in the past or who had attended the informational meeting, and there
seemed to be quite a bit of interest this time around. It was noted that we may need to
fundraise since we had limited funds for the project. Misczak noted that she had already
received one application since the call to artists was made public.
DIA Inside/Out – On hold until August 2022 for 2023 program
No update/on hold.
High School Representatives
A.
Lamphere –Luetz officially appointed – Misczak to reach out to see if she
was still interested in being the Lamphere rep since she had not been in
attendance recently.
B.
Madison – Basler – officially appointed
C.
Bishop Foley – Kieley Moore removed due to lack of attendance; need
new representative for Foley.
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New Business/Roundtable
Platzke said she was planning to bring back a karaoke fundraising event but at a different
venue than Augie’s. She also thought the Board should use another venue besides Mia’s
since that was being used for Trail Tunes. Several suggestions were made. It was
determined that if the Board did a silent auction then a raffle license wasn’t needed. A
subcommittee of Platzke, Palazzolo, Burcham, Nagle and Bliss was created to do more
research on location and fundraising specifics.
The Board returned to the election of the Vice Chair position. It was noted that since there
had already been a motion and second for the Dombroski nomination, technically that
should be discussed and voted on first.
Following some discussion, including Dombroski and Palazzolo expressing their thoughts
on why they wanted to be Vice Chair, and Platzke expressing what she ideally wanted in a
Vice Chair, the board unanimously elected Dombroski to the office. Palazzolo and
Dombroski were both gracious during the process and noted support for either result.
Newly appointed alternate Nagle then provided a PowerPoint presentation with two main
ideas:
1.

“Democracy Sausage” which was a fundraising idea originally from Australia where
grilled sausages were sold outside of polling venues. Considerable discussion took
place and it was ultimately agreed that Nagle needed to do some more research
regarding the legality of polling place fundraisers in Michigan, and whether a health
permit was needed for the food sales.

2.

Madison Heights Pride Festival
Nagle suggested a small family friendly event with artists, games, snacks and music
to show the Board’s support for the LBGTQ community and to show LBGTQ kids
that they are seen and welcomed in Madison Heights. She added that Pride events
often bring in participants from outside the local venue which would bring a new
crowd to Madison Heights and potentially a new source for volunteers for future
events.

This concept was also discussed at length, with members sharing varying perspectives. It
was explained to Nagle that a small group had put on a Pride event the previous year.
After additional debate regarding the event, both Geralds and Rohrbach agreed to put
Nagle in touch with the prior year hosts, and Nagle would return to the Board to see if this
event would be better off hosted by the Human Relations and Equity Commission.
Once the follow up information was received by the Board at the following meeting
regarding these exploratory events, a decision could be made regarding the Arts Board’s
involvement and/or support.
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Set date/time for next meeting
The next meeting was set for Wednesday, April 27, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Platzke adjourned the meeting at 8:45pm.

Amy J. Misczak, Secretary/Ex-Officio Board Member
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